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Human activities have caused the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) to increase by 120 ppmv from pre-industrial times to 2014. The ocean takes up approximately a quarter of the anthropogenic CO$_2$, causing ocean acidification (OA). Therefore it is necessary to study the ocean carbonate system, including alkalinity, to quantify the flux of CO$_2$ into the ocean and understand OA. Since the 1970s, carbonate system measurements have been undertaken which can be analyzed to quantify the causes of alkalinity variation in the surface ocean. A tracer of the oceanic calcium carbonate cycle (Alk*) was created by removing alkalinity variation caused by other processes: evaporation and precipitation, river input, and the biological production and dissolution of organic matter. The remaining variation is similar to the distribution of the major nutrients with low values in the tropical surface ocean and values 110 µmol kg$^{-1}$ and 85 µmol kg$^{-1}$ higher in the Southern Ocean and the North Pacific respectively. The causes of longitudinal Alk* gradients in the Pacific Ocean were then analyzed. The results indicate that outcropping of isopycnals and upwelling of water enriches Alk* in the subpolar North Pacific and along the North American margin. On the other hand, the eastern equatorial upwelling appears to be from depths too shallow to contain enhanced Alk*. Two algorithms to predict alkalinity were then created for the surface Pacific with r values between predictions and measurements of 0.970 for the entire Pacific Ocean algorithm and 0.991 for the North Pacific eastern margin. A method using in-situ Alk* and velocity measurements to estimate calcium carbonate export was developed. This method estimates a summer and autumn export in the Southern Ocean of 0.31 Pg C yr$^{-1}$ with the majority occurring around the Polar and Subantarctic Fronts. The Alk* tracer is shown to be a useful tool which could be improved by further research into riverine alkalinity inputs and the influence of sea ice formation on alkalinity.
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Definitions and Abbreviations

A – ocean water body

A – magnitude of the vector in Alk*
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GLODAP – Global Ocean Data Analysis Project

GLODAPv2 - Global Ocean Data Analysis Project version 2
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H⁺ – hydrogen ion
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H₂O - water

[H₃PO₄] – concentration of phosphoric acid

[H₃SiO₄] – concentration of trihydrogen silicate

H₄SiO₄ – silicic acid

HCO₃⁻ – bicarbonate ion

[HF] – concentration of hydrofluoric acid
[HNO₂] – concentration of nitrous acid

HOT – Hawaii Ocean Times series

[HPo₄²⁻] – concentration of hydrogen phosphate

[HS⁻] – concentration of hydrogen sulphide

[HSO₄⁻] – concentration of hydrogen sulphate

IPCC – Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

\( j \) – current cell in a matrix

JGOFS – Joint Global Ocean Flux Study

KNOT – Kyodo western North Pacific Ocean Time-series

\( \text{lat} \) – latitude

LDEO – Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory

\( \ln \) – meters in one degree longitude (latitude dependent)

\( \text{lt} \) – meters in one degree latitude (latitude dependent)

\( M \) – magnitude of the vector of water velocity

\( M_{(\text{NO3,ATL})} \) – average spread of the data cloud

\( \text{max} \) – maximum

MATLAB – MATrix LABoratory

\( \text{min} \) – minimum

MLD – Mixed Layer Depth

MLR – multiple linear regression

MODIS – Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer

\( N \) – nitrate concentration (Table 4-5)

\( N \) – number of data points

\( n \) – number of data points (Table 4-5)
NADW – North Atlantic Deep Water

nAlk – salinity-normalized alkalinity

NCa – salinity-normalized calcium concentration

$[\text{NH}_3]$ – concentration of ammonia

Nit – nitrate concentration

$\text{NO}_3^-$ – nitrate concentration

$\overline{\text{NO}_3_{\text{ATL}}^i}$ – mean of the nitrate values in the i’th Atlantic bin.

NOAA – National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

OA – Ocean Acidification

OACES – Ocean-Atmosphere Carbon Exchange Study

$[\text{OH}^-]$ – concentration of hydroxide ion

$p$ – probability ($p$-value)

$p$ – smoothing parameter

PA – Practical Alkalinity

PACIFICA – PACIFic ocean Interior Carbon database

pAlk – potential alkalinity

pCO$_2$ – partial pressure of carbon dioxide

PF – Polar Front

$pH$ – the base 10 logarithm of the reciprocal concentration of hydrogen ion

PIC – Particulate Inorganic Carbon

$[\text{PO}_4^{3-}]$ – concentration of phosphate

ppm – parts per million

ppmv – parts per million by volume

$Q_{\text{AD}}$ – flux of alkalinity leaving the gyre through calcium carbonate precipitation.
r – Pearson’s r correlation coefficient
R – river water
R² – coefficient of determination
rms – root mean square error
S - salinity
SAF – Subantarctic Front
Sal - salinity
SDC – simple dilution or concentration process
SF₆ – sulphur hexafluoride
SiO₂ – silicon dioxide
SOCAT – Surface Ocean CO₂ Atlas
SOCATv2 - Surface Ocean CO₂ Atlas version 2
SOMLO – Self-Organizing Multiple Linear Output
SOSE – Southern Ocean State Estimate
STF – Subtropical Front.
TA* - tracer of remineralized alkalinity
TrOCA – Tracer using Oxygen, inorganic Carbon, and Alkalinity
U – eastwards water velocity
V – northwards water velocity
VIF – Variance Inflation Factor
WOCE – World Ocean Circulation Experiment
ΔA – gradient in a tracer of calcium carbonate cycling along the direction of water movement
ΔAlk* – gradient in a tracer of calcium carbonate cycling
ΔAlkₘ – change in measured alkalinity
\( \Delta \text{Ca} \) – change in calcium concentration
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Climate change and ocean acidification

*The scientific evidence is now overwhelming: climate change is a serious global threat, and it demands an urgent global response* - Stern et al. [2006]

Excluding water vapor, the earth’s atmosphere is made of 78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen, 0.9% argon, and about 0.04% carbon dioxide [Sarmiento and Gruber, 2006; Tans and Keeling, 2015]. Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas which means that it traps heat from the sun at the surface of the planet. Averaged over the whole of the Earth’s surface, 340 W m$^{-2}$ of the sun’s solar radiation enters our atmosphere (Figure 1-1). Greenhouse gases reduce the amount of thermal radiation released back to space, trapping it near the surface so the surface temperature builds up and the planet warms. The amount of thermal radiation released back to space is in proportion to the temperature of the planet; once the planet warms sufficiently, the incoming radiation equals the outgoing radiation and a new equilibrium is formed. The higher the concentration of greenhouse gases, the higher the surface temperature [Wild et al., 2013]. This is called the greenhouse effect because the layer of greenhouse gases keeps the surface of the planet warm in a similar, although not identical, way to how glass in a greenhouse traps the sun’s heat causing the air inside to warm.
Carbon dioxide is not the only greenhouse gas. Other greenhouse gases include: water vapor, methane, nitrous oxide, and halocarbons. Most greenhouse gases are increasing in the atmosphere due to human activities [Hartmann et al., 2013]; for example, the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has risen from about 280 ppmv in pre-industrial times to 316 ppmv in 1959 and to 399 ppmv in 2014 [Tans and Keeling, 2015] (Figure 1-2). Human activities that release carbon dioxide into the atmosphere include the burning of fossil fuels such as oil and natural gas, as well as deforestation and the production of cement. Human activities have also caused the concentration of methane in the atmosphere to increase. Methane is released from agricultural practices: digestion by cows and sheep and anaerobic decomposition of organic matter in rice paddies. Just like in rice paddies, the anaerobic decomposition of organic matter in landfill sites also causes methane to be released [Hartmann et al., 2013]. Nitrous oxide is another agricultural greenhouse gas, and has increased by 20% since 1750 [Prather et al., 2012]. Emissions of nitrous oxide are dominated by soils treated with synthetic and organic fertilizer [Ishijima et al., 2007]. International effort has reduced the use of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) which are greenhouse gases and also cause the atmospheric ozone layer to thin. Instead chlorofluorocarbons have been replaced by other halocarbons. Unfortunately, these man-
made gases, which are used in fridges, air-conditioning units, and trainers, are some of the strongest greenhouse gases with one molecule of sulphur hexafluoride (SF$_6$) warming the atmosphere 23,900 times more than a molecule of carbon dioxide over 100 years [Hartmann et al., 2013]. Interestingly, because these gases are man-made, their concentrations in the atmosphere have only been increasing since we started making them. This makes them useful for studying the ocean because the concentration of halocarbons indicates when a body of water was last in contact with the atmosphere [Hall et al., 2002; McNeil et al., 2003; Waugh et al., 2004].

Figure 1-2. Atmospheric CO$_2$ from the Mauna Loa Observatory obtained from NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory.

The global warming caused by the increase in greenhouse gases has many implications. For example, the warmth will cause the sea ice to melt which will change the habitat and circulation of the Arctic Sea [Aagard and Carmack, 1989; Shimada et al., 2006; Serreze et al., 2007] affecting ice dwelling animals such as walrus and polar bear [Kovacs et al., 2011]. Also, warmer earth surface temperatures will cause the ice caps to melt and therefore the sea level to rise, but sea level also rises as the ocean warms because warmer water has a greater volume than colder water [Wigley and Raper, 1987; Rahmstorf, 2007;
Meehl et al., 2009]. The higher temperature will also allow the atmosphere to hold more moisture, which causes an increase in the frequency of rainfall and severe flooding events; however, the changing rainfall patterns will also mean that some areas, such as in the centers of large continents, may have an increase in droughts [Trenberth, 1998; Allen and Ingram, 2002; Min et al., 2011]

There are also positive and negative feedbacks that increase or decrease the effect of greenhouse gases [Lin et al., 2002a; Soden and Held, 2006; Cornelissen et al., 2007]. A positive feedback is when a change in a system is enhanced or exacerbated by the change happening in the first place. For example, higher atmospheric temperatures cause the ice caps and glaciers to melt. However, both ice caps and sea ice have a high albedo, meaning that they reflect a large proportion of the sun’s radiation out to the atmosphere instead of absorbing the energy and increasing the temperature of the earth’s surface. With fewer ice caps and less sea ice, less energy is reflected and more is absorbed which causes the temperature of the earth’s surface to rise further [Serreze et al., 2007]. A negative feedback is the opposite of a positive feedback; when a change occurs in a system it causes another effect which reduces the original change in the system. An example of this is when concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere increase, which causes plants to produce more organic matter, and this uses more carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and decreases the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide [Lamarche et al., 1984]. The positive and negative feedbacks in the climate system make it difficult to predict the future state of the climate with increasing greenhouse gases.

In the 2014 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report, the authors predict that by the mid-21st century the average atmospheric temperature will very likely be 1.5°C to 2°C greater than the pre-industrial temperature. However, these predictions vary substantially depending on much humans emit in the future. The increase in atmospheric temperature will cause the mean surface temperature of the earth to increase leading to fewer cold events and more heatwaves. There will also be more precipitation at high latitudes and in mid-latitude regions that are currently wet. Dry mid-latitude regions will probably experience a decrease in precipitation [IPCC, 2014].

Not only will these changes affect other species on this planet, they will also affect our species. For example, increasing temperatures will allow greater transfer of diseases such as malaria because the mosquitoes that carry the disease cannot survive in cold temperatures [Martens et al., 1999; Tanser et al., 2003; Caminade et al., 2014]. Sea level rise from the melting ice caps and the warmer oceans will cause flooding of many areas
including low-lying countries such as Bangladesh and the Maldives [Castro Ortiz, 1994; Khan et al., 2002; Church et al., 2006; Karim and Mimura, 2008]. Also, the changing rainfall patterns will cause droughts and floods that will affect the success of crops and could lead to famine and the migration of people [Patz et al., 2005]. Studies also suggest that famine and the movement of people will cause increased war and conflict [Barnett and Adger, 2007; Hendrix and Salehyan, 2012]. In conclusion, climate change means that our everyday choices have the ability to kill others through disease, famine, and war.

However, climate change is not the only problem caused by the increasing concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere; there is also ocean acidification. Carbon dioxide from the atmosphere dissolves in the ocean releasing hydrogen ions. The definition of pH is approximately the base ten logarithm of the reciprocal of the hydrogen ion concentration, which means that the more hydrogen ions, the lower the pH, and the more acidic the water [Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001]. So the anthropogenic carbon dioxide dissolves in sea water and causes the ocean to acidify. According to the 2014 IPCC report, the higher carbon dioxide in the atmosphere will increase the surface acidity (hydrogen ion concentration) by 15% to 17% by the mid-21\textsuperscript{st} century for the lowest emission scenario and 100% to 109% for the highest emission scenario [IPCC, 2014]

The changing chemistry also potentially affects many species that create shells out of calcium carbonate. A lower pH (more acidic), lowers the saturation state of calcium carbonate [Feely et al., 2004, 2012; Chierici and Fransson, 2009]. The saturation state describes how easily calcium carbonate dissolves and the further the saturation state is below 1, the easier calcium carbonate dissolves. There are two main types of calcium carbonate: calcite and aragonite. Due to its structure, calcite is more stable than aragonite; therefore, the saturation state of calcite is higher than the saturation state of aragonite for a sample of water [Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001]. Lower pH oceans with lower saturation states could negatively impact some species that produce these shells to protect themselves, like corals; however, it is not yet certain why many other species produce calcium carbonate and so further research needs to take place in this area [Riebesell et al., 2000; Doney et al., 2009; Yara et al., 2012].

Ocean acidification will also affect cetaceans because a lower pH will reduce the sound absorption of the ocean. The sound absorption of low frequencies is controlled by the relaxation of the borate and magnesium carbonate which changes with pH. Therefore lowering the pH may allow low-frequency sound (below 1kHz) to travel further [Brewer et al., 1995]. For example, a decrease of pH by 0.3 units, projected to occur by the mid-21\textsuperscript{st}
century, may result in a 40% decrease in sound absorption [Hester et al., 2008]. This will affect the communication of marine mammals [Ilyina et al., 2010] and could have an impact on the early survival of fishes [Simpson et al., 2011].

Changes to species caused by ocean acidification could also impact the human food chain and our activities. For example, Orr et al. [2005] found that pteropods contribute to the diet of many zooplankton and through them the diet of North Pacific salmon, mackerel, herring, and cod all of which are widely eaten by humans. Human activities will also be affected by the pH-dependent changes in ocean sound adsorption. The world’s navies and industries use the low-frequencies that will be affected by ocean acidification and therefore these activities could be disrupted [Hester et al., 2008].

1.2 How does studying the ocean carbonate system help us understand climate change and ocean acidification?

Knowledge of the carbonate system enables us to understand how carbon dioxide dissolves in the ocean. Studies of the ocean carbonate system are important as they improve the understanding of climate change and ocean acidification through quantifying air-sea fluxes, predicting the magnitude of ocean acidification, and understanding the relationship between inorganic and organic carbon fluxes.

The current concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is higher than for the past 650,000 years and this is causing the planet to warm [Feely et al., 2008]. The ocean presently absorbs about 2.2 Pg of carbon every year and this long term removal of carbon dioxide reduces the extent of global warming because the carbon dioxide is no longer in the atmosphere causing warming [Le Quéré et al., 2009]. But once in the ocean the carbon dioxide reacts, releasing hydrogen ions (see Section 1.3), which causes ocean acidification [Orr et al., 2005].

To produce accurate climate predictions, further research is needed to understand future changes in the ocean carbon sink, because the magnitude of the sink affects how much carbon dioxide is available to warm the atmosphere. One area needing to be understood in more detail is the Southern Ocean, as data in this region are sparse [McNeil et al., 2007; Carter et al., 2016]. Another topic needing research is how changes in the circulation affect the air-sea flux. For example, in the Southern Ocean a strengthening of the polar vortex could cause more upwelling, bringing water with enhanced dissolved inorganic carbon to the surface, and reducing the air-sea gradient and the amount of carbon dioxide
the ocean could absorb [Le Quéré et al., 2007; Lovenduski et al., 2008; Lenton et al., 2012]. However, there is evidence to suggest that the opposite may be occurring and that in the Southern Ocean the sink of carbon dioxide is increasing in strength [de Lavergne et al., 2014; Landschützer et al., 2015]. Research is also needed to understand biological changes that may affect the air-sea flux. For example, phytoplankton use carbon to produce organic matter that eventually sinks out of the surface mixed layer thereby moving the carbon into the deep ocean. If warmer temperatures or ocean acidification kill phytoplankton and production decreases [Sommer and Lengfellner, 2008; Lewandowska and Sommer, 2010; Sommer and Lewandowska, 2011], then climate change could decrease the rate of carbon dioxide entering the ocean and increase the magnitude of global warming.

Another change that could affect the rate carbon dioxide is absorbed into the ocean is warming. Increasing temperature reduces the amount of gas the ocean can hold at equilibrium with the atmosphere [Sarmiento and Le Quéré, 1996]. This is a positive feedback on atmospheric carbon dioxide [Cubasch et al., 2013]; the warming ocean temperature will reduce the amount of carbon dioxide dissolving in the ocean so more will stay in the atmosphere to cause further warming.

The carbonate system of the ocean also needs to be researched to predict ocean acidification. For example, the Southern Ocean is susceptible to ocean acidification because the upwelling water is already enriched in dissolved carbon so only a small amount of additional carbon dioxide could have implications [Orr et al., 2005]. Bednaršek et al. [2012] found that aragonite pteropods in the Southern Ocean are dissolving due to the already low carbonate concentrations being pushed even lower by the invasion of anthropogenic carbon dioxide. Understanding the carbonate system can help us predict the future changes in carbonate chemistry and impacts of these changes.

Studying the ocean carbonate system is also important because it enables understanding of the earth’s climate and rates of calcification. During calcification, bicarbonate and carbonate ions are used to create calcium carbonate. The more carbonate ions and the higher the saturation state of calcium carbonate, the more difficult it is for calcium carbonate to dissolve. For many species, the rate of calcification is positively correlated with the calcium carbonate saturation state of the water [Langdon et al., 2000; Riebesell et al., 2000; Barker et al., 2003].

Calcification affects ingassing and outgassing of carbon dioxide from the ocean. Calcification locally lowers the alkalinity, a measure of the charge balance of the water,
and releases carbon dioxide; however, the synthesis of one mole of calcium carbonate does not actually raise the concentration of carbon dioxide by one mole because the carbonate system buffers the changes slightly [Ware et al., 1992; Barker et al., 2003]. The increase in the seawater partial pressure of carbon dioxide caused by calcification usually reduces the air-sea gradient and the amount of carbon dioxide entering the ocean [Falkowski et al., 2000; Barker et al., 2003; Chung, 2003].

Although the partial pressure of carbon dioxide is increased by calcification, organisms producing calcium carbonate also produce organic matter and therefore take up carbon dioxide. In general the quantity of carbon dioxide produced through calcification is less than that produced through organic matter production, so calcifiers usually still induce a net flux of carbon dioxide into the ocean. However, some environments, such as coral communities, are a net source of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere [Barker et al., 2003]. It is therefore important to understand the ratio between the rate of export of inorganic to organic carbon known as the rain ratio. The rain ratio can be used predict the impact of biological production on the partial pressure of the surface ocean [Lee, 2001].

The synthesis and export of calcium carbonate is part of the carbonate “counter” pump, so named as it has the opposite effect on atmospheric carbon dioxide to that of the organic carbon pump (where production of organic carbon increases the air-sea flux of carbon dioxide) [Salter et al., 2014]. The carbonate pump also reduces alkalinity in the surface ocean, exports calcium carbonate to the deep ocean, and increases alkalinity in the deep ocean when the calcium carbonate dissolves [Lee et al., 2006].

The processes affecting the production of calcium carbonate also affect the organic carbon cycle [Barker et al., 2003]. The organic carbon cycle pumps carbon dioxide from the atmosphere into the ocean by taking up carbon and producing organic matter [Sarmiento and Gruber, 2006]. Organic matter can then be exported to the deep ocean, which removes the carbon from the atmosphere. However, a lot the organic matter is regenerated (transferred back to dissolved species through dissolution and bacterial respiration) in the upper water column [Armstrong et al., 2002]. Particles of organic matter can sink faster if other materials are incorporated and this is called ballasting. The ballast materials can also protect the organic matter from remineralizing during transportation and burial in sediments [Armstrong et al., 2002; Francois et al., 2002; Barker et al., 2003]. Studies show that calcium carbonate is a good ballast material [Armstrong et al., 2002; Klaas and Archer, 2002]. This means that, although the calcification processes by itself reduces the
air-sea flux, the production of calcium carbonate can increase the overall organic sink of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.

In the future, the ocean may have lower calcification rates due to ocean acidification [Caldeira and Wickett, 2005; Orr et al., 2005; Doney et al., 2009]. The reduced calcification would increase the surface alkalinity, potentially increasing the flux of carbon dioxide to the ocean [Barker et al., 2003; Hofmann and Schellnhuber, 2009]. However, reducing the calcification would also reduce the ballast effect of calcium carbonate on the organic carbon cycle [Feely et al., 2004; Hofmann and Schellnhuber, 2009]. Barker et al. [2003] estimated that the combined feedback on the atmosphere is less than 1 ppmv because the reduction in the ballast effect reduces the amount of carbon in organic matter leaving the surface ocean. The reduced ballast effect may also change the oxygenation of the water at mid-depths as the increased remineralization at this depth uses up oxygen and expands the hypoxic zones of the ocean [Hofmann and Schellnhuber, 2009].

Knowledge of the ocean carbonate system can also help us predict the long term impacts of climate change and ocean acidification. In a few thousand years, the ocean carbonate system will absorb the excess atmospheric carbon dioxide and help to stabilize the global climate [Montenegro et al., 2007]. The long term impact, after carbonate compensation, is controlled by the behavior of the ocean carbonate system [Tyrrell et al., 2007].

### 1.3 What is the ocean carbonate system?

The carbonate system describes how carbon dioxide reacts in the ocean, the largest reservoir of carbon [Sarmiento and Gruber, 2006]. Unlike oxygen, which has only one dissolved form, carbon dioxide exists in the ocean in mainly three different chemical species. These are aqueous carbon dioxide (CO$_2$aq), bicarbonate ion (HCO$_3^-$), and carbonate ion (CO$_3^{2-}$) [Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001].

The carbonate species are related by Equation 1-1. Atmospheric carbon dioxide dissolves in the ocean to produce aqueous carbon dioxide. The aqueous carbon dioxide then reacts with water to produce carbonic acid (H$_2$CO$_3$). Almost all the carbonic acid then dissociates to bicarbonate ions and protons (H$^+$) and some of the bicarbonate further dissociates to carbonate ions and more protons. The equilibrium constants between the reactions are affected by temperature and pressure, and salinity [Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001].

\[
CO_2(aq) + H_2O \leftrightarrow H_2CO_3 \leftrightarrow HCO_3^- + H^+ \leftrightarrow CO_3^{2-} + 2H^+ \quad (1-1)
\]
Most of the species in Equation 1-1 are not measurable, so we measure the carbonate variables instead. The species in Equation 1-1 that is measurable, and therefore called a carbonate variable, is the partial pressure of the aqueous carbon dioxide (pCO\(_2\)). The second carbonate variable, Dissolved Inorganic Carbon (DIC), is the total of all dissolved carbon species (CO\(_2\), HCO\(_3^-\), CO\(_3^{2-}\), and the small concentration of H\(_2\)CO\(_3\)). pH can also be used to measure the protons released when carbon dioxide dissolves. The final carbonate variable is alkalinity (Equation 1-2) which is a carbonate variable because the majority of alkalinity is made up of bicarbonate and carbonate ions [Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001].

To calculate the concentrations of individual species or other carbonate system variables you need measurements of at least two seawater carbonate variables. Because the equilibrium constants are affected by temperature, pressure, and salinity, these values also need to be measured. Silicate and phosphate are also needed as they affect alkalinity (Equation 1-2) [Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001].

1.4 What is alkalinity?

Alkalinity is a concept that has been progressively developed and can be defined simply as the acid neutralization capacity of a liquid [Dickson, 1992]. The understanding of alkalinity has developed over time since the 1700s when seawater was first found to be alkaline (pH > 7) [Marsili, 1725].
Figure 1-3. Titration of a carbonate based system showing the change in pH along with the relative proportions of each species (adapted from Eby [2016]). The points A and B are the inflection points of the titration curve.

Seawater was observed to be alkaline in the 1700s due to its reaction with color indicator [Marsili, 1725]. In the 1880s the term alkalinity was first used [Dittmar, 1884 in Dickson, 1992], and described the concentration of carbonate bases in a solution. Alkalinity was analyzed during that period by neutralizing sea water with sulphuric acid [Schloesing, 1880 in Dickson, 1992]. In 1916 alkalinity was calculated from the inflection points, which are where the titration curve changes concavity (Figure 1-3) [Dickson, 1992]. In 1939 the International Association of Physical Oceanography defined alkalinity as the number of mille-equivalents of hydrogen ion neutralized by one liter of water at 20ºC [Anderson and Robinson, 1946]. Rakestraw introduced the idea of proton donors and acceptors to describe what was measured in an alkalinity titration [Dickson, 1992; Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007]. With the use of mathematical methods to calculate the equivalence points of titrations (when the amount of acid is of the exact proportional concentration as the alkalinity) [Gran et al., 1950; Gran, 1952], the calculation of alkalinity was improved [Dyrssen, 1965; Dyrssen and Sillén, 1967]. This led to the development of closed cell titration [Edmond, 1974] and large databases of measurements [Dickson, 1992]. Dickson [1992] reports a more detailed history of alkalinity and provided the first specific definition of alkalinity.
Figure 1-4. The contribution of different ions to Practical Alkalinity (PA), which is a simplified alkalinity for which is accurate for most practical purposes. When PA = 2300 µmol kg\(^{-1}\), DIC = 2000 µmol kg\(^{-1}\), temperature = 25ºC, and salinity = 35. From [Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001].

Total alkalinity, hereafter referred to as alkalinity, is the excess of proton acceptors over proton donors made up by weak ions (Figure 1-4, Equation 1-2). It is measured by the stepwise addition of hydrochloric acid to determine the equivalence points of the titration curve [Gran et al., 1950; Dickson, 1981, 2010]. Alkalinity is usually reported as the number of moles per kilogram of acid needed to replace the minor ions; however, it is not a true concentration of the species in Equation 1-2. The weight of each species in Equation 1-2 is the number of protons each species has accepted when the pH is reduced to 4.3.

\[
Alk = [HCO_3^-] + 2[CO_3^{2-}] + [B(ON)_4^4-] + [OH^-] + [HPO_4^{2-}] + 2[PO_4^{3-}] + [H_3SiO_4^-] + [NH_3] + [HS^-] - [H^+] - [HSO_4^-] - [HF] - [H_3PO_4] - [HNO_2]
\]  

(1-2)

The concept of alkalinity can be simplified for theoretical purposes by only accounting for the most common species in Equation 1-2. For example, carbonate alkalinity only includes the bicarbonate and carbonate ions ([HCO\(_3^-\)] + 2[CO\(_3^{2-}\)]). There is also practical alkalinity (Figure 1-4), which is the total of the carbonate alkalinity plus the borate alkalinity ([B(ON)\(_4^4\)]) and water alkalinity ([OH\(^-\) – [H\(^+\)]) [Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001].
Carbonate alkalinity makes up 96% of practical alkalinity and practical alkalinity makes up 99% of total alkalinity [Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001; Emerson and Hedges, 2008].

Alkalinity is conservative with respect to mixing and independent of changes in temperature and pressure, unlike pCO$_2$, pH, and concentrations of individual species in the seawater carbonate system [Dyrssen and Sillén, 1967; Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007]. This means that when two water masses of different alkalinity are mixed the resulting concentration of alkalinity is in proportion to the volume of water from each water mass. Also, when a water mass is heated or cooled or changes depth, the alkalinity is not affected.

1.5 What causes variations in the surface ocean alkalinity?

The global surface distribution of alkalinity is similar to the variation in surface ocean salinity. Alkalinity is high in the ocean gyres and low at the equator and poles. Figure 1-5 shows the surface distribution of alkalinity.

The sea surface distribution of alkalinity is affected by several processes. These include: (1) changes in seawater concentration caused by evaporation and precipitation [Millero et al., 1998b]; (2) ventilation and upwelling of subsurface waters with high alkalinity from dissolution of calcium carbonate (CaCO$_3$) increasing the surface alkalinity [Lee et al., 2006]; (3) production and export of CaCO$_3$; (4) consumption or regeneration of nutrients from primary production or respiration, respectively [Brewer and Goldman, 1976; Millero et al., 1998a; Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007], and; (5) riverine input of alkalinity [Friis et al., 2003; Cai et al., 2010]. Recently it has been shown that ikaite formation in sea ice can change alkalinity [Rysgaard et al., 2012b, 2013] and sulphate reduction in the deep sea and hydrothermal vents also affects alkalinity [Deutsch et al., 2001; Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007].
Evaporation and precipitation affect alkalinity through direct dilution through the addition of pure water, and concentration by removal of pure water [Millero et al., 1998b]. Alkalinity is conservative with mixing. Conservative mixing is when waters with different properties mix, the resulting water has properties which are the linear weighted average of the input properties. Conservative mixing results in a change in alkalinity that is directly proportional to the amount of water added or removed and the alkalinity in the water [Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007].

River water also affects alkalinity in a conservative way. Unlike evaporation and precipitation, river water often contains dissolved ions that contribute to alkalinity [Amiotte Suchet et al., 2003; Friis et al., 2003; Cai et al., 2010]. The effect of river water on a body of sea water can be predicted through conservative mixing; however, because it typically does not mix with an origin of zero salinity and zero alkalinity, there are implications for the common salinity normalization of alkalinity and so a correction is needed [Friis et al., 2003; Cai et al., 2010], see section 1.6.2.

The biological production and dissolution of calcium carbonate affects alkalinity [Horibe et al., 1974; Cross et al., 2013]. Production of calcium carbonate removes calcium and
bicarbonate from the water which decreases alkalinity [Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007]. The
dissolution of calcium carbonate produces an equivalent increase in alkalinity.

Biological uptake of ions also affects alkalinity [Brewer and Goldman, 1976; Millero et
al., 1998b; Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007]. Phytoplankton take in charged nutrient ions and, to
keep the charge balance of the cell neutral, they take up other oppositely charged species.
Or, alternatively they exchange ions by pumping protons or a species of the same charge as
the nutrient out of the cell. Examples of ions taken up in this way are nitrate, sulphate, and
phosphate [Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007]. Remineralization of organic matter, from organic
to inorganic compounds, releases the ions back into the ocean which causes the opposite
change in alkalinity. Table 1-1 shows how alkalinity changes when different biological
processes occur.

Table 1-1. The change in alkalinity (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) caused by different biological processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Change in alkalinity for every mole (µmol kg(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uptake of nitrate, nitrite, or ammonia</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrification</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen fixation followed by remineralization and nitrification</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denitrification</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uptake of phosphate</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uptake of silicic acid</td>
<td>No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uptake of sulphate</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methane oxidation</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The formation and destruction of sea-ice changes the alkalinity of seawater. Ikaite
(CaCO\(_3\)·6H\(_2\)O) is a mineral that forms from carbonate in sea-ice in the Polar Regions. The
formation of ikaite is similar to the formation of normal anhydrous calcium carbonate;
therefore, the change in alkalinity in the seawater is twice the change of DIC \cite{Rysgaard_2012, Rysgaard_2013}. Ikaite is produced when sea ice forms, and alkalinity is released when the sea ice melts. The process causes a deviation from the expected relationship of salinity and alkalinity, because when sea ice forms it reduces alkalinity and increases salinity. When sea ice melts alkalinity relatively increases whilst salinity decreases.

The ocean circulation affects the distribution of alkalinity because it moves and mixes water with different concentrations. It does not directly affect alkalinity but must be taken into account when analyzing local variations in alkalinity (Chapter 3). For example, upwelling water often increases the surface alkalinity because it contains alkalinity from dissolved calcium carbonate \cite{Lee_2006}, much in the same way as nitrate concentrations are higher in the surface waters where upwelling takes place.

### 1.5.1 The alkalinity in the past and future

Figure 1-66 shows the long term sources and sinks of alkalinity in the ocean which, through the buffer system, affect the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and ocean. The major input is from rivers \cite{Amiotte_Suchet_2003} with minor additions from glaciers and groundwater. Hydrothermal vents are also a small sources of alkalinity \cite{Milliman_Droxler_1996}. Alkalinity is removed from the water through calcification by organisms producing calcium carbonate. The resulting calcium carbonate sinks and more than 80% of it is redissolved in the water column increasing the deep alkalinity concentration. The major long term sink of alkalinity is the burial of calcium carbonate \cite{Ridgwell_Zeebe_2005}. There may also be some authigenic production of calcium carbonate in sediments precipitated by dissolution of calcified shells \cite{Sun_Turchyn_2014}. Section 1.2 shows that the production of calcium carbonate is related to the alkalinity concentration and it can affect the climate.
Figure 1-6. Schematic of the long term alkalinity cycle with sources and sinks of carbonate alkalinity. Numbers in bold indicate fluxes of alkalinity in of Pg C yr\(^{-1}\) and may not add up as they are from different sources [Milliman and Droxler, 1996; Amiotte Suchet et al., 2003; Berelson et al., 2007]. Fluxes from glacial transport have not been quantified.

The precipitation of calcium carbonate reduces the air-sea flux of carbon dioxide (section 1.2); however, the production calcium carbonate is actually a sink on a geologic timescale. This occurs when the precipitated calcium carbonate is buried in sediments in the ocean [Falkowski et al., 2000; Ridgwell and Zeebe, 2005]. However, the source of the alkalinity to the surface ocean is important. Equation 1-3 shows what happens when calcium carbonate from rock is dissolved to provide the ocean bicarbonate which then produces new calcium carbonate.

\[
CO_2 + H_2O + CaCO_3 = Ca^{2+} + 2HCO_3^- = CaCO_3 + CO_2 + H_2O \tag{1-3}
\]

Equation 1-4 shows the reactions when silicate weathering is used to provide the ocean with bicarbonate before being used to produce calcium carbonate.

\[
2CO_2 + 3H_2O + CaSiO_3 = Ca^{2+} + 2HCO_3^- + H_4SiO_4 = CaCO_3 + CO_2 + SiO_2 + 3H_2O \tag{1-4}
\]

The reactions in Equation 1-3 produce one mole of carbon dioxide for every one mole used to dissolve the rock. However, Equation 1-4 shows that only one mole of carbon dioxide is
released but two moles of carbon dioxide are used to dissolve the rock [Amiotte Suchet et al., 2003; Ridgwell and Zeebe, 2005].

Long term changes in the weathering rates of silicate rock and burial rates of ocean calcium carbonate can therefore control the global temperature [Amiotte Suchet et al., 2003; Ridgwell et al., 2003; Ridgwell and Zeebe, 2005]. Changes in weathering have been used to explain icehouse/greenhouse swings in climate. If more silicate rock is weathered, then the carbon dioxide concentration goes down and the temperature of the surface of the planet cools. However, the concentration of carbon dioxide and the temperature of the atmosphere affect the rate of weathering; therefore, eventually the weathering rate decreases and the temperature will stabilize [Brady and Carroll, 1994; Kump et al., 2000].

On a shorter timescale the ocean and the carbonate system buffer the atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration [Ridgwell and Zeebe, 2005]. When the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere increases, the quantity of carbon entering the ocean also increases. This increase in the DIC of the ocean reduces the pH; however, the dissolution of carbon dioxide does not directly increase the alkalinity [Feely et al., 2004, 2012; Orr et al., 2005]. The reduced alkalinity to DIC ratio indicates a reduction in the saturation state of calcium carbonate in the ocean which shoals the carbonate compensation depth (the depth at which calcium carbonate in sediments completely dissolves), and causes more calcium carbonate sediments to dissolve [Barker et al., 2003; Ridgwell and Zeebe, 2005]. The dissolution of calcium carbonate increases the alkalinity and the saturation state of calcium carbonate. The increased alkalinity causes more carbon dioxide to enter the ocean until equilibrium is reached. These processes take between 5 and 8 thousand years to react and will be the eventual fate of up to 20% of the anthropogenic carbon dioxide with silicate weathering ultimately consuming the rest [Ridgwell and Zeebe, 2005; Tyrrell et al., 2007]

It is possible to increase the absorption of anthropogenic carbon dioxide into the ocean by increasing surface ocean alkalinity and this is called ocean liming or alkalization. Increasing the surface alkalinity would entail adding large amounts of chalk and limestone [Kheshgi, 1995; Harvey, 2008; Williamson and Turley, 2012]. The calcium carbonate from these rocks would dissolve and increase ocean alkalinity which would enable larger amounts of carbon dioxide to enter [Harvey, 2008]. This scheme would stabilized ocean acidification and absorb up to 5000 Pg C, but would cost between 0.5 to 2.8 US trillion per year depending on the scale of the operation and carbon capture and storage would be necessary to reduce the impact of processing the rock [Paquay and Zeebe, 2013].
1.6 How is alkalinity used in studies?

1.6.1 Approximating alkalinity

Alkalinity in the surface ocean has often been predicted because it is conservative with mixing [Millero et al., 1998b] and therefore correlates strongly with salinity (Pearson’s r correlation coefficient = 0.94, Chapter 3) as shown in Figure 1-7. Alkalinity needs to be predicted because there are limited carbonate measurements (alkalinity, DIC, pCO$_2$, pH) compared with nutrients and physical measurements. For example, the global database for carbonate measurements, GLODAPv2, contains about 42 thousand casts whereas the World Ocean Database of nutrients, salinity, and temperature contains over 3 million casts.

![Figure 1-7. Alkalinity (µmol kg$^{-1}$) as a function of salinity in surface ocean (<30 m) of (a) the Atlantic Ocean, (b) the Indian Ocean, (c) the Pacific Ocean, and (d) the Southern Ocean (south of 30ºS) using the GLODAPv2 database. The fitted line is the relationship between salinity and alkalinity in the given basin.](image)

The first paper to predict alkalinity in the surface ocean was Millero et al. [1998b]. The authors analyzed the variations in alkalinity and compared the patterns with salinity and...
sea surface temperature. They then produced equations to predict alkalinity in the global surface ocean from sea surface temperature and salinity.

Lee et al. [2006] updated the Millero et al. [1998b] equations with the help of greater data (n = 5692 for Lee et al. [2006] and n = 1740 for Millero et al. [1998b]). Again, the authors used sea surface temperature and salinity to predict alkalinity; however, they used polynomial equations which further improved the predictive ability of their equations. The Lee et al. [2006] equations for predicting alkalinity cover all the ocean except the Arctic and Mediterranean Seas. The equations are especially useful in that salinity and temperature are frequently measured, and when combined with pCO₂, the most commonly measured carbonate parameter (10.1 million data points in SOCATv2 [Bakker et al., 2014]), they can predict the carbonate system over large areas of the global surface ocean. For this reason, the equations by Lee et al. [2006] are widely used [Gledhill et al., 2008; Körtzinger et al., 2008; Wootton et al., 2008; Clark et al., 2009].

Further algorithms have been created for alkalinity; however, these are local rather than global and focus on areas where the Lee et al. [2006] algorithm has issues. For example, McNeil et al. [2007] found a seasonal bias in the prediction error when using the Lee et al. [2006] algorithm in the Southern Ocean. McNeil et al. [2007] made a new equation for the area using salinity, nitrate, and silicate. Temperature was avoided as a variable because it was the cause of the seasonal bias. Takatani et al. [2014] used sea surface height to predict alkalinity in the surface of the North Pacific. In this region, Lee et al. [2006] used longitude as an extra parameter to increase the fit. Takatani et al. [2014] improved on the Lee et al. [2006] algorithm; however, they also split the North Pacific into more regions. The Lee et al. [2006] algorithm does not cover the Mediterranean Sea so Touratier and Goyet [2011] used potential temperature and salinity to form an algorithm that predicts alkalinity at all depths in this area, not just the surface.

1.6.2 Alkalinity as a tracer

Alkalinity can be included in different equations to produce tracers of different processes. The most common is salinity-normalized alkalinity [Postma, 1964; Millero et al., 1998b]. Salinity normalization proportionally changes the alkalinity to a standard salinity, normally 35 (Equation 1-5). This is often used as it removes the majority of the variation which is caused by evaporation and precipitation. This allows samples with different salinities to be compared [Friis et al., 2003]. Examples of where it has been used include in the North Pacific to identify formation of calcium carbonate (calcification) and, when compared to
temperature, to identify physical processes [Wong et al., 2002]. Salinity-normalized alkalinity has also been used in the northern South China Sea, where it has been compared against salinity-normalized DIC to show organic carbon production [Cao et al., 2011].

\[
n\text{Alk} = 35 \frac{\text{Alk}_m}{S} \quad \text{where } n\text{Alk is salinity normalized alkalinity, Alk}_m \text{ is measured alkalinity, and } S \text{ is salinity.}
\]  

The problem with the standard salinity normalization is that it works in the open ocean where the only freshwater removal and addition is evaporation and precipitation respectively. Around river plumes there is a deviation as the river water has negligible salinity but often measurable alkalinity. This leads to significant over correction of the alkalinity value [Friis et al., 2003]. Jiang et al. [2014] took the idea forward by dividing variations in alkalinity into simple dilution or concentration processes (SDC) and non-SDC processes. They also noted that, although the intercept of the alkalinity-salinity relationship can be the river concentration of alkalinity [Cai et al., 2010], in certain areas the value is negative (the Mediterranean Sea), see section 1.6.3.

Potential alkalinity is usually the same salinity-normalization in Equation 1-5, but the nitrate concentration is added to the measured alkalinity first. There are slight variations, for example, Brewer et al. [1975] used “potential alkalinity” which was alkalinity plus nitrate and phosphate. In potential alkalinity the nitrate, or phosphate, is added because uptake or release of charged ions is balanced by changes in alkalinity to keep the charge of the ocean neutral [Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007]. Potential alkalinity is useful because it correlates with bomb-produced radiocarbon so is an estimate of water mixing [Rubin and Key, 2002; Sabine et al., 2002]. Sabine et al. [2002] used potential alkalinity to analyze deep ocean circulation in the Indian Ocean. Potential alkalinity improves on salinity-normalized alkalinity by accounting for the changes in alkalinity caused by biological activities [Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007]. The concept of potential alkalinity could be improved by standardizing its use, for example, always using a salinity normalization and a standard multiplier of nitrate.

Preformed alkalinity is an estimate of the alkalinity the water had when it left the surface [Sabine et al., 1999, 2002; Feely et al., 2004]. There are various ways to estimate the preformed alkalinity. For example, Gruber et al. [1996] produced a generic preformed alkalinity from a multiple linear regression using salinity, phosphate, and oxygen. Sabine et al. [1999] used a best fit for pressures less than 60 dbars with the variables of salinity, phosphate, oxygen, and potential temperature. Chung et al. [2004] used a relationship with
nitrate rather than phosphate due to lack of phosphate data in the Atlantic Ocean. Preformed alkalinity has the same problem as potential alkalinity, in that its definition/equation varies between uses. However, this has not stopped it being a useful measure, especially for estimating the accumulation of anthropogenic carbon in the water (see below).

TA* is a tracer of remineralized alkalinity which is the alkalinity that has been released into the water body through dissolution of sinking calcium carbonate particles [Feely et al., 2002a; Sabine et al., 2002; Chung et al., 2004]. TA* is calculated along each isopycnal layer from the preformed alkalinity and the apparent oxygen utilization [Feely et al., 2002a]. TA* is used along with water mass estimates from chlorofluorocarbons and carbon-14 to estimate dissolution of CaCO₃. Estimations of CaCO₃ dissolution in water bodies are useful for approximating the global magnitude of the export of calcium carbonate; however, because this tracer is used in deep water bodies it cannot be used to estimate exactly where the production of calcium carbonate took place and therefore is not useful for estimating calcification rates.

Measured alkalinity and preformed alkalinity are used in several tracers to calculate the quantity of anthropogenic carbon in the ocean [Sabine et al., 1999, 2002; Matsumoto and Gruber, 2005; Touratier et al., 2007; Khatiwala et al., 2013]. Measured alkalinity is used to account for calcification and preformed alkalinity is used to calculate the DIC concentration of the water if the ocean was in equilibrium with the pre-industrial ocean (usually pCO₂ = 280 ppm) [Gruber et al., 1996; Matsumoto and Gruber, 2005]. There are several methods for estimating anthropogenic carbon from in situ data [Khatiwala et al., 2013]. The oldest common method is ΔC*; however it assumes nutrients are used in the Redfield ratio and it overestimates anthropogenic carbon in the surface ocean and underestimates in the deep ocean [Gruber et al., 1996; Khatiwala et al., 2013]. Another method is the Tracer using Oxygen, inorganic Carbon, and Alkalinity (TrOCA) which is useful as it only uses one equation for all regions; however, it also overestimates anthropogenic carbon in some areas of the ocean [Touratier et al., 2007; Khatiwala et al., 2013].

1.6.3 How is alkalinity used in studies?

Alkalinity is widely predicted because its conservative nature means that the algorithm can be quite accurate (section 1.6.1). Therefore, it is often used as a second carbonate variable when only one variable has been measured. The Lee et al. [2006] algorithm has been used
in many studies, such as analyzing long-term trends in ocean acidification and measuring carbonate conditions experienced by echinoid larvae. Gledhill et al. [2008] studied the long-term trends in the saturation state of aragonite in the Caribbean region between 1996 and 2006. They used voluntary ships, which analyzed pCO$_2$, along with alkalinity estimated from Lee et al. [2006], to fully reconstruct the carbonate system. Their results showed the area is highly variable, but overall there was a decrease in the aragonite saturation, the aragonite form of CaCO$_3$ dissolved more easily, over the 10-year period of study. Körtzinger et al. [2008] used a surface alkalinity product produced from mean monthly temperature and salinity fields and the Lee et al. [2006] algorithm. This data was used to understand the wider picture of biological production around a specific site. They believe the site has one of the most significant spring blooms and that the seasonal drawdown of pCO$_2$ causes an average undersaturation of carbon dioxide in the surface waters causing the area to be a sink of atmospheric carbon dioxide.

The Lee et al. [2006] algorithm has also been used in biological studies. Wootton et al. [2008] used measured pH and the Lee et al. [2006] algorithm to constrain the entire carbonate system around Tatoosh Island off the coast of Washington State. Their analysis shows that the coastal ocean has fluctuating pH that may have an impact on the local ecology, with species such as California mussel *Mytilus californianus*, the goose barnacle *Pollicipes polymerus*, and filamentous red algae being affected. Clark et al. [2009] used alkalinity to back up pH measurements at remote locations where a second parameter measurement would not have been feasible. In this study they collected samples of four echinoid species along with the ambient sea water and lowered the pH to understand the effects of ocean acidification. They showed that decreasing the pH decreased the survival and the size of the species and calcification was reduced.

The mainly conservative nature of alkalinity means that it is a useful marker of different water bodies. It has been used in coastal areas and marginal seas to analyze different sources of water. One of the first studies to analyze alkalinity was in the Fraser River estuary [Mora, 1983]. They found apparent non-conservative behavior at low salinities that could be caused by error or from the mixing of different sources. A third alternative could be removal of alkalinity at low-salinities. Greater research in recent years has enhanced scientific understanding of marginal seas. Cai et al. [2010] analyzed the alkalinity around the western North Atlantic margin to find the sources of the different waterbodies. They identified two types of margin, alongshore current-dominated and river-dominated. Current dominated water carried the salinity-alkalinity ratio of the water upstream compared with
river-dominated waters which carried the salinity-alkalinity ratio of the local water inputs. The authors thereby showed that the intercept of the salinity-alkalinity relationship is not always a reliable indicator of the alkalinity of local rivers. Jiang et al. [2014] studied alkalinity from ships of opportunity and used alkalinity and salinity to identify sources of water and formation of calcium carbonate. They found river inputs along the western North Atlantic margin similar to Cai et al. [2010] and they also identified similar mixing occurring in the eastern North Pacific and the Mediterranean Sea. Like Cai et al. [2010] they also found areas influenced by shelf currents, but they also found upwelling and calcification can confuse the salinity-alkalinity relationship. They even found negative intercepts for the salinity-alkalinity relationship in the Mediterranean where the areas with higher salinities are closer to the sources of river alkalinity.

Coastal alkalinity is studied as anaerobic processes, such as sulphate reduction in the sediments, often increase alkalinity (Table 1-1). An increased alkalinity can enhance the uptake of atmospheric carbon dioxide in coastal regions. Chen [2002] calculated using data from the North Pacific that anaerobic production of alkalinity produces $16 - 31 \times 10^{12} \text{ mol yr}^{-1}$ above the lysocline (the depth where calcium carbonate starts to dissolve). Thomas et al. [2008] analyzed the sources and sinks of alkalinity in the North Sea. They calculate that anaerobic alkalinity causes 20-25% of the North Seas total CO$_2$ uptake. They postulate that in the future, higher production in the ocean margins will increase the scale and therefore impact of anaerobic alkalinity. Hu and Cai [2011] calculated that net alkalinity production from anaerobic processes releases only $4-5 \times 10^{12} \text{ mol yr}^{-1}$ of alkalinity which is smaller than past estimates [Chen, 2002; Thomas et al., 2008]. This is because only processes that result in permanent loss of anaerobic remineralization products, such as gas escaping after nitrogen production or sulphur loss by pyrite burial, will result in permanent changes in the alkalinity.

Areas with high organic matter, for example around estuaries and fjords, can also contain a significant amount of organic alkalinity that can interfere with the interpretation of the carbonate system [Kim and Lee, 2009]. Kim et al. [2006] demonstrated that organic alkalinity in unfiltered seawater samples could cause errors when calculating the carbonate system. They determined that the alkalinity was from negatively charged areas of the surface of phytoplankton and bacterial cells and that this would have a similar magnitude impact on alkalinity as the borate ion. Kim and Lee [2009] showed that dissolved organic matter produced by marine phytoplankton during photosynthesis has buffering capacities and Yang et al. [2015] found organic alkalinitities up to 26.4 µmol kg$^{-1}$ along the coast of
North America both from direct titrations and from the difference between calculated and measured alkalinity. This is a similar content of measured alkalinity to that from fjord water near Bergen, Norway which has 2-22.3 µmol L\(^{-1}\) [Muller and Bleie, 2008].

Alkalinity can also be used in studies about the general carbonate system; therefore, alkalinity measurements are important in climate change studies. For example, alkalinity is often used to calculate the state of the ocean and therefore the magnitude of the flux of carbon dioxide into the ocean. This is important because carbon dioxide entering the ocean decreases the amount left to warm the atmosphere; however, once in the ocean it causes ocean acidification. Rysgaard et al. [2012a] used alkalinity along with DIC, temperature, salinity, and phosphate and silicate concentrations to calculate the partial pressure of carbon dioxide around Southern Greenland. They used the knowledge of the local carbonate system to analyze how the air-sea carbon dioxide fluxes changed with time on continental shelves. They found that, although air-sea fluxes varied throughout the year, the continental shelves around Greenland are a sink for carbon dioxide. A longer time series around Bermuda was analyzed for changes over many years [Bates et al., 1996]. Bates et al. [1996] used alkalinity and DIC, like Rysgaard et al. [2012a], to calculate the partial pressure of carbon dioxide from October 1988 to December 1993 at the Bermuda Atlantic Time Series site. They found that most of the changes in the partial pressure of carbon dioxide correlate to temperature.

Many studies used estimated alkalinity as a second parameter, as mentioned above in section 1.6.1. One example is Barbero et al. [2011], who used estimated alkalinity, from Lee et al. [2006], to compliment pCO\(_2\) measured from drifters. They estimated the changes in DIC and air-sea CO\(_2\) fluxes in the Subantarctic Zone of the Pacific Ocean. Being able to use estimated alkalinity is useful as this area is remote and therefore has few measurements. They find that the area is a weaker sink of carbon dioxide than previous studies have suggested.

Ocean acidification and the influx of anthropogenic carbon are often measured using alkalinity as one of the carbonate properties (section 1.3). Alkalinity is also used in other methods to measure ocean acidification and anthropogenic carbon. One of these methods is TrOCA which estimates anthropogenic carbon [Touratier et al., 2007]. This was then used to analyze how much anthropogenic carbon has entered the Mediterranean Sea [Touratier and Goyet, 2011]. Touratier and Goyet [2011] used interpolated alkalinity to calculate that all the water bodies in the Mediterranean Sea contain at least 37.5 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) of anthropogenic carbon with the Western basin having more than the Eastern basin. Byrne et
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al. [2010] analyzed the extent of ocean acidification from 1991 to 2006 in the North Pacific on a transect from Hawaii to Alaska. They measured pH and used either measured or calculated alkalinity to produce estimates of acidification and anthropogenic carbon uptake. They found anthropogenic carbon in the top 800 m and basin wide acidification at 500 m which could be partially attributed to changes in ventilation. Alkalinity from the Global Ocean Data Analysis Project has also been used to calculate future ocean acidification and the effectiveness of ocean liming [Harvey, 2008]. Harvey [2008] used column calculations and simple low resolution models based on in situ measurements of alkalinity and DIC to calculate the effect of spreading limestone (calcium carbonate) in the surface ocean of upwelling regions. The hypothesis is that the calcium carbonate will fall to below saturation horizon, which is shallower in upwelling regions, and dissolve. The dissolution products will then rise to the surface and reduce the acidification of the water and cause a flux of carbon dioxide to enter the mixed layer which would offset anthropogenic global warming. Harvey [2008] showed that this method could potentially absorb an average of 0.48 Gt of carbon every year; however, this would take hundreds of years and is therefore a long term commitment.

1.7 Summary

The ocean carbonate system is important to study to understand how anthropogenic carbon will affect the climate and the chemistry of the Earth. Alkalinity is part of the ocean carbonate system and it can be used with another carbonate chemistry variable to calculate the entire inorganic carbon system in sea water because alkalinity is mainly made of bicarbonate and carbonate ions. First measured in the 1700s and understood since the 1930s, alkalinity is the difference between the major anions and cations made up by minor ions. It is measured in a titration with a stepwise addition of hydrochloric acid. Alkalinity is affected by evaporation, precipitation, input of river water, biological uptake of ions, remineralization of organic matter, calcification, sea ice formation and melt, and ocean circulation. Alkalinity is often used as a tracer and its value is often estimated in order to calculate the whole carbonate system. It is easier to estimate than other parameters because it is conservative and is highly correlated to salinity.

1.8 Aims and objectives

Millero et al. [1998b] and Lee et al. [2006] previously analyzed alkalinity in the global surface ocean. However, these studies created empirical algorithms and described the
variation in alkalinity rather than exploring the causes of variation. The following questions on the causes of variation are therefore addressed in this thesis:

1. What are the major factors causing variation in the surface ocean alkalinity?
2. How much of the variation do the major processes affecting alkalinity cause?
3. Where in the surface ocean is alkalinity most affected by each of the major processes which cause its variation?
4. What processes cause the longitudinal variations in salinity-normalized alkalinity in the North Pacific that Lee et al. [2006] found difficult to predict?
5. Can the prediction of alkalinity in the surface of the North Pacific be improved?
6. Can an in-situ alkalinity tracer improve the estimation of the export of calcium carbonate in the Southern Ocean?

The main aims of this thesis are to further scientific knowledge of alkalinity by understanding the controlling process on alkalinity in the surface ocean and understanding the causes of large-scale regional variations. To achieve these aims, the objectives were to:

1. Identify the magnitude of variations in surface ocean alkalinity caused by different major processes, such as evaporation and precipitation, river inputs, organic matter production, upwelling, and production of calcium carbonate.
2. Identify in which areas surface alkalinity is most affected by each of the major processes in objective 1.
3. Explain the causes of longitudinal variations in alkalinity and salinity-normalized alkalinity in the North Pacific which have previously proven difficult to ascertain [Lee et al., 2006].
4. Produce an algorithm to predict alkalinity in the surface ocean of the North Pacific that is an improvement upon the algorithm by Lee et al. [2006].
5. Produce a new method to map and quantify the production of calcium carbonate in the subpolar frontal region of the Southern Ocean using a tracer of calcium carbonate cycling.

1.9 Structure of thesis

Chapter one has summarized the current knowledge of alkalinity. Chapter two summarizes the data used in this study, both how the data was collected and how it was quality controlled. In Chapter three, the main causes of surface alkalinity variation in the ocean are removed, leaving a tracer for the calcium carbonate cycle. Chapter four uses the tracer
from Chapter three to identify local variations of alkalinity in the surface North Pacific and produces simple predictive algorithms for alkalinity in the area. In Chapter five, a method is produced to quantify the amount of calcium carbonate production in the Southern Ocean. In Chapter six, all the results are discussed along with the future implications of the work.
Chapter 2:  Databases used in this thesis

2.1 History of carbon datasets

To enhance scientific understanding of the carbonate system (Chapter 1), international collaborations made an effort to collate and organize carbon related measurements in the ocean. The first attempts to create largescale datasets of inorganic carbon variables took place in the 1970s. The first project, the Geochemical Ocean Sections (GEOSECS) Program, measured carbonate chemistry variables in the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific oceans and provided the foundation on which much of the current understanding of ocean carbonate chemistry is based [Bradshaw et al., 1981; Key et al., 2004]. Then, in 1981, the Transient Tracers in the Ocean study obtained carbonate chemistry measurement along with radiochemical tracers. The study’s aim was to investigate ocean mixing and was restricted to the North Atlantic Ocean [Brewer et al., 1986b]. However, despite these two different attempts to create largescale datasets, there was still very little data until the 1990s.

During the 1990s, three major projects expanded the range of measurements and together sampled most of the global ocean. These studies were: the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE), the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS), and the Ocean-Atmosphere Carbon Exchange Study (OACES). These were all planned, organized, and funded in different ways and covered separate areas [Sabine et al., 2005]. However, they all had the one aim in common: to understand the flux of CO$_2$ into the ocean to quantify how the ocean mitigates the increasing atmospheric concentration of anthropogenic CO$_2$ [Brewer et al., 1986a; Millero et al., 1998a; Sabine et al., 2005]. The existence of these data products allowed large scale studies which are important when studying the carbon cycle [Olsen et al., 2016]. About this time Certified Reference Materials and quality control also started to be developed (see section 2.2).

In 2004, the Global Ocean Data Analysis Project (GLODAP) combined GEOSECS and the three 1990s studies with other historical data to produce a global quality-controlled database of carbon, nutrients, and other measurements, such as CFCs and carbon isotope data [Sabine et al., 2005]. GLODAP was made available (open access) on the internet and contained mapped fields of the carbon parameters, DIC and alkalinity. GLODAP has been widely used, for instance, for producing estimates of pre-formed alkalinity [Pardo et al.,...
analyzing ocean trends in pCO$_2$ [Lenton et al., 2012], and designing biogeochemical models [Le Quéré et al., 2005].

The release of GLODAP was followed by CARINA (CARbon dioxide IN the Atlantic Ocean) and PACIFICA (PACIfic ocean Interior Carbon database). These newer datasets had additional new data and filled in some of the gaps. For example, they had greater coverage of high latitude winters, marginal seas, and the Arctic Sea [Key et al., 2010]. CARINA and PACIFICA have been used in various studies, for example, they have been used to predict carbon parameters in the ocean [Sasse et al., 2013; Carter et al., 2016], to compare local data with global patterns [Jiang et al., 2014], and to calculate the depth at which calcite currently dissolves in the South Pacific [Bostock et al., 2011].

The 2000s also saw the start of the CLIVAR (Climate and Ocean: Variability, Predictability and Change) repeat surveys which repeated measurements along the same lines as some of the 1990s WOCE cruises. CLIVAR then evolved into the Global Ocean Ship-based Hydrographic Investigations Panel (GO-SHIP) which started in 2012 and aims to repeat the same cruises as WOCE and CLIVAR as well as new routes in the Arctic Sea [Hood, 2009]. GO-SHIP measurements are designed to be of the highest possible quality [Feely et al., 2014; Olsen et al., 2016]. Repeat cruises enable the study of long-term trends and can also be used for sensor calibration. As an example of the use of repeat surveys, Álvarez et al. [2011] used repeat cruises in the Indian Ocean between Africa and Australia to detect changes in salinity, nutrients, and oxygen in the subtropical Indian gyre. They showed that the changes they found were related to changes in the area of formation of the Subantarctic Mode Water in that region of the Indian Ocean.

Datasets of the partial pressure of carbon dioxide were also released near the end of the 2000s. The pCO$_2$ datasets are often separate from other in situ datasets as they are from autonomous instruments that do not necessarily have concurrent measurements of nutrients. The autonomous instruments also sample at high frequency resulting in large datasets from surface waters. These datasets started with the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory (LDEO) dataset which was made public in 2007 [Takahashi and Sutherland, 2009; Pfeil et al., 2013]. Further data were then complied into a global and accessible, quality controlled database of pCO$_2$ measurements called the Surface Ocean CO$_2$ Atlas (SOCAT). The first version was released in 2011 and contained 6.3 million samples covering from 1968 to 2007 [Pfeil et al., 2013]. An updated version of SOCAT was then released in 2013 and contained 10.1 million samples covering up to 2011 [Bakker et al., 2014]. SOCATv2 has been used in many studies; one example is assessing the
improvement after data assimilation of modelled carbon parameters in a coupled ocean biogeochemical model [Visinelli et al., 2016].

Figure 2-1. Distribution of data in GLDAPv2 in the top 30 m gridded to a one-degree grid. The color represents the number of months with data in each one-degree area.

In 2016 the second version of GLDAP was released [Olsen et al., 2016]. GLDAPv2 combines the original GLDAP database with CARINA and PACIFICA as well as 168 other cruises that were not included in the original GLDAP product [Olsen et al., 2016]. GLDAPv2 has 42 thousand casts and 32.3% of those casts contain alkalinity measurements. GLDAPv2 provides greater spatial coverage, including in the Arctic Sea (Figure 2-1), and has more winter coverage in both hemispheres, although there is still poor seasonal coverage of the South Pacific.

2.2 Quality control

Quality control ensures that the database is internally consistent. Internally consistent means that there are no biases between cruises. For example, measurements of the same water by different institutes yield the same alkalinity value. Because databases of ocean carbonate measurements are a collection of cruises at different times by different institutes, errors and biases are likely to occur. Figure 2-2 shows the steps of quality control used to reduce and remove these errors and biases and make the database more internally consistent. These procedures were originally created for the WOCE database and have been adapted for GLDAP, CARINA, PACIFICA and GLDAPv2 [Johnson et al., 2001; King et al., 2001; Key et al., 2004; Tanhua et al., 2010; Suzuki et al., 2013; Olsen et al., 2016].
Quality control is used to produce a consistent data product. Methods were developed to detect and account for variations between measurements in different cruises because the first carbon measurements did not have standards or a Certified Reference Material (CRM) \cite{Sabine2005,Tanhua2010}. Carbonate system CRMs are made by collecting seawater which is then measured to high level of accuracy. Other laboratories can then analyze the CRM and compare their measurement with the certified value. Any difference between the certified value of the CRM and the lab measurement can be used to correct other data measured at the same time \cite{Dickson2003}. The CRM widely used for alkalinity and dissolved inorganic carbon is produced by the laboratory of Andrew Dickson at Scripps Institution of Oceanography. There are limitations with the current CRM; for example, it is less useful for correcting measurements with values that are far from those of the CRMs value, such as in the Mediterranean where the alkalinity concentration is relatively high \cite{Lauvset2015}. A recent intercomparison between different laboratories showed that most laboratories cannot measured alkalinity to within of 2 µmol kg$^{-1}$, with inaccuracies coming from using simple titration techniques or using small sample sizes (less than 20 mL) \cite{Bockmon2015}.

Figure 2-2. The steps taken to create and quality control large, internally consistent carbon datasets.
2.2.1 Primary quality control

Primary quality control is used to identify outliers and obvious errors in the data. Each data point for each transect undergoes primary quality control where the measurements are flagged manually for reliability. Table 2-1 shows the flags used for GLODAPv2.

Table 2-1. Flags used in GLODAPv2.\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flag</th>
<th>Use in GLODAPv2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Approximated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Questionable (not included in product)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Clearly bad (not included in product)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Value not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Average of replicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Based on WOCE flags; flags 1, 7, and 8 were not used.

A flag represents the reliability of the datum and they are either created at the time of measurement or later by identifying the datum as an outlier [Velo et al., 2009; Tanhua et al., 2010]. The flagging procedure is variable. As an example, in CARINA, if data were submitted with flags, the flags were checked for obvious errors. However, when data were submitted without flags, outliers were identified by property-property plots and bottles were flagged as questionable if they were outliers in more than one plot. As there is no true cut-off between good (flag 2) and questionable (flag 3) data, the final flag a data point receives is subjective. Flags are also likely to be biased with depth because seawater is much more variable at the surface; therefore, surface samples are less likely to be flagged as questionable unless they are seriously anomalous or the measurement was known to be faulty [Tanhua et al., 2010].

The flagging system was first used by WOCE [Tanhua et al., 2010], but was changed for GLODAP with the addition of flag 0 to represent data that could have been measured but
was calculated [Key et al., 2004]. A carbonate system example of a data point calculated rather than measured could be alkalinity from two other variables rather than a direct measurement, or nutrients and oxygen interpolated through the depth of a cast to allow focus on the carbon data [Olsen et al., 2016].

2.2.2 Secondary quality control

After the cruises are flagged, the data from the cruises are compared through secondary quality control. This is a process in which the data are objectively studied in order to quantify systematic biases in the measurements – the accuracy [Velo et al., 2009; Tanhua et al., 2010]. Techniques used in secondary quality control include crossover analysis, multiple linear regression (MLR), and inversion analysis [Sabine et al., 2005; Velo et al., 2009]. Secondary quality control is only performed on data flagged as good during primary quality control [Velo et al., 2009], but the secondary quality control provides a check on the primary quality control, because large adjustments can highlight outliers missed with the flagging system [Tanhua et al., 2010].

Crossover analysis is the main technique used to identify offsets between cruises [Tanhua et al., 2010]. Crossover analysis compares deep data of nearby stations from different cruises and quantifies any difference (offset) between cruises which could be caused by systematic bias [Sabine et al., 2005; Velo et al., 2009]. The theory behind secondary quality control is that deep values change very slowly with time and space; therefore, if you have two cruises in the same area, then the deep values should be the same for each which allows you to calculate the difference between the cruises if there are systematic biases [Tanhua et al., 2010]. Usually, water is defined as deep if it is deeper than 1500 m in the Atlantic Ocean, 2000 m in Pacific Ocean, and 2500 m in the Indian Ocean [Sabine et al., 2005; Velo et al., 2009]. Although called crossover analysis, the cruises do not have to cross over; the cruise tracks can be parallel as long as they are close enough in space, usually within 2 degrees of each other. Crossover analysis is less reliable in some areas, such as the North Atlantic, which are known to have changed over time [Tanhua et al., 2010].

The first step of crossover analysis is to interpolate the variables with depth or some proxy for depth. A variable other than depth is usually used to account for internal waves and different water masses. The most common vertical variables are pressure, potential density, and potential temperature rather than depth [Tanhua et al., 2010]. Potential temperature is useful because it is independent of salinity which itself can be corrected using crossover
analysis. However, all vertical variables were used and compared in CARINA and GLODAPv2 and they often showed little difference in the resulting offsets \cite{Tanhua et al., 2010; Olsen et al., 2016}.

In the second step of crossover analysis, two cruises are compared by either (a) using the average vertical profile of both cruises in the regions where the profiles are in proximity, or by (b) comparing the profile of one cruise with the average of all the profiles in proximity to that profile from the other cruise. Cluster analysis, a sub-routine of crossover analysis, is used where cruises fall into more than one region or when there are repeat cruises (the entirety of the two cruises are in proximity) that could provide a great number of crossovers and so bias the offset estimate. During cluster analysis the cruise is broken into sections, clusters, before the crossover analysis takes place \cite{Tanhua et al., 2010}.

The final step of crossover analysis is to calculate the offset and standard deviation of each crossover \cite{Tanhua et al., 2010}. The quantifications for each crossover in a cruise are then used to calculate the correction or correction factor.

Crossover analysis was first used during the creation of the WOCE and JGOFS databases \cite{Johnson et al., 2001; Tanhua et al., 2010}. In WOCE and the original GLODAP database, crossover analysis was manually applied; however, crossover analysis is now semi-automated \cite{Velo et al., 2009} and can be undertaken collaboratively over the internet. The semi-automated crossover analysis is performed by a computer; however, the results are visually inspected to check the quality of the offsets and whether the analysis has run correctly. Standard deviations of cruises and difference profiles can be used to assess the quality of the offsets \cite{Velo et al., 2009}. Manually analyzing the results of automated procedures can be used to check if the results are reliable; however, the more manual intervention, the slower and less repeatable the process \cite{Tanhua et al., 2010}.

Multiple linear regression (MLR) can also be used to calculate offsets. A MLR equation is created using variables from one cruise to calculate the predictive coefficients. The resulting equation is then applied to the data from a second cruise and the difference between the predicted and measured variable in the second cruise is used to quantify the offset \cite{Sabine et al., 2005}. MLR was not used for GLODAPv2, but was used extensively for the original GLODAP where MLR was combined with crossover analysis to analyze individual cruises \cite{Sabine et al., 2005; Olsen et al., 2016}. In the original GLODAP, MLR was also used on a basin-wide scale in the North Pacific (north of 20°N) as there were few crossovers in that region \cite{Sabine et al., 2005}. In this situation, where cruises are far apart,
MLR is better than crossover analysis because it accounts for the mixing of water bodies through the variations of the other variables; however, with more cruises, using only one technique is more consistent and so less likely to be biased.

Both crossover analysis and MLR produce offsets. An offset is the difference between two cruises and/or cruise sections and one cruise may have several offsets describing its relation to other cruises. Therefore the next stage in secondary quality control is to combine the offsets to produce a single correction parameter for each cruise using inversion analysis. The most common method used to calculate the corrections is the Weighted Least Squares model which is an intermediate complexity model [Tanhua et al., 2010]. This model uses the standard deviations of the offsets to indicate the confidence of each offset and makes no assumptions as to which cruises are more accurate [Johnson et al., 2001]. However, in CARINA and GLODAPv2, certain cruises were assumed to be better quality (GO-SHIP) and so Weighted Damped Least Squares was used to calculate the correction parameters that correct other cruises to the better quality cruises [Tanhua et al., 2010; Olsen et al., 2016]. This produces smaller, conservative corrections but is useful when some cruises are known to be of a higher quality [Johnson et al., 2001].

The inversion analysis produces a correction factor (multiplicative) or a correction (additive). The final stage of creating the correction factor or correction is to manually check if they have a temporal trend; a time versus correction plot can indicate if the stated correction may include a time-trend [Tanhua et al., 2010].

Time factors can be added to correction parameters to account for temporal trends in specified areas. These work by weighting the variation allowed (calculated using the standard deviation of the offset) by the time passed between the cruises: the more time passed the greater the variation deemed acceptable and so the less likely the future cruise is to be outside those bounds. Time factors were added to the CARINA data in regions where it was thought necessary [Tanhua et al., 2010].

If the correction or correction factor for the cruise is applied, it is called an adjustment. The data for entire cruises, where there is a significant difference in the deep measurements, are adjusted to produce similar deep values [Tanhua et al., 2010]. For carbonate chemistry variables the correction value is additive; however, additive corrections in GLODAP produced negative surface nutrient concentrations. Therefore, CARINA, PACIFICA, and GLODAPv2 used multiplicative corrections for nutrients [Key et al., 2010; Suzuki et al., 2013]. This makes sense theoretically because errors in nutrient measurements are often
caused by standardization, and so suit a multiplicative adjustment, whereas DIC, alkalinity, and salinity often have a bias with the reference material, therefore work better with an additive adjustment. pH is logarithmic therefore only additive adjustments work correctly [Tanhua et al., 2010].

Not every correction is used as there is often a minimum allowable adjustment. The reason for the minimum adjustment is to avoid removing real variability [Olsen et al., 2016] and applying small adjustments gives relatively small gains in internal consistency, so it is always better to err on the side of caution [Tanhua et al., 2010]. Minimum adjustments started to be used with the creation of CARINA [Tanhua et al., 2010], but were then also used for PACIFICA and GLODAPv2. However, not all quality control operations are as rigorous at applying the minimum adjustment. In GLODAPv2 the collaborators decided to adjust cruises of high quality in regions where the deep values are not likely to have changed. In the alkalinity data, 10% of the final adjustments were below the “minimum adjustment” of 6 µmol kg\(^{-1}\). In total, 150 of 465 cruises or partial cruises with alkalinity were adjusted [Olsen et al., 2016].

Multiple linear regression, as well as being used to calculate offsets, can be used to check that the cruises have been fully adjusted. In the same way as calculating offsets, one cruise is used to create an equation that can be used on a second cruise. The residual, the difference between the predicted and measured values of a variable, can then be calculated. The calculated residuals should be lower after than before the adjustments are applied. The residuals should also be lower than the minimum adjustment threshold [Velo et al., 2009].

After secondary quality control, and the cruise data adjustment, the data from the cruises are combined into large data files. These files are made available to researchers along with the original data, metadata and documentation of the quality control process.

### 2.2.3 Sources of error

Possible sources of error in the quality control can be caused by: (1) temporal trends, (2) drift in the accuracy or precision of measurements over the duration of a cruise, (3) errors in the depth interpolation, or (4) differing routines between analysts [Tanhua et al., 2010].

Temporal trends, such as increasing DIC from invasion of anthropogenic carbon, can cause the deep values to change over time [Tanhua et al., 2010]. Adjustments that don’t account for trends can cause biases to be added to the data rather than removed. The North Atlantic is particularly susceptible to temporal trends and the deep water formation means that deep
water can be influenced by anthropogenic inputs over periods of decades. As shown above, this bias can be minimized by scrutinizing each correction compared to time. A trend between the correction and time suggests there is an underlying trend in the variable which is caused by a process rather than an error [Olsen et al., 2016]. The adjustments can then be changed to account for trends or the standard deviation could be weighted to allow greater variation to occur before a correction is applied [Tanhua et al., 2010]. However, to correctly identify temporal variation requires enough cruises over time for trends to be detected.

Drifting of measurement accuracy over the course of a cruise can cause an error in some parts of the cruise after the adjustments have been made [Tanhua et al., 2010]. For example, if the crossover at one end of the cruise shows a large offset but the accuracy drifts towards less offset, the adjustment needed at the other end of the cruise would be less. Therefore some data in cruises may be over- or under-adjusted. To minimize this error, several cruises can be used to produce several offsets or cluster analysis can be used to split the cruise into multiple sections. Unfortunately, it may not be obvious if there is a drift in the measurement accuracy of a single cruise’s data and there is not always sufficient data to produce multiple robust crossovers.

An error in the vertical interpolation would affect the offsets by causing the cruise data in different water masses to be compared [Tanhua et al., 2010]. By comparing different water masses, with different variable concentrations, offsets could be overestimated. Using multiple depth variables could reduce this bias.

Flagging is subjective and so can vary between different analysts (see section 2.2.1). Also, before crossover analysis was automated (such as for GLODAP), the offsets and adjustments could be different depending on the analyst [Tanhua et al., 2010]. This would result in a bias between cruises analyzed by different analysts in slightly different ways. With the development of automated routines, this bias is reduced [Velo et al., 2009]; however, the amount of manual interaction in crossover analysis, the choice of a time factor, and the choice of whether to apply an adjustment can all still cause bias due to subjective aspects [Tanhua et al., 2010]. Further automation, such as detection and quantification of temporal trends, could reduce bias between cruises; however, they could also cause more errors than they solve by accounting for trends without any mechanistic understanding of whether they are possible.
There is also a problem quantifying the accuracy of the databases. A large number of data points have a greater uncertainty than the predicted measurement accuracy (e.g. alkalinity measurement predicted accuracy of 3 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) [Dickson et al., 2003]) because of systematic biases between the cruises. Although the process of quality control should remove these errors, this process is not perfect and so there will still be inaccuracies. The minimum adjustment could be used to quantify the database accuracy (e.g. alkalinity minimum adjustment in GLODAPv2 of 6 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) [Olsen et al., 2016]). However, 10% of the adjustments of alkalinity in the GLODAPv2 database were in fact of a magnitude below the nominal minimum adjustment. The error assessment could be improved by using MLR routinely to check the adjustment of the cruises (see section 2.2.2). The difference between a predicted and measured variable should be lower after the adjustments have been applied and should be lower than the minimum adjustment threshold [Velo et al., 2009]. This difference and the accuracy of the MLR equation could then be reported with the database.

### 2.3 Use of data in this thesis

In this thesis, large carbon datasets containing alkalinity are used. Those that are currently available are CARINA, PACIFICA, GLODAP, and GLODAPv2. They were downloaded from: http://cdiac.ornl.gov/oceans/. All the analysis was performed in MATrix LABoratory (MATLAB, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) and all figures were produced in MATLAB with the exception of Figure 3-5 which is a depth plot of GLODAP data and was produced using Ocean Data View.

In Chapter 3, salinity, alkalinity, and nitrate data from GLODAP, CARINA, and PACIFICA were used. Only bottle data were analyzed rather than interpolated gridded products. The surface ocean was defined as shallower than 30 m at latitudes greater than 30º, and shallower than 20 m at latitudes less than 30º, to be consistent with the most recent paper on the distribution of alkalinity in the surface ocean [Lee et al., 2006]. Shelf and marginal sea data were removed by excluding data in the Arctic or Mediterranean seas or with a seafloor depth of less than 200 m.

In Chapter 4, discrete bottle data from GLODAPv2 were used [Olsen et al., 2016] and surface data were defined in this analysis as sampled from shallower than 30 m. The GLODAPv2 data were compared with other datasets to test hypotheses. The other datasets were gridded dissolved oxygen and nitrate products, mixed layer depth data, and the
strength of the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO). The gridded annual mean dissolved oxygen and nitrate at 1° resolution were obtained from the World Ocean Atlas 2013 [Garcia et al., 2014a, 2014b]. Mixed layer depth data using a variable potential density criterion were obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) [Monterey and Levitus, 1997]. The maximum mixed layer depth was defined as the largest of the monthly values for each gridpoint with February the most common month for the deepest mixed layer. The effect and strength of the ENSO was taken from a Multivariate ENSO Index also from NOAA [http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/mei/].

In Chapter 5, bottle data of alkalinity and other variables from the summer and autumn were obtained from the GLODAPv2 database [Olsen et al., 2016]. The southern hemisphere summer and autumn was defined as being from the start of 1st November to the end of 30th April. Gridded water velocity and mixed layer depth values in summer and autumn were obtained from the Southern Ocean State Estimate (SOSE) model [Mazloff et al., 2010]. The mean positions of the fronts in the Southern Ocean (Polar Front, the Subantarctic Front, and the Subtropical Front) were obtained from the Australian Antarctic Data Centre [Orsi et al., 1995; Orsi and Harris, 2015]. The rate of calcification was estimated using the equation by Balch et al. [2007], along with monthly, satellite climatologies at 9 km resolution of particulate inorganic carbon (PIC), chlorophyll concentrations, and sea surface temperature from MODIS (satellite) datasets (http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov).

2.4 Summary

There have been wide scale efforts to collect alkalinity and dissolved inorganic carbon data since the 1970s. The first worldwide dataset, GLODAP, was released in 2004 and the next generation, GLODAPv2, has recently been released [Olsen et al., 2016]. Data added to the datasets must go through quality control to ensure that the resulting database is internally consistent. Quality control was especially important before CRMs were available. During the first stage of the quality control procedure, data are manually flagged to show the quality of data. Then deep data of good quality are compared between cruises under the assumption that cruises near to each other should have similar deep values. Offsets between different cruises are then combined, using inversion techniques, and the original cruise data maybe adjusted. MLR can be used to assess the quality of the adjustments or calculate offsets. Errors in primary quality control may come from the subjective nature of manual flagging. Errors in secondary quality control can be caused by temporal trends,
drifting accuracy, errors in the depth interpolation, or different people or groups using
different methods to calculate the offsets. After quality control, data from all the cruises are
combined and the corrected dataset is made available to researchers. In this thesis, in situ
carbon datasets (GLODAP, CARINA, PACIFICA, and GLODAPv2) are analyzed and
compared with other freely available ocean data. All analysis was performed on MATLAB
and all figures were also created using MATLAB with the exception of Figure 3-5.
Chapter 3: Analysis of global surface ocean alkalinity to determine controlling processes

This chapter is published as Fry, C.H., T. Tyrrell, M.P. Hain, N.R Bates, and E.P. Achterberg (2015), Analysis of global surface ocean alkalinity to determine controlling processes. Mar. Chem., 174, 46-57. T. Tyrrell provided feedback on the methods and detailed feedback on the manuscript. M.P. Hain assisted with the calculation of export in section 3.5.8. N.R. Bates and E.P. Achterberg provided feedback on the manuscript. The writing of the chapter and all analysis and production of figures was performed by C.H. Fry.

3.1 Abstract

The export of calcium carbonate (CaCO$_3$) from the surface ocean is poorly constrained. A better understanding of the magnitude and spatial distribution of this flux would improve our knowledge of the ocean carbon cycle and marine biogeochemistry. Here, we investigate controls over the spatial distribution of total alkalinity in the surface global ocean and produce a tracer for CaCO$_3$ cycling. We took surface ocean bottle data for total alkalinity from global databases (GLODAP, CARINA, PACIFICA) and subtracted the effects of several processes: evaporation and precipitation, river discharge, and nutrient uptake and remineralization. The remaining variation in alkalinity exhibits a robust and coherent pattern including features of large amplitude and spatial extent. Most notably, the residual variation in alkalinity is more or less constant across low latitudes of the global ocean but shows a strong polewards increase. There are differences of $\sim 110$ µmol kg$^{-1}$ and $\sim 85$ µmol kg$^{-1}$ between low latitudes and the Southern Ocean and the subarctic North Pacific, respectively, but, in contrast, little increase in the high-latitude North Atlantic. This global pattern is most likely due to production and export of CaCO$_3$ and to physical resupply of alkalinity from deep waters. The use of river corrections highlights the large errors that are produced, particularly in the Bay of Bengal and the North Atlantic, if alkalinity normalization assumes all low salinities to be caused by rainfall. The residual alkalinity data can be used as a tracer to indicate where in the world’s ocean most CaCO$_3$
export from the surface layer takes place, and of future changes in calcification, for instance due to ocean acidification.

3.2 Introduction

Total alkalinity, afterwards referred to as alkalinity (Alk), is a measure of the acid neutralization capacity of seawater, or, more technically, the excess of proton acceptors over proton donors compared to a zero level of protons at a pH of approximately 4.3. It is measured by the stepwise addition of hydrochloric acid to determine the equivalence points of the titration curve [Gran, 1952; Dickson, 1981, 2010]. Total alkalinity can be written as:

\[
Alk = [HCO_3^-] + 2[CO_3^{2-}] + [B(ON)_4^2-] + [OH^-] + [HPO_4^{2-}] + 2[PO_4^{3-}] \\
+ [H_3SiO_4^-] + [NH_3] + [HS^-] - [H^+] - [HOS^-] - [HF] \\
- [H_3PO_4] - [HNO_2]
\] (3-1)

Measurements of two of the seawater carbonate system variables (i.e., dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), alkalinity, pH or the partial pressure of carbon dioxide (pCO_2)), in combination with observations of temperature, salinity, silicate and phosphate concentrations, are sufficient to determine the entirety of the carbonate system. The measurement of alkalinity is particularly useful because it is conservative with respect to water mass mixing. Alkalinity is also independent of changes in temperature and pressure, unlike pCO_2, pH, and concentrations of individual chemical species (e.g. carbonate and bicarbonate) of the seawater carbonate system [Dyrssen and Sillén, 1967; Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007].

The sea surface distribution of alkalinity is affected by several processes. These include: (1) changes in seawater dilution caused by evaporation and precipitation [Lee et al., 2006]; (2) riverine inputs of alkalinity [Friis et al., 2003; Cai et al., 2010]; (3) production and export of CaCO_3; (4) consumption or regeneration of nutrients from primary production or respiration, respectively [Brewer and Goldman, 1976; Millero et al., 1998b; Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007], and; (5) ventilation and upwelling of subsurface waters with high alkalinity as a result of dissolution of calcium carbonate (CaCO_3) [Lee et al., 2006]. The inorganic carbon pump is a fundamental component of the marine carbon cycle (e.g., [Holligan and Roberston, 1996; Kwon et al., 2009; Hain et al., 2010]), and may be important for
sequestering organic carbon through ballasting organic matter to the deep ocean [Armstrong et al., 2002; Klaas and Archer, 2002; Barker et al., 2003]. However, the magnitude of the ocean particulate CaCO$_3$ export flux is poorly known; it is currently estimated only within a large range (0.4-1.8 Pg PIC yr$^{-1}$; [Berelson et al., 2007] and its spatial distribution is also poorly constrained. For instance, whereas satellite-based determinations of surface CaCO$_3$ concentration lead to predictions of higher calcification rates at high latitudes than at low latitudes [Balch et al., 2005], fluxes of CaCO$_3$ into sediment traps [Berelson et al., 2007] and geochemical calculations [Sarmiento et al., 2002] point to most CaCO$_3$ export occurring at low latitudes.

In this study we combined potential alkalinity [Brewer et al., 1975; Sarmiento et al., 2002] with procedures for appropriately cancelling river impacts; we subtracted all of the major processes affecting alkalinity except for (a) alkalinity removal due to formation and export of CaCO$_3$, and (b) alkalinity resupply through the upwards transport of CaCO$_3$ dissolution products from the ocean interior, hereafter jointly referred to as CaCO$_3$ cycling. Our analyses showed the large impacts of rivers on alkalinity in specific ocean regions, particularly the Bay of Bengal and the North Atlantic Ocean. The surface alkalinity data, when adjusted to take this into account, reveal greatly elevated values in the Southern Ocean and North Pacific, with well-defined gradients separating these polar regions from the rest of the ocean, which is characterized by near constant values across low latitudes. We argue that this distinct spatial pattern is consistent with its being caused by the ocean’s internal CaCO$_3$ cycle, and hence that the adjusted alkalinity can be used as a tracer of CaCO$_3$ cycling.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Seawater CO$_2$-Carbonate Chemistry Data

Salinity, alkalinity, and nitrate data were downloaded from the GLODAP, CARINA and PACIFICA databases (http://cdiac.ornl.gov/oceans/glodap/, http://cdiac.ornl.gov/oceans/CARINA/, http://cdiac.ornl.gov/oceans/PACIFICA/). These databases were synthesized from data collected during various scientific programs since the 1980s including: (1) the Geochemical Ocean Sections Study (GEOSECS); (2) the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE); (3) the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study
(JGOFS), and; (4) the Ocean and Atmosphere Carbon Exchange Study (OACES). During synthesis of each database, the data were subjected to rigorous quality control procedures. First, data flags were used to indicate the quality of the individual measurements in the cruise. Then, the data from different cruises were compared using the assumption that deep values have low spatial and temporal variability, and therefore that adjacent data points from different cruises should have similar values. Data with a lower than acceptable quality were removed and small biases in cruises adjusted [Millero et al., 1998a; Key et al., 2004, 2010]; http://cdiac.ornl.gov/oceans/PACIFICA/). For this study, we used only bottle data rather than any gridded products. The surface ocean was defined as shallower than 30 m at latitudes greater than 30º, and shallower than 20 m at latitudes less than 30º, as in previous studies [Lee et al., 2006]. We included only open ocean data (seafloor depth > 200 m) in our analysis. Data from the Arctic and Mediterranean seas were excluded. Thus this study excluded shelf seas, shallow coastal seas, and enclosed seas.

3.3.2 Analysis of Process Contributions

Controls on surface alkalinity were analyzed using in-situ alkalinity data together with associated hydrographic properties. The impacts of various processes on the spatial distribution of alkalinity in the surface ocean were calculated from related variables. The effects of freshwater fluxes (evaporation, precipitation, river discharge) were quantified based on salinity, and biological fluxes of nutrients calculated using nitrate data.

Following the subtraction of each major process that affects alkalinity, the overall distribution of alkalinity was recalculated and reanalyzed to assess whether it had become more coherent (i.e., less scatter among nearby observations). For each basin, the data were binned by 5º latitude, and the mean and standard deviation of each bin was calculated. To create a dimensionless statistical variable, the value of which could be compared to other hydrographic variables, the mean standard deviation for each basin was divided by the range of the bin means for that basin. The same statistical approach was undertaken for nitrate, phosphate, and silicate. As an example, for nitrate in the Atlantic, the metric for the average spread of the data cloud is calculated as:
\[ M_{NO3,ATL} = \frac{\left(\frac{1}{36} \sum_{i=1}^{36} \sigma(NO3^{ATL}_i)\right)}{\left(\max(NO3^{ATL}_i) - \min(NO3^{ATL}_i)\right)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3-2)

where $\overline{NO3^{ATL}_i}$ and $\sigma(NO3^{ATL}_i)$ are the mean and standard deviation of the nitrate values in the i’th Atlantic bin.

After subtraction of all processes except the CaCO$_3$ cycle, the final surface distribution of alkalinity was assessed as a tracer of CaCO$_3$ cycling.

### 3.4 Results

#### 3.4.1 Evaporation and Precipitation

Table 3-1. Variability in alkalinity and nutrients$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alkalinity</th>
<th>Nitrate</th>
<th>Phosphate</th>
<th>Silicate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>After correction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporation</td>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>Riverine Input</td>
<td>Biological Growth and remineralization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Atlantic 0.17 0.14 0.13 0.095 0.064 0.077 0.067

Indian 0.11 0.095 0.080 0.071 0.066 0.086 0.060

Pacific 0.17 0.14 0.14 0.11 0.097 0.10 0.065

$^a$Calculated as the average of the standard deviations in the 5º latitude bins, divided by the range in the mean values of the 5º latitude bins. Calculations are made for each ocean basin after each cumulative stage has been taken into account, and for each macronutrient.
Figure 3-1. The distribution of alkalinity (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) and normalized alkalinity (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) in each ocean basin. a,b, and c show the observed alkalinity with the colors indicating the salinity from 32 to 37. d,e, and f show salinity normalized alkalinity (\(Alk_1\)) with red points indicating values more than 20 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) from the 5º of latitude running mean. g,h and i are \(Alk_2\), where rivers are included for each basin. j,k, and l show \(Alk_3\), where the biological uptake of nutrients is also included, for each basin. m,n and o show \(Alk^*\). Note the different y-axis scale on the first row of plots.
Figure 3-1a, b and c show the measured surface ocean alkalinity distributions in the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific basins as a function of latitude, with colors indicating salinity. The relative mean standard deviations of the 5º bins are shown in Table 3-1. For all three basins, the most obvious features of the datasets are the local maxima of alkalinity around 30ºN and 20ºS, which correspond to the centers of the subtropical gyres. These peaks contrast with much lower values (up to 400 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) lower) near the equator and in the polar ocean regions.

The consistent elevation of alkalinity in the subtropical gyres is caused principally by the hydrological cycle driving substantial excess evaporation over precipitation in these regions. Net evaporation concentrates substances dissolved in seawater, as freshwater is lost to the atmosphere and solutes are left behind. Conversely, net precipitation dilutes seawater, as relatively pure water is added. Because alkalinity is a weighted sum of different dissolved constituents (Equation 3-1), its concentration rises and falls proportionally with salinity.

![Figure 3-2. Salinity versus (a) alkalinity (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) and (b) normalized alkalinity (Alk\(_1\), µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) in the global surface ocean.](image)

Variations in salinity are used to calculate the balance between the effects of evaporation and those of precipitation. Figure 3-2a shows alkalinity plotted against salinity in the
global surface ocean. Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) were 0.94 in the Atlantic Ocean, 0.87 in the Indian Ocean, 0.92 in the Pacific Ocean, and 0.94 when data from all the oceans were combined. These strong correlations are consistent with evaporation and precipitation being responsible for most of the variation in alkalinity.

The effects of evaporation and precipitation can be removed from alkalinity by converting each alkalinity measurement, \( Alk_m \), to its expected value at a salinity (S) of 35, i.e. by normalizing each value to a salinity of 35 [Postma, 1964; Millero et al., 1998b]:

\[
Alk_1 = \frac{Alk_m}{S} \times 35
\]  

Figure 3-2b shows that the major correlation between salinity and alkalinity, especially at high salinities, is removed using Equation 3-3. Equation 3-3 successfully negates the effect of the hydrological cycle, eliminating the elevated alkalinity of the subtropical gyres and the local minima of alkalinity along the equator, thereby resulting in fairly constant low-latitude surface \( Alk_1 \) (Figure 3-2d, e and f). As can be seen in Table 3-1, the variability of alkalinity relative to its overall range is reduced in all three basins following removal of evaporation and precipitation effects.

### 3.4.2 Riverine Input

Although salinity normalization reduces the spatial variability in alkalinity in the subtropics, many features still remain (Figure 3-1d, e and f). For instance, in the north Indian Ocean there are two different regimes of alkalinity at a similar latitude: the Bay of Bengal is characterized by lower observed alkalinity and salinity, but by a higher normalized alkalinity than the Arabian Sea. There is also a significant high anomaly in normalized alkalinity at 8ºN in the Atlantic Ocean, and several high anomalous groups between 40ºN and 60ºN in the North Atlantic. In both oceans these areas also correspond to low observed salinity (compare Figure 3-1a and Figure 3-1d, and Figure 3-1b and Figure 3-1e; salinity-normalized alkalinity values that are more than 20 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) from the 5º latitude running mean are indicated in red).

Low salinity is not always produced by rainfall, but can also be produced by sea-ice melt or by inputs of river water. In non-polar waters, the obvious likely cause of the overcorrection from the salinity-normalization is therefore river input. Based on a global
analysis of volume of river water received, the ocean areas most likely to be affected are the Arctic Ocean, the Bay of Bengal, the Labrador Sea, the Amazon River and Congo River plumes in the Atlantic, and the South China Sea [Kang et al., 2013].

Friis et al. [2003] found that misleading results are produced if Equation 3-3 is used to normalize alkalinity to salinity in ocean regions receiving river outflows. Equation 3-3 assumes that freshwater discharged by rivers (i.e., zero salinity) also has zero alkalinity, which is not the case since many rivers have substantial concentrations of alkalinity, in particular those draining limestone catchments [Cai et al., 2010]. In marginal seas, the y-intercept of the relationship between alkalinity and salinity usually (although not always, see Jiang et al. [2014]) corresponds to the alkalinity of the river end member, \( Alk_r \), because, assuming conservative mixing, this is the value of alkalinity when the salinity is negligible (river water). Following Friis et al. [2003], we used Equation 3-4 to account for river input:

\[
Alk_k = \frac{Alk_m - Alk_r}{S} \times 35 + Alk_r
\]  

(3-4)

The peak at 8°N in the Atlantic basin is close to the South American continent; therefore, it is likely that these data have been influenced by the Amazon River, and examination of the geographical locations of the anomalous points confirms that they lie in the general area of the Amazon outflow plume. The water from the mouth of the Amazon River has an \( Alk_r \) value of around 300 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) [Cooley and Yager, 2006; Cooley et al., 2007]. When the salinity normalization by Friis et al. [2003] (Equation 3-4, with \( Alk_r = 300 \) µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) is applied for the region between the latitudes of 5 and 10°N and west of 45°W in the Atlantic basin, the anomalous peak at 8°N is eliminated (Figure 3-1g versus Figure 3-1d).

Figure 3-3 shows that the anomalously high normalized alkalinity values in the region between 40°N and 60°N in Figure 3-1a are geographically situated close to the Labrador coast. Millero et al. [1998b] also found an anomalous area in salinity-normalized alkalinity in the vicinity of the Labrador Sea. Cai et al. [2010] suggested that the Labrador Current is the source of the anomalous alkalinity rather than local runoff. This implies that the intercept of the salinity-alkalinity relationship will not agree with the alkalinity for local continental runoff. The y-intercept of the Labrador Current, \( Alk_r \), equals 1124 µmol kg\(^{-1}\), which is close to the composite of the runoff from the six largest Arctic rivers of
approximately 1100 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) [Cooper et al., 2008]. A revised alkalinity was calculated for the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 3-1g) where an \( Alk_r = 300 \text{ µmol kg}^{-1} \) was used for the region between 5ºN and 10ºN and west of 45ºW to correct for the Amazon River plume, and \( Alk_r = 1100 \text{ µmol kg}^{-1} \) in the Labrador Sea inflow area (defined as north of 40ºN and west of 30ºW). Comparing Figure 3-1g to 1d, the Atlantic Ocean has fewer anomalously high points and a lower standard deviation (Table 3-1). However, some of the points in the Labrador Current are now lower than the mean and appear to have been overcorrected; this is most likely due to the presence of anomalous surface water in the area, of unknown origin, which has previously been found to have a much lower \( Alk_r \) of 273 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) [Cai et al., 2010].

Figure 3-3. Salinity-normalized alkalinity (\( Alk_1, \text{ µmol kg}^{-1} \)) gridded to 5º latitude and longitude in the surface ocean.

Figure 3-3 also shows that the high salinity normalized alkalinity values in Figure 3-1e come from the Bay of Bengal. The mean measured alkalinity in the outflow of the Ganges-Brahmaputra is 1106 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) [Galy and France-Lanord, 1999]. Using this as the value of \( Alk_r \) in the Bay of Bengal area (defined as the part of the Indian Ocean north of 5ºN and between 80ºE and 94ºE) led to an overcorrection of the higher branch in the north Indian Ocean (Figure 3-4). When river alkalinity based on modeling of annual river runoff and basin lithology and weathering (\( Alk_r = 840 \text{ µmol kg}^{-1}; \) Amiotte Suchet et al., 2003) was used instead of direct measurements, the anomaly in the north Indian Ocean was successfully corrected (Figure 3-1h). The Ganges-Brahmaputra alkalinity [Bates et al., 2006] and water [Kang et al., 2013] fluxes vary seasonally; the differences between modeled and observed \( Alk_r \) may therefore be down to seasonal differences.
Figure 3-4. Indian Ocean alkalinity (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) as a function of latitude following salinity-normalization using Equation 3-4 with \(Alk_r = 1107\) µmol kg\(^{-1}\) in the Bay of Bengal area (north of 5ºN and between 80ºE and 94ºE).

After removing the salinity normalization error caused by large river inputs (summarized in Table 3-2), the remaining alkalinity distribution is as shown in Figure 3-1g, h, i. The standard deviations of those basins where changes were made are improved (lower), as shown in Table 3-1.

Table 3-2. River Alkalinity (\(Alk_r\)) Corrections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area Name</th>
<th>Ocean Basin</th>
<th>Area boundaries</th>
<th>(Alk_r) (µmol kg(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon plume</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>5ºN&lt;Latitude&lt;10ºN, Longitude&lt;-45ºE</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labrador Sea</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Latitude&gt;40ºN, Longitude&lt;-30ºE</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay of Bengal</td>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>Latitude&gt;5ºN, 80ºE&lt;Longitude&lt;94ºE</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.4.3 Nutrient Uptake and Remineralization

Biological consumption and production of nitrate cause an equivalent change in alkalinity \cite{Brewer1976, Goldman1980} despite the fact that nitrate does not appear in the formal definition of alkalinity (Equation 3-1). This is because nitrate consumption/production is stoichiometrically tied to the removal/addition of nitric acid, and the H\(^+\) removed/added does affect alkalinity. A reduction in nitrate concentration has to be matched with an increase in alkalinity of the same magnitude in order to maintain the balance of charge in the water. Therefore, nitrate consumption and denitrification increase alkalinity, and nitrate generation (nitrification) following remineralization decreases alkalinity. Other species such as sulphate and phosphate have similar effects on alkalinity \cite{Wolf2007}.

The alkalinity changes arising from the biological cycling of nitrate are often accounted for in the concept of potential alkalinity, \( p\text{Alk} \) \cite{Brewer1975, Sarmiento2002}, where the sum of the nitrate and alkalinity concentrations is normalized to a salinity of 35. \textit{Wolf-Gladrow et al.} \cite{Wolf2007} calculated changes in alkalinity from primary productivity, taking into account the proportional uptake of other ions such as phosphate and sulphate. They suggested that the impact of phytoplankton growth on alkalinity should be calculated by multiplying changes in the nitrate ion concentration, \( \text{NO}_3^- \), by a factor of 1.36. Hence:

\[
 p\text{Alk} = \frac{\text{Alk}_m + 1.36 \times \text{NO}_3^-}{S} \times 35  \tag{3-5}
\]

Figure 3-1j, k, l show the resulting patterns in alkalinity, after variations in nutrient concentration have also been taken into account, using:

\[
 \text{Alk}_3 = \frac{\text{Alk}_m - \text{Alk}_r + 1.36 \times \text{NO}_3^-}{S} \times 35 + \text{Alk}_r  \tag{3-6}
\]

Incorporation of the effects of creation and remineralization of biological matter increases the average offset between low latitudes and high latitudes from \(~75\ \text{µmol kg}\(^{-1}\)\) to \(~100\ \text{µmol kg}\(^{-1}\)\). This is because the Southern Ocean and subarctic North Pacific are both regions of the global ocean with high surface nitrate concentrations.
3.4.4 Pattern in the Residual Alkalinity

After excluding the effects of nutrients on alkalinity, there is a fairly uniform alkalinity of \( \sim 2300 \, \mu\text{mol kg}^{-1} \) in the low-latitude surface oceans (30ºN-30ºS). Table 3-1 shows that with every additional step the width of the data cloud relative to the overall range of the data has decreased. This suggests that the effects of processes causing variation have been successfully removed. The remaining variation is comparable to that of the major nutrients (Table 3-1). This would be expected if \( \text{Alk}_3 \) and the nutrients are mainly controlled by uptake to form new phytoplankton, and returned through exchange with deep water following export and remineralization.

To examine the remaining large-scale spatial pattern in the distribution of surface alkalinity. We define the new tracer \( \text{Alk}^* \) to have a low latitude concentration of \( \sim 0 \, \mu\text{mol kg}^{-1} \) (i.e. \( \text{Alk}^* = \text{Alk}_3 - 2300 \, \mu\text{mol kg}^{-1} \)). Thus, the value of \( \text{Alk}^* \) corresponds to the “excess alkalinity” compared to the tropical and subtropical surface ocean. It can be seen (Figure 3-1m, n and o) that \( \text{Alk}^* \) values in the high-latitude regions of the North Pacific and Southern Ocean are strongly elevated by \( \sim 85 \, \mu\text{mol kg}^{-1} \) (north of 55ºN) and \( \sim 110 \, \mu\text{mol kg}^{-1} \) (south of 75ºS), respectively. Interestingly, there is no correspondingly large elevation of \( \text{Alk}^* \) in the high-latitude North Atlantic: the average \( \text{Alk}^* \) value at 55ºN in the Atlantic is only \( 24 \, \mu\text{mol kg}^{-1} \). Notably, the low-latitude to polar ocean increases in alkalinity are somewhat weaker when nutrient cycling effects are not included; the same overall geographic distribution is obtained but with smaller magnitude differences (e.g., compare \( \text{Alk}_2 \) in Figure 3-1g, h, and i to \( \text{Alk}_3 \) in Figure 3-1j, k, and l).

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Comparison to Other Approaches

In this paper we have derived a tracer for \( \text{CaCO}_3 \) cycling in the surface ocean based on observed alkalinity and removal of other influences, including: (1) freshwater evaporation and precipitation; (2) inputs of river water containing alkalinity at negligible salinity; and (3) biological cycling of nutrients.

The procedure we employed is an extension of the potential alkalinity concept [Brewer et al., 1975; Rubin and Key, 2002; Sarmiento et al., 2002; Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007];
however, it also includes a correction for the influence of high-alkalinity rivers [Friis et al., 2003; Cai et al., 2010]. Our analysis shows that high-alkalinity rivers can influence large ocean areas (e.g. Figure 3-1g versus Figure 3-1d). We show that the North Atlantic Ocean and the Bay of Bengal are strongly influenced by river derived alkalinity inputs. We expect that with incorporation of more marginal regions [Key et al., 2010], such as the South China Sea [Kang et al., 2013], and more seasonal data, river alkalinity will become an increasingly important part of alkalinity process analysis. Our Alk* tracer for surface waters also bears some resemblance to that of ‘excess’ alkalinity [Feely et al., 2002b, 2004; Sabine et al., 2002], which was developed to quantify CaCO$_3$ dissolution rates along isopyncal surfaces. We use Alk* to constrain surface CaCO$_3$ cycling (as defined here) as a whole, as opposed to specifically targeting the dissolution of CaCO$_3$ at depth. This gives a tracer that is similar to nutrient tracers and can be used to investigate biological production in a similar way to that of nutrients.

In this paper we revisit some of the same issues as those of an earlier study [Millero et al., 1998b], which used salinity-normalized alkalinity. Some of the large-scale patterns we find were also noted previously by Millero et al. [1998b], but are now more clearly defined and can be accepted with greater confidence, based on the improved analysis techniques and larger quantity of data used in this study.

### 3.5.2 Accounting for the Patterns in Alk*

The surface field of Alk* is distinct from the actual alkalinity observations (first and last rows of Figure 3-1). Eliminating the effects of the hydrological cycle, rivers and nutrient cycling reveals coherent basin-scale patterns in Alk* that are not apparent in Alk$_\text{in}$. We argue that these patterns directly reflect the imprint of the ocean’s CaCO$_3$ cycle, or in other words that the patterns in Alk* are maintained by the inorganic carbon pump acting against ocean overturning and mixing. As with dissolved nutrients, Alk* is reduced when and where biological precipitation of CaCO$_3$ occurs. The CaCO$_3$ sinks from the mixed layer into the deep ocean, where CaCO$_3$ undersaturation causes it to dissolve and increase the deep Alk* concentration. Large-scale ocean circulation brings the deep water back to the surface, producing higher Alk* concentrations in the polar ocean surface of the Southern Ocean and the North Pacific.
3.5.3 **High Alk* in High-latitude Oceans**

In line with previous interpretations [Millero *et al.*, 1998b; Sabine *et al.*, 2002; Key *et al.*, 2004; Lee *et al.*, 2006], we identify the source of increased salinity-normalized alkalinity at high latitudes as supply of excess alkalinity from deep waters. High alkalinity at depth can be transferred to high-latitude surface waters either through upwelling, transfer along isopycnals outcropping at high latitudes, and/or entrainment of deep waters into the mixed layer during deep winter mixing. The individual contribution of these physical processes to high Alk* in surface waters may vary among distinct regions, and subsurface waters are also expected to contain variable concentrations of excess alkalinity to be brought to the surface in different parts of the world’s ocean (see explanation for low North Atlantic Alk* below). In addition, the strength of these sources may vary seasonally; for example, deep winter mixing may cause higher Alk* in an area during winter with subsequent lower levels in summer.

![Normalized alkalinity anomaly](image)

Figure 3-5. Normalized alkalinity anomaly ($Alk^* = Alk - 2300, \mu\text{mol kg}^{-1}$) along the GLODAP section illustrated in the insert.

We attribute the relatively low Alk* values in the subarctic North Atlantic to the low Alk* values at depth in this region. To illustrate the reason for this exception, we calculated...
Alk* along a vertical ocean section from the North Atlantic, through the Southern Ocean and into the North Pacific (Figure 3-5). From this interior ocean view of the alkalinity anomaly, it is clear that the high surface Alk* values of the Southern Ocean and subarctic North Pacific directly correspond to elevated Alk* in subsurface waters, whereas the low surface Alk* values of the subarctic North Atlantic are above low Alk* of the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW). The difference between the regions can be attributed in part to differences in the ages of the deep waters underlying the various regions. The main source of NADW is surface water that was recently subducted following poleward transport from lower latitudes (e.g., [Lozier, 2012]). Therefore, the subpolar North Atlantic surface and NADW both inherit a low Alk* from the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation passing through the low-latitude surface Atlantic, where Alk* is also low. Because of the small vertical gradient, winter mixing in the high-latitude North Atlantic, although penetrating to considerable depths (hundreds of meters; [de Boyer Montégut, 2004]), produces little increase in surface Alk*. Alkalinity distributions along similar sections to Figure 3-5 have been explained [Pardo et al., 2011; Vázquez-Rodríguez et al., 2012] using the concept of pre-formed alkalinity, which is the alkalinity at the point subducting water loses contact with the atmosphere. As the high-latitude North Atlantic is a deep-water formation region, the low Alk* determines the pre-formed value, with CaCO₃ dissolution increasing Alk* as NADW travels southward through the Atlantic Ocean.

The subarctic North Atlantic contrasts with the subarctic North Pacific, where winter mixing, although not reaching to such great depths (up to about 150 m on the eastern side and 250 m on the western side; [Ohno et al., 2008], does reach high Alk* subsurface waters (50-200 µmol kg⁻¹) because of the strong vertical gradients (Figure 3-5). In the Southern Ocean the situation is more complicated but there is no formation of deep water from low-latitude surface water, and deep water consequently has high Alk* (Figure 3-5). Furthermore, wind-driven upwelling introduces high Alk* water to the surface from greater depths than in other parts of the world’s ocean [Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995].

3.5.4 **Low Alk* in Low-latitude Oceans**

To the degree that the global CaCO₃ cycle is near internal balance, the net upwards transport of dissolved Alk* across the main thermocline must equal the global downwards CaCO₃ rain across the thermocline. Low Alk* values in the tropical and subtropical surface
oceans are therefore understood as resulting from CaCO$_3$ formation and export leading to removal of Alk$^*$ from surface waters, together with an absence of significant replenishment from deep water. The data show surprisingly similar values in all basins at low latitudes (averages of 2297, 2294 and 2305 µmol kg$^{-1}$ between 30ºS and 30ºN in the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans, respectively).

### 3.5.5 Similarity of Residual Alkalinity Distribution to Nutrients

Attributing the Alk$^*$ patterns to CaCO$_3$ cycling is further supported by the partial resemblance between the latitudinal distributions of Alk$^*$ and those of the nutrients: nitrate, phosphate and silicate (Figure 3-6). Concentrations of all are depleted in the subtropical surface ocean due to biological use. All four exhibit maxima in concentrations at high latitudes in the Southern Ocean and North Pacific, but a more modest increase in the high-latitude North Atlantic.

There are however some differences. For example, in contrast to nitrate and phosphate, neither silicate nor alkalinity exhibit large increases in concentration in the north Indian Ocean or in the eastern Equatorial Pacific. This may reflect different remineralization depths (nitrate and phosphate are both returned to solution at much shallower depths than silicate from opal rain or alkalinity from CaCO$_3$ rain; [Schlitzer, 2000]) and the source of the water. Alternatively, it may be co-occurrence of upwelling and intensive CaCO$_3$ production, which would not be identified in our tracer. A previous study has found salinity-normalized alkalinity to be ~40 µmol kg$^{-1}$ higher in upwelled water in the eastern Equatorial Pacific [Millero et al., 1998b].
Figure 3-6. Surface distribution of $Alk^*$ μmol kg$^{-1}$ (a,b,c), nitrate μmol kg$^{-1}$ (d,e,f), phosphate μmol kg$^{-1}$ (g,h,i), silicate μmol kg$^{-1}$ (j,k,l) in each ocean basin from the GLODAP, CARINA and PACIFICA databases.

A second difference is apparent when comparing the latitude at which all four variables decrease to negligible levels when moving northwards away from Antarctica. Concentrations of silicate have declined almost to zero by about 50ºS, whereas $Alk^*$, nitrate and phosphate are all still significantly elevated at this latitude and it is not until about 40ºS that all three decline to near zero (Figure 3-6). One explanation of this feature
could be the greater competitive success of silicifiers in the Southern Ocean, with diatoms blooming and depleting silicate concentrations further south than other phytoplankton. Therefore, silicate is used up further south than nitrate, phosphate, and Alk* [Sarmiento et al., 2004]. Pronounced yearly blooms of coccolithophores are seen in satellite observations in the region of the subantarctic zone (about 50ºS to 40ºS) of the Southern Ocean [Iglesias-Rodríguez et al., 2002]. This feature has been termed the “Great Calcite Belt” [Balch et al., 2011] and may be responsible for one third of global export of CaCO$_3$ [Jin et al., 2006]. However, in order to identify more confidently where CaCO$_3$ production and export take place, the tracer should ideally be used in conjunction with an ocean circulation model.

Overall, the nutrient-like distribution of Alk* is consistent with the expected behavior of a tracer of CaCO$_3$ production and dissolution.

### 3.5.6 Similarity of Residual Alkalinity to Residual Calcium

Results from a second and independent method of constraining CaCO$_3$ cycling can be compared to those from the Alk* method. The concentration of calcium ions (measurable to a precision of about ± 3 µmol kg$^{-1}$; [Olson and Chen, 1982] is also directly affected by dilution and concentration, production and dissolution of CaCO$_3$, and river input of CaCO$_3$, but not biological cycling processes affecting alkalinity. After salinity normalization, the surface ocean has a slightly lower concentration of calcium than at depth, due to the CaCO$_3$ pump [Milliman et al., 1999]. The ratio of Ca$^{2+}$ to salinity has previously been demonstrated as a tracer of CaCO$_3$ cycling in the South China Sea [Cao and Dai, 2011], and salinity-normalized calcium concentration (NCa) agrees well with salinity-normalized alkalinity as a tracer of CaCO$_3$ cycling in deep waters of the Sea of Okhotsk [Pavlova et al., 2008]. Both Ca-based and Alk-based tracers of CaCO$_3$ cycling are made less effective in the deep ocean because low-temperature hydrothermal vents are an alternative source of calcium [de Villiers, 1998; de Villiers and Nelson, 1999; Chen, 2002].

If CaCO$_3$ cycling is the dominant influence over both Alk* and NCa then we predict the following NCa patterns in surface waters: (1) it should be relatively invariant across low-latitude oceans; (2) it should differ by about 40 µmol kg$^{-1}$ ($\Delta$Ca from CaCO$_3$ formation/dissolution = 0.5 * $\Delta$Alk*) between low and high latitudes in the North Pacific; (3) it should be about 55 µmol kg$^{-1}$ higher in the high-latitude Southern Ocean than in low-
latitude regions; and (4) it should not vary greatly between low and high latitudes in the North Atlantic.

Relatively few calcium data currently exist with which to test these predictions, and what does exist is only partly compatible with them. Chen [2002] reported calcium concentrations along 150ºW in the North Pacific from 8 to 55ºN: highest NCa values along the transect were observed at the highest latitudes (north of 45ºN); however, an unexpectedly high degree of low-latitude variability (> 20 µmol kg⁻¹) is also apparent in the data. NCa values from the Weddell Sea are approximately 70 µmol kg⁻¹ higher than values from the low-latitude Pacific Ocean [Chen, 2002]. Tsunogai et al. [1973] found a poleward increase of the calcium to chlorinity ratio along 170ºW.

3.5.7 Some Uncertainties and How They Might be Reduced in Future Work

Here, we consider sources of uncertainty in Alk* and, where applicable, how they might be minimized in future work. The geographical differences in Alk* are large compared to the accuracy of alkalinity measurements (~3 µmol kg⁻¹, [Dickson et al., 2003]), which can thus be ruled out as a cause. There is some bias in the collection of data, with surveys in high latitude regions occurring more frequently during summer months because of weather considerations [Key et al., 2004]. Because alkalinity resupply to the surface by vertical mixing changes with season including more wintertime data could increase high-latitude Alk* values, thereby further increasing the contrast to the low-latitude surface that has no seasonal bias.

Some local river flows need to be considered when using open ocean data [Cai et al., 2010], as demonstrated here by the wide-scale influences of river derived alkalinity inputs to the Bay of Bengal and Atlantic Ocean. Kang et al. [2013] identified the South China Sea as another area affected by river inputs of alkalinity; however, we made no adjustment because of a lack of seawater data for the region. When using river alkalinity data to correct for river influences in offshore regions, it should be kept in mind that differences in riverine input alkalinity can be caused by non-conservative estuarine changes to fluxes such as from anaerobic processes occurring in the river delta [Hu and Cai, 2011], as has been recorded in river systems [Wong, 1979; Cai and Wang, 1998]. Also, simply fitting a line to alkalinity-salinity data is not always a reliable method of determining the river end-
member alkalinity [Jiang et al., 2014]. Further research is required on alkalinity in the outflows of major rivers and the penetration of their effects into the open ocean.

CaCO$_3$ cycling is the dominant influence on the residual alkalinity, but other processes will also have smaller effects. Some second-order or locally important processes for alkalinity have not been calculated and removed from Alk$. These include anaerobic remineralization processes (denitrification and sulphate reduction could affect the surface waters in coastal regions), formation and destruction of sea-ice and ikaite [Rysgaard et al., 2012b, 2013], organic alkalinity [Bradshaw and Brewer, 1988], and nitrogen-fixation [Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007]. Development of techniques for the removal of these influences would further improve Alk$. Many of these processes, such as the impact of organic alkalinity, the formation and destruction of sea-ice, and anaerobic remineralization are of greater importance in areas that are not included in this study, such as in coastal regions and the Arctic Ocean.

There is a limit to the accuracy with which the magnitude of calcification can be determined in river affected ocean from an alkalinity-based tracer. This is because the order in which calcification and mixing take place (which is not usually known) affects the resulting change in alkalinity [Jiang et al., 2014]. This can be important when two bodies of water mix, for example when seawater mixes with river water. If calcification occurs (A to b in Figure 3-7) before the mixing with river water (b towards R in Figure 3-7), then the final alkalinity value (c in Figure 3-7) differs from that when mixing occurs before calcification (A to d to e in Figure 3-7). Equation 3-6 for Alk$ assumes calcification occurs before mixing and so if they occur in the opposite order then the inferred amount of calcification would be inaccurate. But, from calculations on our dataset when we assumed a reversed order, the difference is within the current measurement error of alkalinity (<3 µmol kg$^{-1}$). In addition, Alk$ is not completely conservative because of salinity-normalization. When two water bodies mix, the calculated Alk$ of the mixture is not exactly equal to the weighted average of the source Alk$ values, although the difference is usually small (<5%).
Figure 3-7. The mixing relationship between salinity and alkalinity when calcification also takes place. When an ocean body (A) mixes with river water (R) and calcification occurs, the final alkalinity-salinity relationship will depend on whether the calcification occurred before (A to b to c) or after (A to d to e) mixing.

We can quantify the propagated measurement uncertainty in Alk* from the definition of Alk₃ (Equation 3-6), which in absolute terms has the same uncertainty as Alk*, and from rules for propagating uncertainties through calculations [Taylor, 1982]. The uncertainty in Alk* values is calculated using Equation 3-7 and measurement uncertainties of: alkalinity, ΔAlkₐ, 3 µmol kg⁻¹ [Dickson et al., 2003]; salinity, ΔS, 0.0015 [Perkin and Lewis, 1980], and nitrate, ΔNO₃⁻, 0.2 µmol kg⁻¹ [Aminot and Kirkwood, 1995]. Errors in river input measurements were not considered as most of the dataset is not affected by the adjustment. The estimated overall uncertainty of Alk*, ΔAlk* is 3.02 µmol kg⁻¹. The uncertainties are thus small compared to the large latitudinal differences in Alk*. 
\[ \Delta Alk^* = \frac{35 \times (Alk_m + 1.36 \times NO_3^-)}{S} \times \left( \frac{\Delta S}{S} \right)^2 + \frac{(\Delta Alk_m)^2 + (1.36 \times \Delta NO_3^-)^2}{Alk_m + 1.36 \times NO_3^-} \] 

(3-7)

3.5.8 Potential Uses of Alk*

This new tracer of surface CaCO\(_3\) cycling is likely to be useful in a number of ways. The first example is in the calculation of CaCO\(_3\) export fluxes.

Figure 3-8. Representation of Atlantic Basin circulation and fluxes. Alk*\(_{S.Oc}\) and Alk*\(_{gyre}\) are the alkalinity anomalies of the Southern Ocean and Atlantic gyre respectively. \(F_{ekman}\) is the surface Ekman flux in the Southern Ocean, \(F_{NADW}\) the NADW flux and \(Q_{Atl}\) is the flux of alkalinity leaving the gyre through CaCO\(_3\) precipitation. Equatorial upwelling and mixing across the thermocline are omitted as they do not contribute to the first order Alk* pattern.

Where horizontal and vertical water fluxes are known, they can be combined with Alk* gradients to estimate the rate of loss of calcium carbonate (export flux) from the mixed layer. Figure 3-8 shows the fluxes that affect Alk* of the low-latitude surface water in the
Atlantic. Supply of Alk* through mixing across the thermocline and equatorial upwelling is assumed negligible as this process does not contribute to the observed surface ocean pattern. Average Alk$_3$ is 2299 µmol kg$^{-1}$ at 30ºS (Alk*$_{S.Atl.}$ = -1) and 2289 µmol kg$^{-1}$ at 30ºN (Alk*$_{N.Atl.}$ = -11) (Figure 3-1j). If NADW formation (F$_{NADW}$) and the surface Ekman water flux from the Southern Ocean (F$_{Ekman}$) are equal at 18±3 Sverdrups [Talley et al., 2003], then the rate of Alk* vertical export, Q$_{Atl}$, from the Atlantic Ocean can be calculated as a function of the water flux and the decline in alkalinity in transit:

\[ Q_{Atl} = F_{Ekman} \times Alk^*_{S.Atl} - F_{NADW} \times Alk^*_{N.Atl} = F_{Ekman} \times (Alk^*_{S.Atl} - Alk^*_{N.Atl}) \]  

This produces an estimated CaCO$_3$ export of ~0.03 Pg PIC yr$^{-1}$ with an uncertainty of ±0.01 based on the uncertainty in the Ekman flux. This value is significantly lower than previous estimates of Atlantic CaCO$_3$ production (0.11-0.69 Pg PIC yr$^{-1}$; see Table 3-3) and an Atlantic-wide estimate of CaCO$_3$ dissolution in deep water (0.13Pg PIC yr$^{-1}$; [Chung, 2003]). Our value suggests that rather little calcification takes place in the upper mixed layer of the Atlantic. Our estimate is of export rather than production but dissolution is probably minor in the supersaturated surface ocean and so the two are probably similar. The discrepancy with other estimates could potentially be reconciled if calcification is primarily taking place in deeper parts of the euphotic zone, i.e. below the surface mixed layer [Poulton et al., 2006] or further south in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean (Figure 3-1j). Another explanation is that equatorial upwelling does supply Alk* and it is used too quickly to be seen in the surface concentrations. We suspect that the largest uncertainty in our calculation stems from the assumption that the only flows are NADW and associated net flow through the tropical Atlantic box, which is an oversimplification.

Alk* could also be used to analyze the spatial distribution of CaCO$_3$ export. Calculation of Alk* on different depth and/or density levels may help resolve the question about where in the oceans most CaCO$_3$ is produced and exported. In the surface layer at least, the steepest horizontal gradients in Alk* are at mid latitudes of 30º-40º (Figure 3-1m, n and o). This concurs with satellite observations of highest particulate inorganic carbon (PIC; coccoliths) concentrations in surface waters at high latitudes [Iglesias-Rodríguez et al., 2002; Balch et al., 2005; Moore et al., 2012]. Likewise, Jin et al. [2006] found high CaCO$_3$ export at 40º latitude using global nutrient and alkalinity observations and a biogeochemical model; however, the authors also found an equally large peak in export at the equator. A peak in
export at the equator would not show up in Alk* if the simultaneous impacts of upwelling and export cancelled each other out. Sediment trap compilations [Berelson et al., 2007] and theoretical calculations [Sarmiento et al., 2002], indicate highest rain ratios (highest CaCO₃ export) towards the equator; however, there was no peak at mid latitudes.

Table 3-3. Estimates of Annual Production of Particulate Inorganic Carbon in the Atlantic Ocean Basin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pg PIC yr⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lee (2001)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poulton et al. (2006)</td>
<td>0.69ᵃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berelson et al. (2007)</td>
<td>0.11-0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our estimate</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ᵃFlux estimate from data collected during northern hemisphere spring (southern hemisphere autumn).

Alk* could also be used to validate biogeochemical models and improve model quantifications of CaCO₃ fluxes. The broad patterns in Alk* should be reproduced in high-resolution global carbon cycle models if correctly formulated. The degree of agreement with Alk* can be used as a check of the representations of ocean physics and CaCO₃ formation and dissolution. It may also be possible to improve methods for deducing CaCO₃ particle fluxes from ocean alkalinity data, by basing the inversion method on this method for Alk*.

Finally, if ocean acidification leads to large reductions in calcification then an effect on ocean alkalinity may be detectable by 2040 [Ilyina et al., 2009]. This may be more accurately determined using Alk* rather than measured alkalinity as the method corrects for changes in the water cycle [Huntington, 2006 and references therein] and productivity [e.g. Bopp et al., 2001; Gregg et al., 2003; Behrenfeld et al., 2006], which are also forecast to change. Time-series are often located close to the coast, because of ease of access, and consequently are frequently affected by river inputs. Alk* is less variable than potential alkalinity in river-affected areas. This is because the standard deviation is reduced by the
river correction (Table 3-2), making long term trends easier to detect (higher signal-to-noise ratio). This is illustrated in a simplistic way (Figure 3-9) in an example using data from the area of the Atlantic affected by the Amazon River outflow and an increase of 30 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) by 2040 [Ilyina et al., 2009]. Following Ilyina et al. [2009], the trend is deemed to be detected when the magnitude of the change due to the trend exceeds the standard deviation of the data. According to this method (more sophisticated methods would be used in reality), the long-term trend is detectable by 2040 using Alk* but not until 2060 using potential alkalinity.

![Graph showing modeled Alk* and potential alkalinity](image.png)

**Figure 3-9.** Modelled Alk* in an area of the ocean affected intermittently by the Amazon River outflow. Alk* is shown both with river adjustment included (top) and without it (bottom). The simulated data was produced using a random number generator to produce random numbers from a normal distribution with a standard deviation (dashed line) of 16.5 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) (top panel) and 25.6 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) (bottom panel). These standard deviations are the standard deviations of the actual Alk* values in the region affected by the Amazon (Table 3-2), depending on whether adjusted to take account of Amazon alkalinity or not. An
alkalinity increase over time of 30 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) from 2010 until 2040 was added to the random numbers to produce the simulated data. Data sampling frequency of 30 days.

3.6 Conclusions

In this study we derive a tracer for the ocean CaCO\(_3\) cycle by subtracting the influences of other processes from the global surface alkalinity data, specifically (a) the hydrological cycle, (b) riverine discharge, and (c) the biological cycling of nutrients. On a regional scale, adjustment for the individual alkalinitities of nearby large rivers was found to be particularly important in bringing anomalous values ‘into line’ in areas such as the tropical Atlantic Ocean, the Bay of Bengal and the Labrador Sea. The coherent geographic pattern revealed by our alkalinity tracer shows a constant value across the low latitudes of all major ocean basins, and well-defined, large magnitude increases of ~85 and ~110 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) towards the North Pacific and Southern Ocean respectively. The surface North Atlantic and North Atlantic Deep Water inherit low residual alkalinity from their source waters in the Atlantic subtropical gyres. Comparisons to nutrient distributions and calcium data strongly suggest that these patterns in the residual alkalinity are caused by CaCO\(_3\) cycling, i.e. upwelling mainly at high latitudes of deep water into which CaCO\(_3\) has dissolved, and CaCO\(_3\) export elsewhere that reduces Alk* with increasing distance from the centers of upwelling. This residual alkalinity (Alk*) therefore has considerable potential as a tracer of CaCO\(_3\) cycling. This new tracer is likely to have many applications, including in quantification and localization of CaCO\(_3\) export.
Chapter 4: Analysis of longitudinal variations in North Pacific alkalinity to improve predictive algorithms

This chapter published as Fry, C.H., T. Tyrrell, E.P. Achterberg (2016), Analysis of longitudinal variations in North Pacific alkalinity to improve predictive algorithms. Global Biogeochem. Cy., 30, 1493–1508. T. Tyrrell and E.P. Achterberg provided feedback on the methods and the manuscript. The writing of the chapter and all analysis and production of figures was performed by C.H. Fry.

4.1 Abstract

The causes of natural variation in alkalinity in the North Pacific surface ocean need to be investigated to understand the carbon cycle and to improve predictive algorithms. We used GLODAPv2 to test hypotheses on the causes of three longitudinal phenomena in Alk*, a tracer of calcium carbonate cycling. These phenomena are: (a) an increase from east to west between 45ºN and 55ºN, (b) an increase from west to east between 25ºN and 40ºN, and (c) a minor increase from west to east in the equatorial upwelling region. Between 45ºN and 55ºN, Alk* is higher on the western than on the eastern side and this is associated with denser isopycnals with higher Alk* lying at shallower depths. Between 25ºN and 40ºN, upwelling along the North American continental shelf causes higher Alk* in the east. Along the equator, a strong east-west trend was not observed, even though the upwelling on the eastern side of the basin is more intense, because the water brought to the surface is not high in Alk*. We created two algorithms to predict alkalinity, one for the entire Pacific Ocean north of 30ºS and one for the eastern margin. The Pacific Ocean algorithm is more accurate than the commonly-used algorithm published by Lee et al. [2006], of similar accuracy to the best previously published algorithm by Sasse et al. [2013], and is less biased with longitude than other algorithms in the subpolar North Pacific. Our eastern margin algorithm is more accurate than previously published algorithms.

4.2 Introduction

Total alkalinity, hereafter referred to as alkalinity, is typically determined as part of seawater carbonate chemistry observations. Alkalinity is the excess of proton acceptors
over proton donors [Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007]. It is one of four measurable carbonate chemistry variables, with the others being dissolved inorganic carbon, pH, and the partial pressure of carbon dioxide (pCO₂). We can calculate the entire carbonate system with any two of these variables, along with temperature, pressure, salinity, phosphate, and silicate concentrations. Alkalinity is useful because it behaves in a conservative manner when water masses mix and is independent of changes in temperature and pressure, unlike pCO₂ and pH [Dyrssen and Sillén, 1967; Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007]. This allows us to develop linear relationships to predict alkalinity from common hydrographic measurements, like temperature and salinity. These relationships can then be used to constrain the carbonate system from standard measurements when a carbonate variable is unavailable. This approach is more difficult for pCO₂ and pH due to their non-linear relationship with temperature and salinity.

The main causes of variation in surface ocean alkalinity are dilution and concentration as a result of precipitation, evaporation, river discharge, and sea ice formation and melt [Millero et al., 1998b; Friis et al., 2003; Cai et al., 2010]. Since these processes also strongly influence ocean salinity, alkalinity is often considered a function of salinity due to its strongly conservative nature [e.g. Chen and Millero, 1979; Millero et al., 1998b; Lee et al., 2006; Land et al., 2015]. However, alkalinity is also affected by non-conservative processes, for example, biological organic matter production and calcification [Brewer and Goldman, 1976; Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007; Kwon et al., 2009]. It is therefore important to determine the causes of local non-conservative deviations in alkalinity (variations from the relationship with salinity) to improve our understanding of the controls on ocean carbonate chemistry and its role in climate change and ocean acidification.

The North Pacific, from the equator to the Bering Sea, is a region of the global ocean where the controls on alkalinity are not yet well understood. Chen and Pytkowicz [1979] first identified a longitudinal gradient in salinity-normalized alkalinity in the subpolar North Pacific and in this area, unlike in other regions, Lee et al. [2006] could not model the distribution of surface ocean alkalinity using salinity and temperature alone, and used longitude as an additional predictor variable. The results matched the observed alkalinity variations, but the approach was no longer mechanistic.

Physical processes are known to be important drivers of surface ocean alkalinity, including for example, upwelling of deep water with enhanced alkalinity Fry et al. [2015]. To capture these physical processes, Takatani et al. [2014] included sea surface height as an independent predictor variable for alkalinity in the Pacific Ocean. This is because sea
surface height can be used to distinguish between water bodies with potentially different alkalinites. The relationships in Takatani et al. [2014] improved on Lee et al. [2006] and reduced bias in the western North Pacific from a mean difference between the measured and predicted values of -12.7 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) (root mean square error (rms) of 16.7 µmol kg\(^{-1}\)), obtained using the relationship presented by Lee et al. [2006], to a mean difference of -0.2 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) (rms of 6.2 µmol kg\(^{-1}\)). For the subpolar North Pacific (north of 30ºN and < 20 ºC), these authors also used two equations where Lee et al. [2006] used only one.

Longitude was not included explicitly as a predictor variable but the application of one equation in the east and one in the west allowed the effect of longitude to be included indirectly. Therefore, the increased accuracy of Takatani et al. [2014] could be caused by the use of additional variables and equations (allowing a greater degree of tuning of the algorithm), rather than because sea surface height is a superior predictor variable.

Sasse et al. [2013] improved on Lee et al. [2006] by using more predictor variables (temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, silicate, and phosphate), while dividing the ocean into the same regions as Lee et al. [2006]. They compared the results of their multiple linear regression with a Self-Organizing Multiple Linear Output (SOMLO); however, this did not improve the prediction of alkalinity in the North Pacific. The accuracy of the SOMLO was only 2.7% greater in the North Pacific (temperature < 20ºC, salinity between 31 and 35) and was 2.1% less accurate in the equatorial Pacific. They commented that there are few non-linearities in the carbonate system; therefore, using a non-linear model does not provide an improvement. Henceforth we only refer to the multiple linear regression by Sasse et al. [2013].

In the tropical ocean, both Millero et al. [1998b] and Lee et al. [2006] noted that the eastern equatorial upwelling region had a higher salinity-normalized alkalinity than the rest of the tropical oceans. Fry et al. [2015] and Ishii et al. [2004], on the other hand, did not observe any longitudinal variation in salinity-normalized alkalinity in these ocean regions. However, it is possible that a different relationship from the rest of the tropical region is still required. Some of the predictor variables may be affected by the equatorial upwelling and, although alkalinity is not, the relationship between alkalinity and the predictor variables is changed by the upwelling. For example, if upwelling waters are colder than non-upwelling waters but do not contain elevated Alk* values (see below for Alk* definition), then the relationship with the predictor (temperature) may change and a new equation is necessary even though Alk* values are not different from those outside the upwelling region.
The study of the factors controlling variability of the oceanic carbonate system is important because of its central role in climate change and ocean acidification. There is, however, a limited amount of alkalinity data compared to other hydrographic measurements such as temperature, salinity, and nutrients (GLODAPv2 has about 42 thousand casts whereas the World Ocean Database contains over 3 million casts). As a result of the insufficient temporal and spatial coverage of the global ocean, algorithms are employed to predict alkalinity values using commonly measured variables such as temperature and salinity. These algorithms therefore provide greater alkalinity coverage of the ocean, and are also of importance for verification of biogeochemical models as it is difficult to model alkalinity fields with a high level of accuracy.

We have recently introduced Alk* (Equation 4-1) as a tracer of calcification, dissolution of calcium carbonate, and the movement of the dissolution products via physical circulation [Fry et al., 2015]. Alk* illuminates these processes as it removes other common controlling factors of variation, namely evaporation and precipitation, river inputs, and biological uptake and release of ions.

\[
\text{Alk}^* = \frac{A_{km} + 1.36 \times NO_3^- - A_{kr}}{S} \times 35 + A_{kr} - 2300
\]  

(4-1)

where \( A_{km} \) is measured alkalinity (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)), \( NO_3^- \) is nitrate concentration (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)), \( A_{kr} \) is identified river alkalinity (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) in ocean areas affected by river inputs, and \( S \) is salinity.

The aim of our work is to determine the factors controlling alkalinity in the surface waters of the North Pacific Ocean. We test a series of hypotheses that explore longitudinal variations in Alk* in the zonal bands 45ºN - 55ºN, 25ºN - 40ºN, and 15ºS - 10ºN. We then derive two algorithms that predict alkalinity in surface waters, for both the entire Pacific Ocean north of 30ºS, and also in the eastern margin of the North Pacific. Each algorithm consists of three equations and the relevant definitions of how to choose which equation to use for each location.
4.3 Hypotheses

Figure 4-1. Alk* in the surface waters (<30 m) of the North Pacific using data from the GLODAPv2 database. No rivers were included in the calculation of the Alk* values. The three areas shaded in grey indicate the areas of the three phenomena investigated in this study.

The Alk* distribution in the surface waters of the North Pacific shows distinct longitudinal gradients at different latitudes (Figure 4-1): (1) between 45ºN and 55ºN, Alk* is higher in the west than the east (Figure 4-2a); (2) between 25ºN and 40ºN, Alk* at the eastern edge of the Pacific is higher than further west (Figure 4-2b); and (3) in the eastern equatorial Pacific there is only a minor increase in Alk* despite a pronounced reported increase in salinity-normalized alkalinity [Millero et al., 1998b; Lee et al., 2006] (Figure 4-2c). The differences between east and west in all three latitudinal bands are significant (Table 4-1). The divide is situated further east for the 30ºN zonal band as we are looking to explain a localized feature and a more central divide would bias the t-test results. We developed a series of hypotheses for each of the phenomena (the gradients just described), and tested the hypotheses using observational data. For all three latitudinal bands, we considered the alternative possibility of the patterns being caused by errors in data such as a bias of one cruise or random error in a few data points.
Figure 4-2. Longitudinal variations in Alk* along the three longitudinal bands presented in Figure 4-1: (a) 45ºN to 55ºN, (b) 25ºN to 40ºN, and (c) 15ºS to 10ºN. The dashed lines represent the longitudinal divide between east and west. For phenomenon 1 (a) and 3 (c), 160ºW was used because it is approximately central in the basin. Phenomenon 2 (b) is a local feature so 140ºW was used to separate data in the local area from the rest of the basin.

Phenomenon 1: Between 45ºN and 55ºN, Alk* is higher in the northwest Pacific than in the northeast Pacific.

Hypotheses:

1.1 Winter mixing yields higher Alk* values to the west, as it reaches greater depths than on the eastern side.
1.2 Denser isopycnals with older water containing elevated Alk* are closer to the surface on the western side.

1.3 Anaerobic processes in shelf sediments (which enhance Alk*) exert a stronger influence on the western side.

Table 4-1. Alk* difference from east to west in the North Pacific.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Longitudinal divide between east and west</th>
<th>( p^a )</th>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>t-stat( ^b )</th>
<th>Mean in west (µmol kg(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Mean in east (µmol kg(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45ºN - 55ºN</td>
<td>160ºW</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>931</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>72.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25ºN - 40ºN</td>
<td>140ºW</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1602</td>
<td>-24.1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>46.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15ºS - 10ºN</td>
<td>160ºW</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1619</td>
<td>-20.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Probability with the null hypothesis for each band is that the means of both boxes are equal. \(^b\)Two-sample two-tailed t-test.

Phenomenon 2: Between 25ºN and 40ºN, Alk* is higher towards the eastern edge of the Pacific than further west.

Hypotheses:

2.1 Previously unidentified outflow from North American rivers affects Alk*.

2.2 Upwelling increases Alk* along the North American coast.

2.3 High Alk* waters are transported southwards from the northeast Pacific by the California Current, but this process does not occur in the northwest Pacific where the northward flowing Kuroshio Current dominates.

Phenomenon 3: In the equatorial Pacific region, there is little increase in Alk* from the west to the east.
Hypotheses:

3.1 In the majority of phases of the El-Niño-Southern-Oscillation (ENSO) there is limited upwelling of Alk*.
3.2 The upwelled waters do not come from a sufficiently great depth to contain enhanced Alk*.
3.3 High Alk* waters are upwelled but calcification and export rapidly remove Alk* from the surface ocean.

4.4 Methodology

Alkalinity and other variables were obtained from the GLODAPv2 database [Olsen et al., 2016]. Data from depths of less than 30 m were defined as being from the surface mixed layer. Alk* was calculated using Equation 4-1 and no correction for riverine alkalinity inputs was applied because no substantial areas influenced by rivers have previously been identified in the North Pacific [Fry et al., 2015]. Shelf areas are included in our approach, which is different to our previous study [Fry et al., 2015]. The typical accuracy of alkalinity measurements is 3 µmol kg⁻¹ [Dickson et al., 2003], and 3.02 µmol kg⁻¹ for Alk* [Fry et al., 2015]. Annual mean dissolved oxygen and nitrate gridded to 1º was obtained from the World Ocean Atlas 2013 [Garcia et al., 2014a, 2014b]. Mixed layer depth data were obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) [Monterey and Levitus, 1997]. The mixed layer depth data were gridded to 0.5º for each month and mixed layer depth was defined using a variable potential density criterion corresponding to a change in temperature of 0.5 ºC [Monterey and Levitus, 1997]. The maximum mixed layer depth used was the largest of the monthly values for each gridpoint. The resulting maximum mixed layer depths occurred in the northern hemisphere winter, with February the most common month for the deepest mixed layer. The effect and strength of the ENSO was tested using a Multivariate ENSO Index from NOAA [http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/mei/]. The index is produced monthly and calculated using the current and previous month.

Unless otherwise stated, the areas analyzed are: 45ºN to 55ºN for phenomenon 1, 25ºN to 40ºN for phenomenon 2, and 15ºS to 10ºN for phenomenon 3. The chosen area for phenomenon 3 (equatorial region) is asymmetrical across the equator because the peak in nitrate occurs south of the equator in the Pacific Ocean [Garcia et al., 2014b] as a result of geographic asymmetry [Xie and Philander, 1994].
4.5 Results and discussion

4.5.1 Alk* variations along approximately 50°N in the north Pacific

![Image: Maximum mixed layer depths in the North Pacific Ocean. The black box marks the area defined as phenomenon 1.]

Figure 4-3. Maximum mixed layer depths in the North Pacific Ocean. The black box marks the area defined as phenomenon 1.

The maximum mixed layer depths at 40°N are greater in the west than the east (Figure 4-3). However, the area of interest (the black box) is to the north of the region of the greatest maximum mixed layer depths. The relationship between maximum mixed layer depth and the surface Alk* is weak ($R^2 = 0.0578$, $N = 3889$) (Figure 4-4). Therefore, surface Alk* appears to be unrelated to the maximum mixed layer depth (refuting hypothesis 1.1).

Alk* appears to follow the lines of potential density, with denser waters containing higher Alk* occurring closer to the surface in the west than in the east (right side of Figure 4-5a compared to right side of Figure 4-5b). The depths of isopycnals and Alk* concentrations in the west and the east are presented in Table 4-2. These show that the mean depth of isopycnals is shallower in the west than the east of the North Pacific and this is matched by shallower mean depths of Alk* concentrations in the west than in the east. Further, the Pearson’s $r$ correlation coefficient between potential density and Alk* is 0.890 in the region of phenomenon 1 which shows there is a strong positive correlation. These observations confirm Hypothesis 1.2; Alk* in the surface ocean is affected by entrainment of waters from dense isopycnal layers.
Figure 4-4. Alk* in surface waters of the North Pacific between 45ºN and 55ºN as a function of maximum mixed layer depth.

Figure 4-5. Meridional sections of Alk* (µmol kg⁻¹, color) and potential density (σθ, contours) at (a) 165ºE (WOCE cruise P13N in 1992) and (b) 135ºW (WOCE cruise P16N in 2006) obtained from GLODAPv2. The vertical black line represents the southern edge of the area of phenomenon 1.
Table 4-2. Mean depths (m) of different $\sigma_0$ and Alk* values\(^a\) in the east compared with the west for the latitudinal region between 45ºN and 55ºN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean depth at which $\sigma_0 = 26$</th>
<th>Mean depth at which $\sigma_0 = 27$</th>
<th>Mean depth at which Alk* = 100</th>
<th>Mean depth at which Alk* = 150</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West of 160ºW</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East of 160ºW</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Data were interpolated using a smoothing spline where the smoothing parameter is $p = 0.5$.

Sulfate uptake affects alkalinity by changing the charge balance of seawater. This causes alkalinity to increase in order to counteract the change [Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007]. Sulfate reduction is an anaerobic process; therefore, if this process contributes to phenomenon 1 (Hypothesis 1.3), we would also expect lower dissolved oxygen concentrations in the western region of the North Pacific zonal band compared with the eastern region. However, anoxia is not prevalent in surface waters due to rapid exchange processes of oxygen with the atmosphere. Using the World Ocean Atlas, the dissolved oxygen concentrations in the surface waters in the west are higher (mean = 7.1 ml L$^{-1}$, standard deviation = 0.4 ml L$^{-1}$) than in the east (mean = 6.5 ml L$^{-1}$, standard deviation = 0.6 ml L$^{-1}$). The east and west North Pacific between 45ºN and 55ºN have different oxygen concentrations at all depths (2-sample t-tests, $p < 0.001$). However, the difference at 100 m is opposite to what is required for Hypotheses 1.3 to be accepted (oxygen is higher in the west than the east). There is a band of low oxygen concentrations along the Aleutian Arc at about 200 m, a region where sulfate reduction in sediments has been observed [Hein et al., 1979; Elvert et al., 2000]. However, the Aleutian Arc is not where the highest Alk* is observed and the area seems to have decreased oxygen levels ($<2$ ml L$^{-1}$) only below 200 m.

The east-west Alk* gradient occurs in measurements from many cruises. The gradient is therefore unlikely to be an artefact caused by measurement error on any single cruise. However, all Japanese cruises in GLODAPv2 had a systematic adjustment applied to their alkalinity data of + 6 µmol kg$^{-1}$. This was done in order to make the deep water values of the Japanese cruises consistent with data from other countries at crossover stations. If this
adjustment was incorrect then it could have created the observed east-west trend, as the Japanese cruises took place mainly in the western North Pacific. To test this possibility, we subtracted 6 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) from all the Japanese alkalinity data, reversing the adjustment in GLODAPv2. This reduced the mean Alk* value in the west from 95.8 (Table 4-1) to 89.9 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) and the mean Alk* value in the east from 72.2 to 71.0 µmol kg\(^{-1}\). Therefore a significant east-west gradient remained, showing that the adjustment in GLODAPv2 was not the cause of the east-west trend.

Our data suggest that the alkalinity variation in the surface waters of the North Pacific, between 45ºN and 55ºN, is caused by denser isopycnals with higher Alk* occurring at shallower depths on the western side than on the eastern side (Hypothesis 1.2). This east-west difference is likely driven by Ekman pumping which brings deeper water closer to the surface on the western side [Talley, 1985, 1988].

### 4.5.2 Alk* variations along about 30ºN in the North Pacific

Table 4-3. The criteria for delineation of surface waters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Salinity</th>
<th>Alkalinity</th>
<th>Alk*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(µmol kg(^{-1}))</td>
<td>(µmol kg(^{-1}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subpolar</td>
<td>32.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2184 ± 18</td>
<td>68 ± 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical</td>
<td>35.0 ± 0.3</td>
<td>2304 ± 23</td>
<td>9 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upwelling</td>
<td>&gt;33</td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River</td>
<td>&lt;32</td>
<td>&lt;2170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Between 25ºN and 40ºN, Alk* concentrations are higher in the eastern coastal region than in the open ocean (Figure 4-6). Along the coast at about 45ºN, the Alk* is elevated (approximately 80 µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) and the salinity and alkalinity are low (about 32 and 2180 µmol kg\(^{-1}\), respectively), suggesting that this enhanced Alk* is caused by unaccounted for riverine inputs. But in the area of interest along the coast (25-40ºN), the salinity and alkalinity are both higher than the average of all the data between 25-50ºN (33.5 versus a mean of 32.7 and 2244 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) versus a mean of 2216 µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) and the temperature is lower than offshore (14.3 ºC versus 17.9 ºC offshore). This indicates that the enhanced Alk* is caused by upwelling.
Figure 4-6. The distribution of (a) salinity, (b) temperature (°C), (c) alkalinity (µmol kg⁻¹), and (d) Alk* (µmol kg⁻¹) in the surface waters of the North Pacific Ocean close to the North American continent. The grey shaded area represents the area of phenomenon 2.

We partitioned the eastern data into four groups to represent subpolar, tropical, upwelling, and river-influenced waters (Table 4-3 and Figure 4-7). The properties of offshore subpolar and tropical water were derived by using data within regional boxes and calculating the mean and standard deviations. These boxes were defined as: between 45°N and 55°N and 130°W and 150°W for the subpolar box; and between 15°N and 25°N and 120°W and 150°W for the tropical box. Water was flagged as subpolar or tropical influenced if its salinity, alkalinity, and Alk* were all within one standard deviation of the mean of the defined box.
Figure 4-7. The distribution of data points determined by waters of different origin: subpolar, tropical, upwelling, and river. The grey shaded area represents the area of investigated for phenomenon 2.

Figure 4-7 shows that the groups are distributed in geographical clusters according to where each set of forcing factors had the strongest influence. For example, river-influenced points are situated in the coastal region. This provides evidence that all three factors enhance Alk* in different areas. Away from the coast, a small amount of mixing between subpolar water and tropical gyre waters takes place (Hypothesis 2.3). In the coastal region, upwelling increases Alk* in the south (25-42ºN) and river inputs increases Alk* in the north (42-50ºN) (Figure 4-7). However, the river-influenced waters are to the north of the area we have highlighted as anomalous, hence ruling out hypothesis 2.1 for the latitudinal region under investigation.

Phenomenon 2 is unlikely to be due to random error because it is derived from a large and coherent dataset from a range of cruises. The different surface waters identified in this dataset also agree with those reported by Jiang et al. [2014]: low temperature, high salinity water upwelling off the tropical coast and water from the Columbia and Fraser rivers (both
with alkalinites of about 1000 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) [Park et al., 1969; Dahm et al., 1981; Mora, 1983; Amiotte Suchet et al., 2003]) influencing regions near the coastline further north. Jiang et al. [2014] also reported lower salinities (<32.5) in the California Current than in the open ocean (>32.5), which is in agreement with our definitions of subpolar and tropical waters (Table 4-3).

Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 show a few anomalously high Alk* values adjacent to the East China Sea at 30ºN (21 points with an Alk* greater than 100 µmol kg\(^{-1}\)), although the average is not much different from elsewhere, unlike towards the eastern side. Alk* in the East China Sea is likely to be influenced by the river alkalinity inputs from the Yangtze and Yellow rivers [Chen, 1996; Tsunogai et al., 1997; Kang et al., 2013] and sulfate reduction due to eutrophication [Chen and Wang, 1999; Chen, 2002; Lin et al., 2002b; Cai et al., 2011].

In conclusion, we find that Alk* is enhanced in the eastern North Pacific around 30ºN through upwelling of deeper waters with enhanced dissolved calcium carbonate concentrations (Alk* > 50 µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) (Hypothesis 2.2). Previous research indicated that the upwelling may be seasonal in spring and summer around 35ºN [Huyer, 1983; Hauri et al., 2013] and is caused by Ekman transport from wind stress [Huyer, 1983] and is linked to the North Pacific Gyre Oscillation [Di Lorenzo et al., 2008]. Studies project that strengthening of the North Pacific Gyre Oscillation, caused by climate change, will increase future wind stress [Bond et al., 2003; Douglass et al., 2006; Cummins and Freeland, 2007]. This implies that enhanced Alk* may occur in this region in the future due to increased upwelling.

**4.5.3 Alk* variations in the Equatorial Pacific**

In the equatorial Pacific, Alk* increases from the west to the east by 9.1 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) (Table 4-1). There is a significant difference in Alk* (greater than the uncertainty in Alk*: 3.02 µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) between El Niño (ENSO Index > 0.5) and La Niña years (ENSO index < 0.5) which is also observed in the nitrate and silicate concentrations (Table 4-4). However, there is only a weak correlation between ENSO index and Alk* (\(R^2 = 0.12, N = 810\)) while temperature (x) is a strong predictor (\(R^2 = 0.63, N = 810\)) of Alk* (y) (Equation 4-2). This strong correlation between Alk* and temperature indicates that sea surface temperature is a better indicator than the ENSO index for the upwelling strength in this region.

\[
y = -2.76x + 81.95
\]  
(4-2)
Variations in nutrients and Alk* concentrations can be observed in a meridional section across the known area of upwelling (Figure 4-8). The absence of a meridional increase in Alk* (decrease of 10% in the grey area in Figure 4-8 compared with outside the grey area (20-15°S & 10-20°N)) despite a significant increase in nitrate (increase of 490%) in the equatorial region supports Hypothesis 3.2; that the upwelling is not usually from sufficient depth to supply significant Alk*. There is also little increase in silicate concentration (<1%) which indicates that the upwelled waters are derived from depths where remineralization of organic matter has supplied nitrate, but the depths are not sufficient to provide enhanced Alk* (derived from sinking calcium carbonate) and silicate (derived from sinking opal). These results can be compared to those in Table 4-4. The surface concentrations of silicate and Alk* are typically low and similar to those outside the area of upwelling. However, strong upwelling during negative ENSO phases supplies waters from greater depths, increasing surface silicate and Alk*.

Table 4-4. t-test results for effect of El Niño/La Niña status on properties of surface waters of the eastern Equatorial Pacific

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean value during El Niño years (µmol kg⁻¹)</th>
<th>Mean value during La Niña years (µmol kg⁻¹)</th>
<th>Percentage increase (%)</th>
<th>Number of El Niño data points</th>
<th>Number of La Niña data points</th>
<th>p^d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alk*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>+ 60</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrate</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>+ 40</td>
<td>2196</td>
<td>1185</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicate</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>+ 113</td>
<td>2037</td>
<td>1099</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aTwo sample, two-tailed, t-test, in the East Equatorial Pacific (east of 160°W), (15°S < Latitude < 10°N). ^bENSO Index is greater than 0.5. ^cENSO Index is less than -0.5. ^dThe null hypothesis is that the mean Alk* or nutrient values from both time periods are equal; it is rejected for all 3 variables.

This finding is different to that for the eastern North Pacific margin around 30°N where upwelling has a stronger effect on Alk* than in the eastern Equatorial Pacific. This is because the upwelled waters are older in the eastern North Pacific margin around 30°N. Feely et al. [2008] reported that the upwelled waters are derived from the potential density layer of 26.2 – 26.6, which has a depth of about 175 m offshore. Water at this depth has
high nitrate and silicate concentrations, unlike at the equator (Figure 4-8 and [Garcia et al., 2014b]).

Figure 4-8. Surface (a) Alk* (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)), (b) nitrate (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)), and (c) silicate (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) in the eastern (east of 160ºW) equatorial Pacific Ocean, plotted versus latitude. The grey bar indicates the area of Phenomenon 3. Values at ~5ºS correspond to values from a short cruise into the center of the intense Chile-Peru upwelling (Figure 4-1).

In contrast to reports of a short turnover time (<10 days) for calcite in the surface ocean [Balch and Kilpatrick, 1996], there is little increase in Alk* in the surface compared with nitrate concentration (Figures 4-8 and 4-9), hence ruling against Hypothesis 3.3. It is unlikely that waters high in both nitrate and Alk* are upwelled and then calcification and export rapidly remove the Alk* before the nitrate.
Figure 4-9. Meridional sections of (a) Alk* (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)), and (b) nitrate concentration (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) across the equator on WOCE cruise P18 in 1994 (along approximately 105°W). Potential density (\(\sigma_0\)) contours are added. The black lines show the limits to the area of Phenomenon 3.

An increase in nitrate is apparent at around 200 m depth in the meridional section (Figure 4-9), whereas Alk* increases more gradually with depth. It is therefore likely that waters are usually upwelled with enhanced nitrate concentrations but low Alk*.

In conclusion, the evidence indicates that the cause for the small average increase in Alk* from west to east (10 µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) is that the shallow depths from which waters are usually upwelled contain low concentrations of Alk* (Hypothesis 3.2). The significant difference between El Niño and La Niña conditions (Table 4-4) indicates that stronger upwelling during La Niña years brings up deeper water, resulting in increase surface Alk* (Hypothesis 3.1). These findings are similar to observations by Ishii et al. [2004] who observed no increase in normalized alkalinity from west to east, possibly because the years they sampled featured positive ENSO index values (lowest ENSO index = -0.21 but most months above 1).

4.5.4 Improved predictive algorithms

Our investigation shows that the enhanced Alk* in the Northwestern compared with the Northeastern subarctic Pacific at about 50°N is associated with denser isopycnals (e.g. \(\sigma_0 = 27.0\)) reaching closer to the surface, which is probably caused by more intense Ekman pumping [Talley, 1985, 1988]. A predictive algorithm for surface alkalinity that identifies supply of deep waters should therefore improve predictive skill compared to an algorithm that does not identify recently entrained deep waters. To incorporate this mechanistic
understanding into predictive algorithms, we propose potential density ($\sigma_0$), or some other measure of seawater density, as a predictor variable rather than temperature alone. Sub-surface potential density is likely to give more accurate results because physical processes acting on the surface (e.g. evaporation, precipitation, warming and cooling) can change the water density; however, the algorithm would be more difficult to apply if it depended on variables obtained at other depths.

Our analysis of 30ºN shows that upwelling of deep waters increases surface alkalinity and highlights the difficulty in predicting alkalinity in regions where multiple water bodies meet, such as offshore of California and Mexico, as shown by Jiang et al. [2014]. More complex algorithms should be used in order to accurately predict the alkalinity when studying this area. Previous attempts to characterize the carbonate system have been made in this region using temperature, oxygen, salinity, and potential temperature [Juranek et al., 2009; Alin et al., 2012]. However, these algorithms did not include surface waters because they are more difficult to predict.

Finally, in the equatorial Pacific we argued that the surface Alk* is affected only by the strength of upwelling as this determines the depth from which the upwelled water is derived. Because nitrate and silicate are also affected by the strength of the upwelling (as indicated by the ENSO index; e.g. see Table 4-4) it is possible to parameterize the variations in Alk* using more commonly measured nutrient concentrations.

Using the GLODAPv2 database, we created two algorithms using predictive equations; one algorithm of three equations covers the entire Pacific Ocean between 30ºS and 65ºN, and another separate algorithm, also of three equations, covers the region between 25ºN and 50ºN and 140ºW and 110ºW (Table 4-5).

We divided each algorithm into regions with different equations. For the basin-wide Pacific Ocean algorithm, we first split the basin into above or below 10ºN. We then optimized the way to divide each area into two regions by sequentially splitting all the data by temperature for every degree from 0ºC to 30ºC and calculating the Pearson’s r correlation coefficient ($r$) of a simple multiple linear regression (using nitrate, phosphate, silicate, salinity, potential density, and temperature) for each temperature. In the eastern North Pacific margin, we separated the areas into river influenced (salinity < 32), upwelling influenced (salinity > 33 and temperature < 20ºC), and open ocean (remaining data) as identified in section 4.2.
We transformed the nitrate, phosphate, and silicate concentrations to a normal distribution by taking natural logarithms. We transformed the other predictor variables by subtracting the mean values from salinity, potential density, and temperature (34.02, 23.4, and 21.20°C respectively for the Pacific Ocean algorithm or 32.76, 24.6, and 12.80°C respectively for the eastern margin). All subsequent analysis was performed on the transformed variables.

In the entire region (north of 30°S), we tested for collinearity between the predictor variables by calculating the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF). A lower VIF signifies less collinearity between the tested variable and the other predictor variables and we deemed values lower than 4 to be acceptable. The collinearity of variables was high so we removed temperature and phosphate. The final VIFs were 3.24 for nitrate, 2.47 for surface potential density, 1.46 for salinity, and 3.55 for silicate. We then correlated the combinations of predictor variables with longitude in the subpolar North Pacific (north of 40°N) and chose to include potential density squared as it had the most significant (furthest from zero) correlation with longitude in this region ($r = -0.362$). This value supports our conclusions in section 4.1 that the variation in Alk* is influenced by denser, deeper water containing dissolved calcium carbonate products. When using the predictor variables of nitrate, salinity, surface potential density, potential density squared, and silicate all the coefficients are significant with a probability value smaller than 0.001 which reduces to less than $1 \times 10^{-10}$ when silicate is removed due to the covariance between nitrate and silicate. These probabilities indicate that all the predictor variables help to constrain alkalinity; however, there is moderate covariance between nitrate and silicate. Table 4-6 summarizes the input variables and their uncertainty.

Then in each region for each algorithm, we ran a 10-fold cross-validation using least squares multiple linear regression both with and without silicate. This was done to produce a robust fit of the predictor variables to alkalinity. For the 10-fold cross validation, we randomly split the data 10 times into two groups. Group 1 consisted of 90% of the data in the region, and this was used to produce the multiple linear regressions both including and excluding silicate. Group 2, containing 10% of the data in the region was used to test the accuracy of the equations which we measured using the root mean square deviation (rms) and the $r$ coefficient. The inclusion of silicate did not improve the fit of the multiple linear regression, so we used the equation without it. We also increased the MLR coefficient of salinity in the northern low temperature region to reduce the bias with longitude. This increased the rms; however, it also increase the $r$ in the region. The final statistical results
were then compared with previously reported algorithms by Millero et al. [1998b], Lee et al. [2006], and Sasse et al. [2013] using the GLODAPv2 database (Table 4-5).

Table 4-5. Predictions of surface water alkalinity in the North Pacific.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Equations&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Measure of Algorithm Predictive Capability&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>rms</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Ocean&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>&gt; 24 °C: 2246.4 + 0.20 N + 65.58 S + 2.31 σ&lt;sub&gt;θ&lt;/sub&gt; + 0.50 σ&lt;sub&gt;θ&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4541</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤ 24 °C &amp; &gt; 10ºN: 2281.6 + 1.93 N + 45.23 S − 11.98 σ&lt;sub&gt;θ&lt;/sub&gt; + 4.68 σ&lt;sub&gt;θ&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2623</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤ 24 °C &amp; ≤ 10ºN: 2248.1 + 0.56 N + 67.11 S + 4.77 σ&lt;sub&gt;θ&lt;/sub&gt; − 1.42 σ&lt;sub&gt;θ&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasse et al. 2013</td>
<td>4 equations using salinity, temperature, oxygen, silicate, and phosphate&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4626</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. 2006</td>
<td>4 equations using salinity and temperature and longitude&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5773</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millero et al. 1998b</td>
<td>3 equations using salinity and temperature&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5977</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern margin&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>&lt; 32 Sal: 2191.2 + 2.27 N + 43.69 S − 19.64 σ&lt;sub&gt;θ&lt;/sub&gt; − 1.55 σ&lt;sub&gt;θ&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; 33 Sal &amp; &lt; 20 ºC: 2194.8 − 0.19 N + 59.19 S + 0.13 σ&lt;sub&gt;θ&lt;/sub&gt; + 3.77 σ&lt;sub&gt;θ&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Other data

\[ 2191.6 + 2.42 \text{ N} + 44.22 \text{ S} - 22.32 \sigma_\theta - 2.99 \sigma_\theta^2 \]

\[ 58 \quad 8.92 \quad 0.910 \]

Sasse et al. 2013

2 equations using salinity, temperature, oxygen, silicate, and phosphate\(^e\)

\[ 745 \quad 13.0 \quad 0.953 \]

Lee et al. 2006

2 equations using salinity and temperature and longitude\(^e\)

\[ 770 \quad 22.1 \quad 0.945 \]

Millero et al. 1998b

2 equations using salinity and temperature\(^f\)

\[ 831 \quad 27.1 \quad 0.912 \]

\(^a\) in which S is salinity minus the mean (34.14 for the North Pacific and 32.76 for the eastern margin), N is the natural logarithm of the nitrate concentration, and \(\sigma_\theta\) is surface potential density minus the mean (23.2 or 24.6 for the North Pacific or eastern margin respectively). \(^b\) n is the number of data points, rms is the root mean square error, and \(r\) is the Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient. \(^c\) from 30ºS to 65ºN and < 30 m depth. \(^d\) from 25 to 50ºN and 140 to 110ºW and < 30 m depth. \(^e\) equations for the North Pacific, the (Sub)tropics, and the equatorial Pacific, and Southern Ocean depending on latitude, longitude, and temperature. \(^f\) equations for the North Pacific, the gyres, and the equatorial Pacific depending on latitude, longitude, and temperature.

Table 4-6. Variables and their uncertainty used in our predictive algorithm obtained from GLODAPv2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nitrate</td>
<td>2% of measurement(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salinity</td>
<td>0.005(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential Density</td>
<td>0.005(^b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) the minimum adjustment level of GLODAPv2 [Olsen et al., 2016]. \(^b\) [Jackett et al., 2006]

Our prediction for the Pacific Ocean accounts for more variability than the algorithms by Lee et al. [2006] and Millero et al. [1998b] but not more than the algorithm by Sasse et al. [2013]. For the entire Pacific, the \(r\) of our algorithm is 0.970 compared to 0.928, 0.969, and
0.977 for algorithms by Millero et al. [1998b], Lee et al. [2006], and Sasse et al. [2013] respectively, and the rms of our algorithm is 14.1 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) compared to 25.0, 14.2, and 12.4 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) for algorithms by Millero et al. [1998b], Lee et al. [2006], and Sasse et al. [2013] respectively.

Figure 4-10. Predicted alkalinity minus measured alkalinity from the Sasse et al. [2013] algorithm in (a) the entire Pacific Ocean (north of 30ºS), and (b) the high latitude subarctic North Pacific (north 40ºN), the same areas (c) and (d) using the algorithm by Lee et al. [2006], and for the same areas (e) and (f) using our algorithm for the entire Pacific Ocean algorithm. The solid red lines are the best-fit straight lines.

The algorithm for the whole Pacific is also an improvement in terms of simplicity; it uses only three equations to cover the Pacific Ocean north of 30ºS, rather than the four
equations used by Lee et al. [2006] and Sasse et al. [2013]. The ability to make predictions of similar accuracy (first 2 significant figures of the r value are the same) as previous attempts, with fewer equations as used by Lee et al. [2006], and without using longitude as an artificial predictor, suggests that our algorithms correspond more closely to the underlying mechanistic reality. Because our algorithm for the Pacific Ocean has fewer equations, it is also simpler and therefore easier to apply.

Residuals for our Pacific Ocean algorithm show no relationship with year ($R^2 = 0.020$, $N = 860$) or with ENSO index ($R^2 = 0.014$, $N = 860$) in equatorial waters, showing that it performs well in both El Niño and La Niña years. Our Pacific Ocean algorithm, without longitude as a predictor variable, is not biased ($r = 0.002$, $N = 4541$) with longitude for the whole area (Figure 4-10e). But, the same algorithm applied in the subpolar North Pacific is biased ($r = 0.291$, $N = 1662$) with longitude (Figure 4-10f). However, the r value (Alk* residual versus longitude) is less than that for both the algorithms by Sasse et al. [2013] and by Lee et al. [2006]. When using the Lee et al. [2006] algorithm, the residuals (Figure 4-10c and 26d) increase from east to west even in the subpolar North Pacific where longitude was used as an additional variable to reduce this bias.

Figure 4-11 shows the relationship between the residuals and longitude in the areas of each of the phenomena. The subpolar North Pacific (45 -55°N) has the strongest bias ($r = 0.635$) with longitude despite the use of squared potential density and an increased salinity coefficient to specifically reduce bias in this region. This bias is still less than the bias of the Sasse et al. [2013] algorithm in the same region ($r = 0.874$). The resulting gradient in the residual from west-to-east is an increase 19 $\mu$mol kg$^{-1}$ which is 4 $\mu$mol kg$^{-1}$ less than the magnitude of the original gradient in alkalinity in the subpolar North Pacific. The increase from west-to-east is because our algorithm underpredicts in the high alkalinity north-west and overpredicts in the lower alkalinity north-east. The direction of our bias is similar to the bias from the algorithm by Sasse et al. [2013], but opposite to the algorithm by Lee et al. [2006] which underpredicts the low alkalinity in the west. We conclude that using in-situ parameters may limit the ability of a predictive algorithm to capture the east-west gradient in the subpolar North Pacific; therefore, model based approaches could improve the coverage of data in this region in the future. The regions of phenomenon 2 and 3 have little bias with longitude ($r < 0.001$ and 0.047 respectively) and the gradient in residuals at 30°N is a decrease from west-to-east of 2 $\mu$mol kg$^{-1}$ (from 7.1 $\mu$mol kg$^{-1}$ to 5.3$\mu$mol kg$^{-1}$) and the residuals along the equator increase by 0.56 $\mu$mol kg$^{-1}$ (from -0.6
µmol kg\(^{-1}\) to -0.04 µmol kg\(^{-1}\)). These statistics show little bias and therefore our entire
Pacific Ocean algorithm models the natural variation in these regions.

Figure 4-11. Residual alkalinity (predicted alkalinity minus measured alkalinity) using the
Pacific Ocean algorithm in (a) the region of phenomenon 1 (45 - 55ºN), (b) the
region of phenomenon 2 (25 - 40ºN), and (c) the region of phenomenon 3 (15ºS
- 10ºN).

For the eastern margin, our algorithm is more accurate than previous algorithms; the \(r\)
increased from 0.912, 0.945, and 0.953 (for the algorithms by Millero et al. [1998b], Lee et
al. [2006], and Sasse et al. [2013] respectively) to 0.991, and rms error decreased from
27.1, 22.1, and 13.0 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) to 7.03 µmol kg\(^{-1}\). This is partly because our algorithm is
designed specifically for the area whereas the others were not.
4.5.5 Possible future changes in alkalinity

An improved mechanistic understanding of carbonate chemistry in the North Pacific will be helpful for estimating future changes in alkalinity and calcium carbonate saturation state. There is evidence that climate change is causing winds to strengthen which may increase upwelling along the North American coast [Bakun, 1990; Hauri et al., 2013; Sydeman et al., 2014]. Upwelled waters in this area have enhanced Alk* from dissolution of calcium carbonate minerals at depth (Figure 4-6); therefore, future increases in wind strength could cause a local increase in Alk*. Changes in ocean circulation could also affect alkalinity concentrations in the equatorial Pacific; climate change may cause El Niño conditions to occur more frequently by strengthening of the equatorial thermocline [Timmermann et al., 1999; Yeh et al., 2009]. Because upwelling of alkalinity seems to occur only during La Niña events, if they occur less frequently in future then it is likely that less alkalinity will be upwelled in the equatorial Pacific.

4.6 Conclusions

Analysis of data from GLODAPv2 and other datasets allowed us to test a series of hypotheses on the causes of longitudinal variations in Alk* in the North Pacific. At 50°N, the major cause of variation was found to be denser isopycnals (with higher Alk*) coming closer to the surface on the western side. At about 30°N, the higher Alk* close to the eastern margin is caused predominantly by upwelling off the North American continent. But in the eastern equatorial Pacific, upwelling does not increase the surface Alk* to significantly higher than in the west. Alk* is, however, higher in the east during La Niña years, probably because stronger upwelling during these periods brings water to the surface from greater depths, depths at which Alk* is elevated.

We created two algorithms (entire Pacific Ocean, and eastern margin of the North Pacific) to predict alkalinity using salinity, nitrate, and potential density. The Pacific Ocean algorithm is of similar accuracy to the best previous algorithm by Sasse et al. [2013] (r value of 0.973 for our algorithm versus 0.970 for their algorithm). However, our algorithm is less biased with longitude in the subpolar North Pacific (north of 40°N) with an r value of 0.291 between the residuals and longitude compared to 0.314 by Sasse et al.'s [2013] algorithm. Our algorithm for the eastern margin of the North Pacific is more accurate than previously published algorithms (r = 0.991 compared to 0.953 from Sasse et al. [2013]).
Chapter 5: Export of calcium carbonate in the Southern Ocean
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5.1 Abstract

There is evidence of substantial export of calcium carbonate in the Southern Ocean; however, we have limited understanding of the controlling processes and the spatial distribution because existing methods yield estimates with large uncertainties. We describe here a method for calculating export from a tracer of calcium carbonate cycling and then demonstrate its use with data from GLODAPv2 and modelled water velocities. The ability of this method to accurately quantify calcium carbonate export is limited by the lack of simultaneous measurements of Alk* and water velocity. However, we do produce an estimate of the geographical distribution and rate of export of calcium carbonate in the region between 75ºS and 30ºS. We find that the intensity of export peaks around the Subantarctic Front and Polar Front and decreases both southwards and northwards from this region. We estimate the summer and autumn export flux from the Southern Ocean to be approximately 0.31 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\) which constitutes between 17% and 77% of current estimates of global calcium carbonate export. The observed spatial distribution agrees well with satellite observations of a “Great Calcite Belt” of coccolithophores in the Southern Ocean.

5.2 Introduction

Calcium carbonate export is the rate at which calcium carbonate sinks out of the surface layer of the ocean. A more accurate estimate of calcium carbonate export is needed because current global estimates are only poorly constrained, lying within a large range of 0.4-1.8 Pg PIC yr\(^{-1}\) [Berelson et al., 2007]. More accurate quantifications of calcium carbonate export will help towards a better understanding of the carbon cycle. Calcification affects the global carbon cycle by reducing the air-sea flux of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere [Barker et al., 2003]; however, the export of calcium carbonate also influences
the export of organic carbon through ballasting particles to greater depths [Armstrong et al., 2002; Klaas and Archer, 2002; Berelson et al., 2007]. Greater research is also needed to predict future changes in the carbon cycle because ocean acidification may reduce the rates of calcification and export of calcium carbonate [Caldeira and Wickett, 2005; Orr et al., 2005; Doney et al., 2009]. Therefore, it is important to gain a better quantitative and mechanistic understanding of calcium carbonate cycling in order to better understand current controls on air-sea fluxes of carbon dioxide and in order to be better able to predict which parts of the ocean will be more severely impacted by ocean acidification.

Several methods have been used to quantify calcium carbonate export and calcification. Sediment traps collect sinking debris and produce a direct measurement of calcium carbonate export [Honjo et al., 2000, 2008; Schiebel, 2002]. However, sediment traps often underestimate export due to preservation issues. For example, calcium carbonate can dissolve within traps situated below the carbonate compensation depth and zooplankton and detritivores can change the composition of the material in the buckets. Also, advection of water can cause a sediment trap not to reflect the surface ocean production of calcification [Honjo et al., 2008]. Finally, the sediment trap measurements are taken at specific points in time and space; therefore, there can be errors when the measured values are extrapolated to represent large areas of the ocean [Trull et al., 2001].

Calcium carbonate export can also be estimated from the alkalinity distribution. These studies generally use simplified modelled circulation and observed three-dimensional alkalinity fields. Several studies have used an alkalinity tracer with water mass age estimates from chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and carbon-14 to estimate the rate of dissolution of calcium carbonate [Milliman et al., 1999; Feely et al., 2002a, 2004; Chung, 2003]. However, their use of apparent oxygen utilization and water age tracers means the method is only applicable to calculating calcium carbonate dissolution at depth and, therefore, does not show directly where the export takes place. Using a method that only works below the surface layer also means that their estimates are susceptible to anaerobic increases in alkalinity from sediments [Chen, 2002]. Lee [2001] used the seasonal changes in estimated salinity-normalised alkalinity over the warming period (spring) of 1990 to calculate spring calcification. They then extrapolated the estimated spring calcification, using sediment trap data, to estimate yearly calcification. Their method does not account for advection (potentially biasing results from within the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, the largest ocean current on Earth [Orsi et al., 1995]) or seasonal changes in the water
mass; however, it does produce estimates of where the production and export of calcium carbonate takes place.

The export of calcium carbonate can also be inferred from measurements of calcification in the surface ocean [Poulton et al., 2010, 2013; Charalampopoulou et al., 2016]. The benefit of these is that they are direct measurements of the rate of carbon uptake to form new calcium carbonate and provide an upper limit for the export of calcium carbonate (the calcium carbonate must be produced before it can be exported). However, the measurements are few and far between and are still subject to the same errors as sediment traps when extrapolating sparse measurements to represent large areas of ocean.

Algorithms using satellite data can also be used to predict calcification. For example, Balch et al. [2007] produced a multiple linear regression using sample depth, particulate inorganic carbon (PIC) concentration, chlorophyll, day length, and temperature. Satellites observe large swaths of the ocean surface and therefore produce regional estimates of calcification. However, satellite derived chlorophyll and PIC only represent the surface meter of the ocean (where nearly all of the light emitted from the ocean comes from) and they rely on light leaving the ocean being able to reach the satellite which requires cloud free conditions and more sunlight than is available during the high latitude winter [Beaufort et al., 2008; Freeman and Lovenduski, 2015]. Finally, PIC satellite products reflect the distribution of bloom-forming coccolithophores rather than all calcifiers [Cubillos et al., 2007; Mohan et al., 2008; Holligan et al., 2010] and the presence of other suspended particles in the water can interfere with the quality of the satellite product [Broerse et al., 2003; Tyrrell and Merico, 2004; Balch et al., 2005].

One area where calcium carbonate export is poorly constrained is in the Southern Ocean. Calcifiers were first recorded in the Southern Ocean in the early sixties. McIntyre and Bé [1967] found that Emiliania huxleyi dominated in Subantarctic waters, in places comprising almost 100% of the coccolithophore community by number. These authors also noted that the species was not found in waters colder than 2°C (i.e. not south of about 65ºS). The first studies of calcium carbonate export used sediment traps. These records began in 1983, and found highest export in the Polar Frontal Zone and lowest export in sea-ice areas [Wefer and Fischer, 1991]. Later sediment trap studies showed high concentrations of calcifiers, mainly the coccolithophore Emiliania huxleyi, around the Subantarctic and Polar Fronts with decreasing concentrations south of the Polar Front [Honjo et al., 2000, 2008; Trull et al., 2001; Schiebel, 2002; Salter et al., 2007]. With the development of satellite algorithms for estimating the distribution of standing stocks of
particulate inorganic carbon, the spatial extent of calcification could be calculated [Balch et al., 2005, 2011]. The new satellite information showed a region of calcification in the Southern Ocean between 30ºS and 60ºS, which became known as the “Great Calcite Belt” [Balch et al., 2011]. Charalampopoulou et al. [2016] were the first to measure and report in situ calcification rates in the Southern Ocean and their measured rates were between 0.04 and 2.4 g C m\(^{-2}\) yr\(^{-1}\). Like the studies above, they observed higher calcification rates between the Subantarctic Front and the Polar Front in Drake Passage and decreasing calcification south of the Polar Front.

Increasing anthropogenic carbon dioxide may affect the export of calcium carbonate in the Southern Ocean. Studies have suggested a reduction in calcification in the Southern Ocean [Moy et al., 2009; Freeman and Lovenduski, 2015] and that in the Southern Ocean aragonite-forming pteropods are subject to dissolution as a result of ocean acidification [Orr et al., 2005; Bednaršek et al., 2012]. The Southern Ocean plays a major role in the resupply of nutrients to the global surface ocean through convective processes [Sarmiento et al., 2004]; therefore, changes in convection and the processes that influence the concentration of nutrients in the Southern Ocean could impact the biogeochemical rates elsewhere in the global ocean.

The aim of this paper is to introduce a method, using an in-situ alkalinity tracer, to quantify and map calcium carbonate export in the Southern Ocean. This approach yields rates and distributions of calcium carbonate export in the Southern Ocean, which, as with other methods are subject to uncertainties.

5.3 The Tracer-Velocity Method

The concentrations of silicic acid, nitrate, and phosphate are enhanced in the surface waters of the Southern Ocean and decrease equatorwards [Sarmiento et al., 2004; Sarmiento and Gruber, 2006]. The decrease in silicic acid concentrations commences furthest south at around 60ºS. This is related to an enhanced silicic acid to nitrate uptake ratio by diatoms [Sarmiento et al., 2004], possibly caused by iron limitation [Hutchins and Bruland, 1998; Coale et al., 2004], and/or sinking of empty diatom frustules [Assmy et al., 2013], or by a greater resupply of nitrate relative to silicic acid during winter mixing as silicic acid is exported to greater depths [Holzer et al., 2014]. The decline in surface water nitrate and phosphate commences further north at about 45ºS. We have previously (Chapter 3) defined a new tracer of calcium carbonate cycling by removing the influence on alkalinity of
evaporation, precipitation, river input, and the production and dissolution of organic matter. This new tracer of calcium carbonate cycling (Alk*) also decreases at about 45ºS (Chapter 3) which suggests that the declines in nitrate, phosphate, and Alk* could all be due to biological production and associated calcification.

In the Southern Ocean, the gradient in Alk* with latitude could be used to calculate calcification and the export of calcium carbonate. Here, we demonstrate how the rate of export could be calculated from a mapped product of the gradient in the tracer (Alk*) together with mapped products of the spatial variation in northwards and eastwards surface water velocity.

Because of the general shortage of data in the remote Southern Ocean, we apply this method on a coarse grid (2º latitude by 10º longitude). The mapped gradient in the carbonate cycle tracer (hereafter assumed to be Alk*) must be converted from values per degree to values per meter by dividing by the number of meters in either 2º latitude for the northwards difference (Δv) or 10º longitude for the eastwards difference (Δu) at the latitude of the grid cell (this calculation yields values with units of μmol kg⁻¹ m⁻¹). The vector of the Alk* gradient is then produced by calculating the magnitude (A, μmol kg⁻¹ m⁻¹) and angle of the gradient compared to due east (θ) by combing the two Alk* difference grids (Equations 5-1 and 5-2). The angle from east is calculated as positive for 180º anticlockwise and negative for 180º clockwise.

\[
A = \sqrt{\Delta v^2 + \Delta u^2} \tag{5-1}
\]

\[
\theta = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\Delta v}{\Delta u} \right) \tag{5-2}
\]

The vector of water velocity is produced from the gridded water velocity fields by calculating the magnitude (M, m s⁻¹) and angle of the velocity compared to due east (φ) by combing the two water velocity grids (V and U; Equations 5-3 and 5-4).

\[
M = \sqrt{V^2 + U^2} \tag{5-3}
\]

\[
\phi = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{V}{U} \right) \tag{5-4}
\]

Next the two vectors, for Alk* gradient and water velocity, are combined (Equation 5-5), to calculate the gradient in Alk* along the direction of water movement (ΔA, μmol kg⁻¹ m⁻¹). This is then scaled by the magnitude of the water velocity (Equation 5-6; the faster the water is moving, the more intensely the biogeochemical process must be operating in order
to produce a given spatial rate of change) to calculate the temporal rate of change in Alk* within the moving water \((F, \mu\text{mol kg}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1})\).

\[
\Delta A = A \cdot \cos(\theta - \varphi) \quad (5-5)
\]

\[
F = M \cdot \Delta A \quad (5-6)
\]

An estimate of the reduction in Alk* concentration through mixing is calculated using Equations 5-7 and 5-8. The second derivative of the Alk* gradient of each cell is calculated by subtracting the value of the eastwards neighbor cell \((\Delta u(j+1), \mu\text{mol kg}^{-1} \text{m}^{-1})\) in the matrix from the value of the westwards neighbor cell \((\Delta u(j-1), \mu\text{mol kg}^{-1} \text{m}^{-1})\) for the eastwards direction and by subtracting the value of the northwards neighbor cell in the matrix \((\Delta v(j+1), \mu\text{mol kg}^{-1} \text{m}^{-1})\) from the value of the southwards neighbor cell \((\Delta v(j-1), \mu\text{mol kg}^{-1} \text{m}^{-1})\) for the northwards direction and assuming the effective diffusivity to be 1000 m² s⁻¹. The second derivative is then divided by the number of meters in two degree latitude \((2lt, \text{m})\) or ten degrees longitude \((10ln, \text{m})\) times the number of degrees in four degrees longitude \((4lt, \text{m})\) or twenty degrees longitude \((20ln, \text{m})\), which represents the distance between the two boxes used to calculate the difference.

\[
Dv(j) = \frac{1000(\Delta v(j - 1) - \Delta v(j + 1))/(2lt \times 4lt)}{1000(\Delta u(j-1) - \Delta u(j + 1))/(10ln \times 20ln)} \quad (5-7)
\]

Next the total estimated contribution from mixing \((Du + Dv, \mu\text{mol kg}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1})\) is subtracted from the rate of decrease in Alk* \((F)\) to calculate the rate of uptake of Alk* by calcification \((\mu\text{mol kg}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1})\). This is halved to find the rate of uptake of carbon into newly-formed calcium carbonate \((\mu\text{mol C kg}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1})\), as the formation of one mole of calcium carbonate requires removal from seawater of two moles of alkalinity. The resulting value is then multiplied by 1025 kg m⁻³ (seawater density) and divided by 10⁶ (µmol mol⁻¹) to produce a flux for each grid box in units of mol C m⁻³ s⁻¹. The resulting flux is multiplied by the relative atomic mass of carbon \((12 \text{ g mol}^{-1})\) and the number of seconds in summer and autumn to produce a number in units of g m⁻³ yr⁻¹. Finally, the flux is multiplied by the mixed layer depth (MLD) grid \((\text{m})\) to find the flux per unit area \((\text{g C m}^{-2} \text{yr}^{-1})\). To produce the total summer and autumn flux, the grid is multiplied by the area of each grid box in meters squared and summed to produce the total amount of carbon exported every year \((\text{g C yr}^{-1})\).
5.4 Application of the Tracer-Velocity Method

To demonstrate the application of the tracer-velocity method, we used GLODAPv2 data to calculate Alk* values and combined it with modelled surface water velocities [Mazlof et al., 2010].

5.4.1 Data sources

Alkalinity and other variables were obtained from the GLODAPv2 database [Olsen et al., 2016]. We used only data from summer and autumn (1st November to 30th April), and the spatial distribution of that data is shown in Figure 5-1. Alk* was calculated from GLODAPv2 using Equation 5-9 (below) with no correction for river alkalinity inputs because almost no rivers flow into the Southern Ocean, and no river-influenced areas have been identified in this ocean region (Chapter 3). The accuracy of observed alkalinity is 3 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) [Dickson et al., 2003], leading to a similar propagated error (3.02 µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) for Alk* (Chapter 3).

Figure 5-1. Distribution of surface Alk* data between 1st November and 30th April from 2005 to 2010 in the Southern Ocean using GLODAPv2.
Summer and autumn water velocity (m s\(^{-1}\)) and mixed layer depth (m) values for locations across the Southern Ocean were obtained from the output of the Southern Ocean State Estimate (SOSE) model [Mazloff et al., 2010]. SOSE uses the adjoint method to bring the model into agreement with multiple oceanographic and satellite observational datasets of salinity, temperature, and sea surface height. The model is high resolution (1/6\(^\circ\) by 1/6\(^\circ\)) with 42 depth levels and covers the ocean south of 24.7\(^\circ\)S. Data is currently available from 2005 to 2010 (http://sose.ucsd.edu/sose_stateestimation_data_05to10.html).

The mean positions of the Polar Front, the Subantarctic Front, and the Subtropical Front in the Southern Ocean were obtained from the Australian Antarctic Data Centre [Orsi et al., 1995; Orsi and Harris, 2015].

Calcification rates from satellite observations were estimated following the equation by Balch et al. [2007], which requires information on particulate inorganic carbon (PIC) and chlorophyll concentrations, and sea surface temperature. These values were all obtained from MODIS (satellite) datasets, using monthly climatologies at 9 km resolution, downloaded from http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov.

### 5.4.2 Calcification rates from GLODAPv2 data and SOSE model output

We used Alk* (Equation 5-9) as a tracer for calcification, dissolution of calcium carbonate, and the movement of calcium carbonate dissolution products via physical circulation (Chapter 3). Alk* removes of other common causes of alkalinity variation: evaporation and precipitation, river inputs, and biological uptake and release of ions.

\[
Alk^* = \frac{Alk_m + 1.36Nit - Alk_r}{Sal} * 35 - 2300 + Alk_r
\]

where \(Alk_m\) is measured alkalinity (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)), \(Nit\) is nitrate concentration (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)), \(Alk_r\) is identified river alkalinity (µmol kg\(^{-1}\)) which is 0 for the Southern Ocean, and \(Sal\) is salinity.

The velocity and mixed layer depth data were subsampled for the dates of the Alk* samples. As a result, each Alk* value is matched with a corresponding eastwards velocity, northwards velocity, and mixed layer depth measurement from the date and grid point of the measurement. The Alk* values, eastwards velocity, northwards velocity, and mixed layer depth values were then gridded and interpolated using Gaussian-Markov objective mapping to 2\(^\circ\) latitude and 10\(^\circ\) longitude. Alk* was gridded twice. Firstly, it was gridded from 76\(^\circ\)S to 28\(^\circ\)S and 180\(^\circ\)W to 180\(^\circ\)E and secondly, from 75\(^\circ\)S to 29\(^\circ\)S and from 185\(^\circ\)W
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105 to 185°E. These were used to calculate the northwards and eastwards gradients in Alk* respectively. Parameters used for Alk* were noise variance = 7 (µmol kg\(^{-1}\))\(^{2}\), signal variance = 15 (µmol kg\(^{-1}\))\(^{2}\), 10 (µmol kg\(^{-1}\))\(^{2}\), 6 (µmol kg\(^{-1}\))\(^{2}\) for respective Gaussian correlation length scales of 200 km, 1000 km, 6,000 km in latitude and 1000 km, 5000 km, 30,000 km in longitude. The parameters used for eastwards velocity were noise variance = 0.018 (m s\(^{-1}\))\(^{2}\), signal variance = 0.03, 0.2, 0.01 (m s\(^{-1}\))\(^{2}\) for the above Gaussian correlation length scales. The parameters used for northwards velocity were noise variance = 0.005 (m s\(^{-1}\))\(^{2}\), signal variance = 0.01, 0.008, 0.001 (m s\(^{-1}\))\(^{2}\) and the parameters used for mixed layer depth were noise variance = 1 (m)\(^{2}\), signal variance = 0.6, 0.8, 1.2 (m)\(^{2}\) for the above Gaussian correlation length scales. The total signal to noise for Alk* is 31/7 = 4.43, whilst it is 3.3, 3.8, and 2.6 for eastwards velocity, northwards velocity, and mixed layer depth respectively.

The northwards and eastwards gradients in Alk* were then calculated using the differences between two adjacent boxes; either the southwards minus northwards for the northwards gradients (µmol kg\(^{-1}\) 2° latitude\(^{-1}\)) or westwards minus eastwards for the eastwards gradients (µmol kg\(^{-1}\) 10° longitude\(^{-1}\)). The resulting gridding for both Alk* gradient matrices was to 2° latitude and 10° longitude from 75°S to 29°S, with the center of the first grid square being at 74°S and 175°W.

5.4.3 Silicification rates from GLODAPv2.

The export of silicon was calculated in the same way as the export of calcium carbonate, but using silicic acid instead of Alk* and using the relevant stoichiometry; the flux was not halved and the number of moles was multiplied instead by the atomic mass of silicon (28 g mol\(^{-1}\)).

5.4.4 Calcification rates from MODIS data.

We compared the tracer-velocity method results to satellite estimates of calcification. To produce the satellite predictions of the calcification rate we used the equation by Balch et al. [2007]. In the equation we used sea surface temperature from both day and night, a depth of 1 m, and a day length for the 15th day of each month depending on latitude [Freeman and Lovenduski, 2015]. The calcification rates for each month in the year were averaged to produce the average annual rate, and then multiplied by duration in order to obtain an estimate of the total annual calcium carbonate export.
5.4.5 Statistical testing of differences between areas

A simpler method was also used, in order to compare against those from the tracer-velocity method and to check the robustness of the main findings of this analysis. Rates of decrease of Alk* and silicic acid were calculated north, south, and in the vicinity of the Polar Front. Data from 23 cruises that crossed the Polar Front were used to calculate the mean change per latitude for >3° north of, within 3° latitude of, and >3° south of the Polar Front for each cruise. No account was taken of velocities or direction of flow in this comparison. We used paired t-tests to calculate whether there was a significant difference between (a) Alk* and silicic acid gradients south of the Polar Front versus those around the Polar Front, (b) around the Polar Front versus north of the Polar Front, and (c) south of the Polar Front versus north of the Polar Front.

5.5 Results and Discussion

5.5.1 Results of application using GLODAPv2 and SOSE

The Alk* gradient was combined with modeled Southern Ocean circulation [Mazloff et al., 2010]. The distribution of the data used to test the tracer-velocity method is shown in Figure 5-2. Figure 5-3 shows the results of applying the different steps in the calculation of export.
Figure 5-2. Distribution of several properties in the Southern Ocean (November to April): (a) Alk*, (b) mixed layer depth, (c) northwards velocity component, and (d) the eastwards velocity component (note different color scale compared to (c)). All properties are gridded to 10º longitude and 2º latitude.
Figure 5-3. Intermediate stages in the calculation of export: (a) spatial rate of decrease of Alk* along the direction of water flow (µmol kg⁻¹ m⁻¹), (b) temporal rate of Alk* decrease (µmol kg⁻¹ s⁻¹), (c) temporal rate of Alk* decrease due to northwards mixing component (µmol kg⁻¹ s⁻¹), (d) temporal rate of Alk* decrease due to eastwards mixing component (µmol kg⁻¹ s⁻¹). Note that the color scale bar is different for each plot.

We used the decrease in Alk* together with the modeled circulation (Figure 5-2) [Mazloff et al., 2010] to map export (Figure 5-4) and infer 0.31 Pg C yr⁻¹ of export of calcium carbonate in the Southern Ocean (between 30ºS and 75ºS) in summer and autumn. The regions where the greatest export is calculated (and also the regions of greatest variation in calculated export) (Figure 5-4) are close to and between the Polar and Subantarctic Fronts. Export variation then decreases from the Subantarctic Front to the Subtropical Front. Export of calcium carbonate is also close to zero almost everywhere south of the Polar Front.
Figure 5-4. Calculated export of CaCO$_3$ (g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$) in the Southern Ocean in summer and autumn as estimated from our tracer-velocity technique using GLODAPv2 and SOSE. PF is the Polar Front, SAF is the Subantarctic Front, and STF is the Subtropical Front.

Using a similar method with silicate rather than Alk* produces a biogenic silica export estimate of 0.45 Pg Si yr$^{-1}$ (Figure 5-5). Comparing the geographical pattern of calcium carbonate export (Figure 5-4) to that of silica export shows that the export of silica takes place further south, with the latitude of the highest mean export being 58ºS for biogenic silica and 50ºS for calcium carbonate. There is also a greater proportion of export of biogenic silica than calcium carbonate south of the Polar Front. Silica export is reported to occur mainly south of the Polar Front [Buesseler et al., 2001]. But our calculation of export in the Southern Ocean (0.45 Pg Si yr$^{-1}$) is lower than previous estimates of a total of 2 Pg Si yr$^{-1}$ [Fripiat et al., 2011], with mean export in the range of 28-252 g Si m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ [Buesseler et al., 2001; Jin et al., 2006; Fripiat et al., 2011], whereas our mean export is 3.2 g Si m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ due to “negative export” of silica in some areas.
Figure 5-5. Export of biogenic silica (g Si m\(^{-2}\) yr\(^{-1}\)) in the Southern Ocean in summer and autumn as estimated from our technique using GLODAPv2 and SOSE. PF is the Polar Front, SAF is the Subantarctic Front, and STF is the Subtropical Front.

In north-south transects crossing the Polar Front, there is a significant difference (Table 5-1) between the rate of decrease in Alk* south of the front (mean decrease >3º south of the Polar Front = 0.5 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) 0ºlat\(^{-1}\); \(\sigma = 1.8 \mu\text{mol kg}\(^{-1}\) 0ºlat\(^{-1}\)) and around the Polar Front (mean decrease within 3º latitude of the Polar Front = 3.0 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) 0ºlat\(^{-1}\); \(\sigma = 4.5 \mu\text{mol kg}\(^{-1}\) 0ºlat\(^{-1}\)). There is also a significant difference between the rate of decrease in Alk* north of the front (mean decrease >3º north of the Polar Front = 4.2 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) 0ºlat\(^{-1}\); \(\sigma = 3.8 \mu\text{mol kg}\(^{-1}\) 0ºlat\(^{-1}\)) and south of the front (Table 5-1); however, there is no significant difference between the decrease around the Polar Front and the decrease >3º north of the Polar Front. This suggests that the Polar Front is the boundary between the region of little calcium carbonate export (south of the Polar Front) and significant calcium carbonate export (close to the Polar Front and northwards). In the Pacific section of the Southern Ocean, the Subtropical Front is more than 15º latitude north of the Subantarctic Front and this area reveals that the rates of Alk* decrease and export of calcium carbonate are much greater near both the Polar and Subantarctic Fronts compared to lower rates between the
Subantarctic and Subtropical Fronts and near the Subtropical Front (Figure 5-4). This agrees with sediment trap studies that find the areas of highest calcium carbonate export around the Polar Front [Wefer and Fischer, 1991; Honjo et al., 2000, 2008; Salter et al., 2007]. The regions with a decrease in Alk* are also seen to be different from the regions with a decrease is silicic acid which decreases by 3.3 µmol kg⁻¹ olat⁻¹ (σ = 3.6 µmol kg⁻¹ olat⁻¹) in the region >3º south of the Polar Front, 3.0 µmol kg⁻¹ olat⁻¹ (σ = 4.5 µmol kg⁻¹ olat⁻¹) in the region within 3º latitude of the Polar Front, and 1.1 µmol kg⁻¹ olat⁻¹ (σ = 1.4 µmol kg⁻¹ olat⁻¹) in the region >3º north of the Polar Front. The only significant difference in the decreases in silicic acid is between >3º north of the Polar Front and >3º south of the Polar Front (Table 5-1). This suggests that the export of biogenic silica is greatest south of the Polar Front and is much lower north of the Polar Front, which supports our map of silica export generated using the tracer-velocity method (Figure 5-5) and previous reports of silica export [Buesseler et al., 2001].

Table 5-1. P-values for 2 tailed, paired, t-tests between the rates of decrease in Alk* or silicic acid in different regions of the Southern Ocean (as calculated on 23 cruise transects, N=23). Significant differences are indicated by bold font.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsets to be compared</th>
<th>For Alk*</th>
<th>For silicic acid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subset A</td>
<td>Subset B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;3º south of the Polar Front</td>
<td>Within 3º of the Polar Front</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;3º north of the Polar Front</td>
<td>Within 3º of the Polar Front</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;3º south of the Polar Front</td>
<td>&gt;3º north of the Polar Front</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5.2 **Strengths and weaknesses of the tracer-velocity method**

The advantage of combining surface gradients in a tracer of calcium carbonate cycling with modeled ocean circulation is that it provides an estimate of biogeochemical rates that factors in, rather than ignores, water motion. This allows the export of calcium carbonate to be mapped, highlighting area of low production and export and areas of high production.
and export. This method also provides an independent method to calculate export that can be compared with estimates from other methods such as sediment traps.

The major issue with using the tracer-velocity method is that concurrent measurements of Alk* and water velocity are needed. For example, Figure 5-3a shows the change in Alk* along the direction in flow. There are large areas of blue highlighting an increase in Alk* along the direction of flow. Although upwelling events could potentially cause an increase in Alk*, it is unlikely to cause such a widespread effect. Instead, the effect is likely caused by the Alk* measurements and the ocean circulation not being truly concurrent despite using the ocean circulation modeled for the time Alk* was sampled. To improve this error, Alk* could be calculated from modeled alkalinity, nitrate, and salinity; however, not all models produce process-based alkalinity and this method could not then be used to test the accuracy of modeled calcification. A greater density of in-situ Alk* data values could help reduce this error. As will be discussed further in Chapter 6, Alk* could be predicted using nitrate and salinity measurements from Autonomous Underwater Vehicles [Johnson and Coletti, 2002].

Our estimation method may underestimate the extents of both biogenic silica and calcium carbonate export. Our approach may underestimate the extent export by overly smoothing gradients or by using a large scale grid and therefore not accounting for small scale variations in Alk* or silicic acid. This may cause our method to only show large scale export and miss small scale variations caused by small scale export.

Another source of error is from the variation in the timing of the in-situ sampling. For example, some Alk* values may come from late spring, before substantial calcification has taken place and at a time when the in-situ conditions are likely to strongly reflect entrainment of deep water into the surface layer during the immediately preceding winter, whereas other data may come from late summer after calcification. If the upstream value is from late summer and the downstream one from late spring then Alk* may appear to increase along the flow path, giving rise to a negative estimation of calcification.

To estimate the error caused by various assumptions, we calculated the total export with and without those assumptions (Table 5-2). The removal of the contribution of mixing to the Alk* decrease ($Du$ and $Dv$) only changes the estimate of export by 0.005 Pg C yr$^{-1}$. To test the errors that MLD could contribute to total export, we calculated the total export by multiplying by a fixed depth of 48 m (mean MLD of all Alk* sampling points). This altered the total export by 0.024 Pg C yr$^{-1}$. A greater decrease is observed when using an
alternative tracer for the calcium carbonate cycle. Carter et al. [2014] produced a version of Alk* which is slightly different to that in Chapter 3. The lower estimate (by 0.094 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\)) using Carter et al. [2014]’s Alk* could be caused by the use of a different salinity correction method or by using 1.26 as the ratio between nitrate uptake and the effect on alkalinity [Kanamori and Ikegami, 1982]. We used instead a theoretically derived ratio of 1.36 [Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007], which tends to increase gradients in the Southern Ocean. A much wider range of total calcium carbonate export is observed if the input fields are varied, with estimates up to 0.18 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\) lower depending on the assumptions used. This is consistent with the biggest disadvantage of the method; the need for simultaneous measurements of Alk* and water velocity. The lowest export is calculated using a simplified linear interpolation to create the Alk*, MLD, and velocity fields. An estimate of export using all summer and autumn GLODAPv2 data and the mean summer and autumn velocity fields also produces a low value. Increasing the smoothing of the Gaussian-Markov objective mapping by increasing the noise until the signal to noise ratio = 2, also decreased the total calcium carbonate estimate by 0.045 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\).

Table 5-2. Total summer and autumn calcium carbonate export using different methods and assumptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>CaCO(_3) export (Pg C yr(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total export of calcium carbonate</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without subtracting mixing</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With constant MLD (48 m)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Carter et al. [2014] Alk* algorithm</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With linear interpolation</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With smoothing (signal to noise = 2)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using all GLODAPv2 and mean summer and autumn velocity fields</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.5.3 How does our distribution compare to other studies?

Sediment trap observations in the Southern Ocean produce export estimates that range from 0.096 to 230 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ [Wefer and Fischer, 1991; Honjo et al., 2000, 2008; Trull et al., 2001; Schiebel, 2002; Salter et al., 2007]. But the techniques to extrapolate from the sediment trap period to a yearly flux vary and therefore the error on this data is large. The highest export in this range is extrapolated from the summer south of the Subantarctic Front [Salter et al., 2007] and the lowest is in a seasonally ice covered area [Honjo et al., 2008]. The studies agree that the area of highest export is around the Subantarctic Front and the Polar Front [Honjo et al., 2000, 2008; Trull et al., 2001], which is consistent with our findings of the areas of greatest export. The mean export from the sediment trap data [Wefer and Fischer, 1991; Honjo et al., 2000, 2008; Trull et al., 2001; Schiebel, 2002; Salter et al., 2007] is 24 g m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ which produces a total of 2.7 Pg C yr$^{-1}$ over the Southern Ocean when multiplied over the area between 75ºS and 30ºS. The total and mean export are higher than ours (mean = 2.3 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$, total = 0.31 Pg C yr$^{-1}$); however, our mean export is within the range of the sediment trap data (0.096 to 230 g m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ [Wefer and Fischer, 1991; Honjo et al., 2000, 2008; Trull et al., 2001; Schiebel, 2002; Salter et al., 2007]). As well as lacking simultaneous measurement of Alk* and water velocity, our calculation also included more data from further north and south where the export is low rather than extrapolating from data mostly from spring around the frontal zones. On the other hand, we would expect the sediment trap data to underestimate export as there is likely to be calcium carbonate dissolution as the mean depths of the sediment traps were about 1500 m which is deep enough for dissolution in the Southern Ocean (at 1500 m the saturation state of calcite (Ω) is always $< 1$). Also, there could be error in the sediment trap data from the extrapolation from a few points or from problems such as advection, sample preservation, or zooplankton feeding in the buckets [Honjo et al., 2008].

There is only one set of in situ measurements of calcification rates in the Southern Ocean. In the Drake Passage, Charalampopoulou et al. [2016] measured calcite production to be between 0.04 and 2.4 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ in February 2009. They measured high calcite production around the Subantarctic Front and south of the Falkland Islands. Due to errors in our method, our analysis produces a mean of -0.06 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ for the area around the Drake Passage (71ºS-55ºS, 70ºW-50ºW). However, our mean export of 2.3 g C m$^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ for the whole of the Southern Ocean is closer to the values measured by Charalampopoulou et al. [2016].
Calcification in the Southern Ocean has previously been estimated by Balch et al. [2007] who used sample depth, PIC concentration, chlorophyll, day length, and temperature to produce a multiple linear regression. When using satellite estimates of temperature, PIC and chlorophyll concentration, they found high calcification in the Southern Ocean, up to 0.8 Pg C yr\(^{-1}\). However, the R\(^2\) value of their equation is 0.27 which indicates that much of the variability is missed. Figure 5-6 shows calcification estimated using MODIS PIC, chlorophyll and sea surface temperature on a 9 km grid. The PIC and chlorophyll concentrations have been updated since the creation of the equation. The distribution of calcification is similar to ours in that the area of highest export/calcification is around the Polar and Subantarctic fronts (Figure 5-4). But the Pearson’s r correlation coefficient between our estimate and their estimate is 0.09 (N = 465). The difference may be caused by our estimate being for export and their estimate being for calcification; however, if both estimates were accurate, one would expect greater correlation. The major difference is likely caused by our method not using concurrent measurements of Alk* and water velocity. Satellite derived predictions could also cause error because the calcification estimate from the satellite data is reflective of a depth of 1 m averaged during cloud free conditions whereas the Alk* estimate and the water velocity use the mixed layer depth. Satellite-based methods predict significant amounts of calcification taking place south of the Polar Front because satellite maps of PIC standing stocks suggest high concentrations in the region. However, neither coccolithophore in situ counts [Holligan et al., 2010; Malinverno et al., 2015] nor in situ calcification rate measurements [Charalampopoulou et al., 2016] support high rates south of the Polar Front. Our results (Figure 5-4) using alkalinity-based analysis also do not support the satellite-based estimates south of the Polar Front.

Freeman and Lovenduski [2015] also used the equation by Balch et al. [2007] to project calcification. They calculated a mean summer production of 30.0 ± 0.3 g C m\(^{-2}\) yr\(^{-1}\) which is higher than our summer and autumn average export of 2.3 g C m\(^{-2}\) yr\(^{-1}\). Their calculations are subject to be same issues as described for Balch et al. [2007].
The major calcifiers in the Southern Ocean are bloom forming coccolithophores [Cubillos et al., 2007; Mohan et al., 2008; Holligan et al., 2010]. Evidence from sediment traps shows dominance by coccoliths made of calcite north of the Polar Front, whereas aragonite building pteropods mainly dominate calcium carbonate export south of the Polar Front [Honjo et al., 2000]. Studies of species assemblages [Gravalosa et al., 2008; Mohan et al., 2008; Holligan et al., 2010] have found high concentrations of coccolithophores in the Southern Ocean north of the Polar Front but decreasing concentrations south of the Polar Front. Malinerno et al. [2015] analyzed coccolithophore abundance along a transect from New Zealand to the Ross Sea and found the distribution of coccolithophores, in particularly Emiliania huxleyi, showed a distribution that is similar to ours of export with high concentrations in the Polar Frontal Zone (between the Polar Front and the Subantarctic
Holligan et al. [2010] found that south of the Polar Front the level of coccolithophores is undetectable; however, eddies may bring water southwards from further north containing blooms of coccolithophores. Our calculation of export (Figure 5-4) shows low activity south of the Polar Front.

Berelson et al. [2007] compiled many estimates of calcium carbonate export. They concluded that global ocean export is between 0.4 and 1.8 Pg PIC yr$^{-1}$. Our estimate of approximately 0.31 Pg PIC yr$^{-1}$ is between 17% and 77% of this range. However, our estimates using different assumptions (Table 5-2) are between 7% and 79% of this range.

### 5.5.4 What mechanisms could explain the spatial distribution of calcification?

One hypothesis to explain the patterns of export in Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 is that once diatoms use up the silicic acid, non-silicifiers can take advantage of the remaining nitrate as they are no longer outcompeted [Margalef, 1978; Tyrrell and Merico, 2004]. From the Antarctic continent the concentration of nutrients decreases northwards. Silicate reaches subtropical concentrations in the Polar Frontal Zone (between the Polar Front and the Subantarctic Front). Sarmiento et al. [2004] found that the Polar Front marked the boundary between the silicate-rich and silicate-poor waters. Balch et al. [2011] also found the water within a calcifier bloom had an extremely low silicate to nitrate ratio. But Hopkins et al. [2015] report diatom and coccolithophore blooms coinciding, which conflicts with this interpretation.

An alternate hypothesis is that the range of coccolithophores is controlled by temperature. Water south of the Polar Front is colder than further north which could explain why there is a southern limit to coccolithophore growth. Studies of coccolithophores [Neori and Holm-Hansen, 1982; Gravalosa et al., 2008; Mohan et al., 2008] suggest that temperature limits the southern extent of the coccolithophores and nutrients controls the northern limit.

### 5.5.5 Implications and Future research

Improved estimates of calcium carbonate export are needed in order to better understand the magnitude of the possible effect of ocean acidification and to better understand the carbon cycle. Our research supports the existence of a belt of calcium carbonate production in the Southern Ocean, similar to that reported by Balch et al. [2005; 2011]. As calcium carbonate dissolution increases with lower pH, ocean acidification has the potential to affect calcification in this region, especially as cool waters and upwelling of carbon-rich
deep water [Orr et al., 2005] means that the effects of ocean acidification may be already being seen in susceptible species [Orr et al., 2005; Bednaršek et al., 2012]. Moy et al. [2009] suggest that there has been a 30-35% reduction in calcification of planktonic foraminifera *Globigerina bulloides* in the Southern Ocean since the pre-industrial age. Freeman and Lovenduski [2015] found a decline of 3.9 ± 1.3% in basin-wide summer calcification measured by satellite from 1998 to 2004. The effects of reduced calcification may cause changes in the organic carbon cycle of the ocean as calcium carbonate is a major ballast for exporting material out to the photic zone [Armstrong et al., 2002; Klaas and Archer, 2002; Berelson et al., 2007].

Our understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the tracer-velocity approach would benefit from more seasonal data. Seasonal research should include measurements through the year of alkalinity, calcification rate, and calcifier species abundances, as well as of export. Using our method with improved future sampling of Alk* could produce better estimates of the geographical distribution and rate of calcium carbonate export to improve our understanding of the carbon cycle in the Southern Ocean.

In this chapter, we introduce a novel method for assessing the rate and distribution of the calcium carbonate export flux. However, the tracer-velocity method depends on the quantity and concurrent timing of the Alk* and velocity measurements. Although this method may indicate where calcification and export are likely to have taken place, this method is less accurate in estimating the exact quantity of calcium carbonate exported. This method is likely to become more powerful in the future as more data becomes available.
Chapter 6: Conclusion and future work

6.1 Overview of thesis

This chapter summarizes the previous chapters of this thesis and suggests future work. In Chapter 1, the carbon cycle and past research into ocean alkalinity were summarized. It was also explained how research into the ocean calcium carbonate cycle is important to understand climate change and ocean acidification. In Chapter 2, the development and the quality control procedures of the large carbon databases used in this thesis were described. In Chapter 3, a tracer of the calcium carbonate cycle called Alk* was developed. In Chapter 4, the tracer was used to analyze zonal variations in the North Pacific and to produce algorithms that predict alkalinity in the surface of the Pacific Ocean. In Chapter 5, a method was developed, using in-situ Alk* and modeled velocity measurements, to estimate calcium carbonate export.

6.2 Summary of findings

To investigate the causes of alkalinity variations in the surface ocean, Alk*, a tracer of ocean calcium carbonate cycling, was created. Its distribution in the ocean was calculated using GLODAP, CARINA, and PACIFICA data. The calcium carbonate cycle was defined as the production and dissolution of calcium carbonate combined with the redistribution of dissolution products through physical processes. The Alk* tracer was produced by removing the variation in measured alkalinity caused by evaporation and precipitation, river inputs, and the production and dissolution of organic matter. Equation 6-1 shows the calculation of Alk* where $Alk_m$ is measured alkalinity (µmol kg$^{-1}$), $Alk_r$ is river alkalinity (µmol kg$^{-1}$), $NO_3^-$ is the nitrate concentration (µmol kg$^{-1}$), and $S$ is salinity.

$$Alk^* = \frac{Alk_m - Alk_r + 1.36 \times NO_3^-}{S} \times 35 + Alk_r - 2300$$  \hspace{1cm} (6-1)

Rivers were found to have a significant impact on the alkalinity concentration in the tropical Atlantic Ocean, the Labrador Sea, and the Bay of Bengal. The impact of rivers was on a regional scale, especially in the Bay of Bengal where multiple large rivers enter the sea. It is also expected that other areas, where there are currently few data, will show the influence of river input including the Congo River plume in the Atlantic Ocean and the Pearl and Mekong rivers in the South China Sea [Cao and Dai, 2011; Kang et al., 2013].
Surface Alk* values are low in the low latitudes of all basins with an increase of about 85 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) from the tropical Pacific to the North Pacific and an increase of approximately 110 µmol kg\(^{-1}\) from the tropical ocean to the Southern Ocean. These enhanced values in the North Pacific and the Southern Ocean are caused by the upwelling and winter entrainment of water containing the dissolution products of calcium carbonate. The Alk* value of the surface water then decreases as Alk* is removed through calcification and export of calcium carbonate, which subsequently dissolves at depth, increasing the Alk* concentration in the deep oceans.

During the development of Alk* in Chapter 3, it was found that many processes affect alkalinity. In Table 6-1, the potential impact that different processes have on the surface alkalinity have been estimated. The biggest impact is caused by evaporation and precipitation which affects large areas of the surface ocean through dilution and concentration. However, rivers and the upwelling of the dissolution products of calcium carbonate can also cause large local increases in alkalinity compared with salinity.

**Table 6-1. Potential impact of different processes on surface ocean alkalinity.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Potential magnitude of impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaporation and precipitation</td>
<td>200 µmol kg(^{-1})(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers</td>
<td>100 µmol kg(^{-1})(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological uptake of ions</td>
<td>25 µmol kg(^{-1})(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium carbonate cycling</td>
<td>150 µmol kg(^{-1})(^c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) range of variation in alkalinity measurements, \(^b\) difference between the salinity-normalized alkalinity and the Alk* value in regions affected by the process, \(^c\) range of surface Alk* values.

In Chapter 4, Alk* was used with the new database, GLODAPv2, to analyze alkalinity variations in the surface of the North Pacific. Three longitudinal gradients were identified: (1) an increase from east to west between 45ºN and 55ºN, (2) an increase from west to east between 25ºN and 40ºN, and (3) little of a predicted increase [Millero et al., 1998b; Lee et al., 2006] from west to east between 15ºS and 10ºN. Hypotheses that could explain each zonal gradient were tested.
The results of the hypothesis testing indicated that, from 45ºN to 55ºN, the major cause of variation is denser isopycnals (with higher Alk*) coming closer to the surface on the western side than on the eastern side. Between 25ºN and 40ºN, the higher Alk* close to the eastern margin is caused by upwelling off the North American continent. In contrast, in the eastern equatorial Pacific upwelling does not greatly increase the surface Alk* value. However, Alk* is higher in the east during La Niña years, which is probably because stronger upwelling during these periods brings water to the surface from greater depths where Alk* is elevated.

Two algorithms to predict alkalinity were then created, one with three equations for the entire Pacific Ocean, and one with three equations for the eastern margin of the North Pacific. Multiple linear regression was used with the predictor variables of salinity, nitrate, and potential density. The accuracy of the Pacific Ocean algorithm is similar to the best previous algorithm; the algorithm created in Chapter 4 has a Pearson’s r correlation coefficient of 0.970 whereas the algorithm by Sasse et al. [2013] has an r value of 0.977. However, the Pacific Ocean algorithm from Chapter 4 is less biased with longitude in the North Pacific north of 40ºN. In this region, there is an r value of 0.291 between the residuals and longitude whereas the algorithm by Sasse et al. [2013] has an r value of 0.314. The Pacific Ocean algorithm in Chapter 4 also uses fewer equations and variables than the algorithm by Sasse et al. [2013] and is therefore easier to apply. The algorithm created for the eastern margin of the North Pacific is more accurate than the algorithm by Sasse et al. [2013]; the algorithm has an r value of 0.991 whereas Sasse et al. [2013] have an r value of 0.953, although their algorithm was not optimized for that specific region.

A method to estimate the export of calcium carbonate from the surface ocean was created. It was demonstrated in the Southern Ocean with calculated Alk* from GLODAPv2 and water velocity estimates from the Southern Ocean State Estimate model [Mazloff et al., 2010]. The method produced an estimate of the geographical distribution and rate of the export of calcium carbonate between 75ºS and 30ºS in summer and autumn; however, the accuracy of the method was limited by the lack of concurrent measurements of Alk* and water velocity. The results showed export of calcium carbonate was potentially highest around the Subantarctic Front and the Polar Front and was lower both southwards and northwards of these fronts. The calcium carbonate export was then compared with the silicon export estimated using the same method. It was found that the export of calcium carbonate occurs northwards of the silicon export, as expected from other biological and biogeochemical data. The distribution of export validates the satellite evidence of a Great
Calcite Belt of coccolithophores between 30°S and 60°S. The total amount calcium carbonate exported from November to April between 75°S and 30°S is estimated to be 0.31 Pg C yr⁻¹.

6.3 Future work

The results in this thesis advance scientific understanding of the causes of alkalinity variation in the global surface ocean, including calcium carbonate cycling, and show how alkalinity can be used to analyze different water bodies and calculate calcium carbonate export. However, further studies could improve the accuracy of Alk* and improve the use of Alk* in further investigations of the carbon cycle and ocean acidification.

6.3.1 Improved understanding of how river inputs affect ocean alkalinity

Figure 3-1e compared with Figure 3-1b shows how river alkalinity inputs can cause large scale variation in Alk*. To improve the accuracy of Alk* globally and locally, more measurements of alkalinity fluxes from more rivers are needed. The largest and also the most well studied river is the Amazon [Amiotte Suchet et al., 2003; Körtzinger, 2003; Cooley and Yager, 2006; Cooley et al., 2007; Cai et al., 2010]; however, most of the other 25 largest rivers [Kang et al., 2013] are either not measured or are only poorly studied. An investigation of river alkalinity with monthly transects from low salinity to open ocean salinity would answer many questions; such as: “How does the alkalinity of rivers vary through an estuary?” also, “What impact does organic alkalinity have in coastal waters [Kim et al., 2006; Hofmann et al., 2011; Koeve and Oschlies, 2012]?” and, “What is the final value of the river alkalinity as it enters the sea and so what is the river-alkalinity correction needed in Alk*?” Monthly transects would ideally be performed on multiple rivers with different catchment geologies. Studying river alkalinity would also improve scientific understanding of the seasonal variation in alkalinity fluxes and how river alkalinity varies with runoff. For example, during heavy rainfall the alkalinity could be diluted in the river. Alternatively, greater rainfall could cause greater erosion raising the alkalinity concentration or the total alkalinity flux.

The final salinity-alkalinity relationship, derived from monthly transects on a river, could be used to improve the local accuracy of Alk* by inputting a more accurate average Alkᵢ value or by using different Alkᵢ values for each month. Alternatively, the relationship between alkalinity and salinity in the surface ocean around a river outflow can be used to inform the local Alkᵢ value which can then be included in the Alk* equation. This latter
technique is less direct, but may be better at capturing end-of-river processes that can perturb alkalinity, such as denitrification and sulphate reduction [Brewer and Goldman, 1976; Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007; Cai et al., 2010]. The salinity concentration in the surface ocean can also be used to identify where to apply the local Alkₚ value (i.e. only where low salinity values indicate river influence).

6.3.2 Improved understanding of how sea ice formation and melting affect alkalinity

Ikaite, with the chemical formula of CaCO₃·6H₂O, is a carbonate mineral that forms in sea-ice. Just as river alkalinity affects ocean alkalinity, ikaite also affects regional alkalinity. The Alk* equation could therefore be improved through the inclusion of ikaite. The production and dissolution of ikaite causes the alkalinity-salinity relationship to deviate from the usual proportional relationship [Nomura et al., 2013]; the production of ice containing ikaite reduces the alkalinity and increases the salinity of the surrounding water. Dissolution of ice containing ikaite decreases the salinity and relatively increases the alkalinity of the surrounding water. These processes induce changes in Alk* in sea-ice areas that are not related to the calcium carbonate cycle and the variation is caused by the salinity correction which assumes that as salinity decreases, the alkalinity decreases in proportion. The associated error could be high in the Arctic Sea which has large areas of sea ice and will have more data coverage in future [Lauvset et al., 2014]. Alk* would have to be adjusted to account for the deviations in the salinity-normalization; however, the precise relationship between salinity changes and alkalinity need to be understood. Current measurements of alkalinity in sea ice range from 100 to 1352 µmol kg⁻¹ [Rysgaard et al., 2012b, 2013; Nomura et al., 2013], but sea ice does not always have negligible salinity [Rysgaard et al., 2013]. To accurately add ikaite to the Alk* equation, it is important to know if there is a relationship between sea-ice salinity and ikaite content. For this, more data on ikaite concentrations and characteristics are needed, as well as more salinity measurements in sea ice.

6.3.3 Alk* analysis applied to time-series

Alk* varies with changes in the calcium carbonate cycle (production and dissolution of calcium carbonate, and ocean circulation that redistributes dissolution effects). So, it could be used to analyze the causes of seasonal variations in alkalinity in time series. Seasonal or monthly time series could show changes in Alk* caused by physical processes or blooms
of species. For example, seasonal analysis might also show changes in Alk* caused by
circulation such as deeper winter mixing; Alk* could show that during winter there is
deeper mixing which could entrain deeper waters with higher dissolved calcium carbonate
and so higher Alk*. The Alk* could then decrease in spring and summer when the mixed
layer depth decreases and calcification takes up alkalinity and reduces Alk*, decreasing the
surface concentration. On a shorter timescale, a small bloom may impact the Alk* in a
specific area, temporarily depleting Alk*. The changes in Alk* could be compared to the
magnitude and fluctuations in nutrients, such as silicate or nitrate. This could inform us of
bloom phenology and the succession of species over a bloom or a whole season.

Figure 6-1 shows a seasonal cycle in Alk*, with higher values in winter and lower values
in summer. The seasonal cycle in Alk* is also correlated with nitrate (R^2=0.5 with Alk*,
compared with 0.05 for alkalinity, n=106). But, to undertake global scale analysis like this
more data are needed; on the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC)
website (http://cdiac.ornl.gov/oceans/time_series_moorings.html) there are 19 time series
measuring alkalinity and only 5 of those contain monthly measurement at greater than 30º
latitude, which is where there is likely to be significant seasonal changes.

In the same way as Alk* could be used to analyze short-term changes in the calcium
carbonate cycle, multiyear analysis of Alk* using time series could also show useful long-
term trends. The types of trends that could be observed using Alk* could be changes in
overturning such as seen by Byrne et al. [2010] in the North Pacific. For example, in the
future the ocean may become increasingly stratified and this could cause less nutrients
[Behrenfeld et al., 2006] and Alk* to be upwelled. This may decrease the gradient in Alk*
observed between the polar and tropical regions (Figure 3-1). Alk* could also be used to
monitor long-term changes in calcification rates. Ocean acidification could adversely affect
calculifiers [Doney et al., 2009; Steinacher et al., 2009; Bednaršek et al., 2012] and so the
rates of calcification and calcium carbonate export could decrease. Such a shift could be
accompanied by increased Alk* values in specific areas or by a reduced decrease in Alk*
as water moves from polar to tropical regions (Figure 3-1). Figure 3-9 shows that Alk* is
better than raw alkalinity at detecting trends in the calcium carbonate system.
Figure 6-1. Alkalinity (µmol kg$^{-1}$), Alk* (µmol kg$^{-1}$), and nitrate (µmol kg$^{-1}$) measurements (black dots) from the KNOT site in the Pacific Ocean at 44°N 154°E. The blue line connects the monthly mean.

The Bermuda Atlantic Time-series (BATS) and Hawaii Ocean Time series (HOT) are long-term, monthly time series which both contain measurements of alkalinity. Although they are not ideally placed to show seasonal variability, being at low- and mid-latitude locations where seasonal cycles are not as pronounced, the pH values at both sites show a trend of increasing acidity over time [Dore et al., 2009; Takahashi et al., 2014]. Most of the variations in alkalinity in these datasets are due to changes in water mass [Sabine et al., 1995; Bates et al., 1996]. However, individual drawdown events of 15-25 µmol kg$^{-1}$ caused by calcification have occurred at BATS [Bates et al., 1996]. Future research could correlate pH and the saturation state of calcium carbonate with Alk* to show the effects of ocean acidification. For example, future sampling may show fewer individual calcification events or events of a lower magnitude effect.
6.3.4 Combining Alk* with models

In Chapter 5, modeled ocean circulation was used with Alk* to calculate the export of calcium carbonate in the Southern Ocean. Further studies could use Alk* with inverse models, or models could verify their representation of calcification by comparing modeled Alk* to a global data product. Comparing modeled Alk* to a climatological map of Alk*, could show where the model accurately represents the calcium carbonate cycle and where it is less accurately represented. Feedback from this comparison could be used to improve modeled calcification and export of calcium carbonate in the ocean, for example, identifying where in situ Alk* is greater at mid-depth than the modeled Alk* could highlight areas of greater export. This feedback could show the levels of calcification, and other biological activity, needed to reproduce the observed Alk* fields. Identifying areas with the greatest uncertainty may help to refine the global estimate of calcification which is currently estimated only rather loosely, with a large range (0.5-1.6 Pg PIC yr\(^{-1}\) [Berelson et al., 2007]). Modeled calcification could also highlight the areas of the ocean where further in situ studies of calcification could provide the most information and so models could be used to plan cruise routes. For example, modeled calcification could identify areas of high calcium carbonate production which also have a low pH and therefore where ocean acidification may have the greatest impact on the community structure. This could be used to plan biological surveys of the area and test the robustness of the community to ocean acidification. Improving the modeled Alk* could also help to refine the biogeochemical processes in models and improve predictions of local air-sea fluxes because fluxes are affected by the state of the ocean carbonate system. For instance, alkalinity is a major control on surface pCO\(_2\), and hence air-sea gas exchange, therefore improving the modeling of some of the processes affecting alkalinity, such as the calcium carbonate cycle, could improve the local modeling of air-sea carbon dioxide fluxes.

6.3.5 Using Alk* to refine predicative algorithms for alkalinity

In Chapter 4, two algorithms to predict alkalinity in the Pacific Ocean north of 30°S were created. A processed-based algorithm for predicting alkalinity in the entire ocean, at all depths, could also be produced using Alk*. Alk* could be used to represent evaporation, precipitation, river input, and biological uptake of ions. The rest of the variation, mainly from the calcium carbonate cycle, could be statistically modeled using relationships with nutrients, such as nitrate, which is also used by calcifiers, or silicate, which dissolves at a more similar depth to calcium carbonate (Chapter 4). Alternatively, the remaining variation
could be modeled with a more complex neural network [Sasse et al., 2013; Velo et al., 2013; Carter et al., 2016]. Using a larger dataset, e.g. GLODAPv2 [Olsen et al., 2016], would also improve and update an algorithm compared with the Lee et al. [2006] algorithm because GLODAPv2 covers more coastal areas and the Arctic Sea. The result of using Alk* and GLODAPv2 would be a more accurate and process-based algorithm with the potential to respond to future changes in processes which affect alkalinity.

The use of nitrate may help to refine predicative algorithms (Chapter 4; [McNeil et al., 2007]) and in the future nitrate may also be measured using autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) [Johnson and Coletti, 2002]. Carter et al. [2016] produced a Locally Interpolated Alkalinity Regression (LIAR) which uses salinity plus any or none of: potential temperature, apparent oxygen utilization, total dissolved nitrate, and total silicate to predict alkalinity in the ocean. Their most accurate algorithm uses all of the parameters. These algorithms are designed to be used to interpolate alkalinity around available cruise data to avoid discontinuities between regression equations for separate areas; however, their algorithms could also be used on data from AUVs including data from Argo floats equipped with biogeochemical sensors, such as nitrate and oxygen. Using AUVs, the entire carbonate system could also be estimated if, in the future, alkalinity and pH sensors of sufficient accuracy are developed [Bresnahan et al., 2014].

6.4 Final remarks

To further scientific knowledge, the aims of this thesis were to understand the controlling processes on alkalinity in the surface ocean and the causes of the large-scale regional variations. Five objectives were identified:

1. Identify the magnitude of variations in surface ocean alkalinity caused by different major processes, such as evaporation and precipitation, river inputs, organic matter production, upwelling, and production of calcium carbonate.
2. Identify in which areas surface alkalinity is most affected by each of the major processes in objective 1.
3. Explain the causes of longitudinal variations in alkalinity and salinity-normalized alkalinity in the North Pacific which have previously proven difficult to ascertain [Lee et al., 2006].
4. Produce an algorithm to predict alkalinity in the surface ocean of the North Pacific that is an improvement upon the algorithm by Lee et al. [2006].
5. Produce a new method to map and quantify the production of calcium carbonate in the subpolar frontal region of the Southern Ocean using a tracer of calcium carbonate cycling.

This thesis meets these objectives in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. In Chapter 3, the major causes of surface variability in alkalinity are identified and their impact quantified (Table 6-1). The areas most affected by each of the major processes are illustrated in Figure 3-1. In Chapter 4, hypotheses are explored to identify the causes of longitudinal variations in the North Pacific and then an improved algorithm was created for predicting alkalinity in the Pacific Ocean north of 30ºS. In Chapter 5, a new method for calculating the export of calcium carbonate in the Southern Ocean is demonstrated.

By meeting these objectives, this thesis improves predictive algorithms, and furthers scientific understanding of the causes of both local and large-scale variations in alkalinity including calcification and the export of calcium carbonate.
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